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RESUMÉ 
Dette speciale har til formål at undersøge i hvilken grad humanitære problemstillinger kan 

adresseres som forretningsmuligheder for danske multinationale virksomheder. Specialet tager 

udgangspunkt i FN’s flygtninge højkommissariat (UNHCR), som i 2014 flyttede deres 

privatsektor fundraising afdeling til København. Det åbner en mulighed for UNHCR at etablere 

kontakt med danske virksomheder, som har tradition for en samarbejdende tilgang til sine 

stakeholders med fokus på at skabe værdi for begge. Med afsæt i Porter og Kramers (2011) 

ledelsesstrategi, Creating Shared Value, udarbejdes der et case studie af tre danske virksomheder. 

Case studiet er udført på baggrund af en teoretisk ramme, som indlemmer Creating Shared Value i 

en Collaborative Value Creation Framework (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a,b). Formålet er at betragte 

samarbejder mellem virksomheder og nonprofit organisationer som præmis for CSV. På baggrund 

af en komparativ analyse af de tre danske virksomheder, testes resultaterne med teoretiske 

propositioner for at styrke resultaternes validitet. Herefter udvikles en række nye propositioner, 

som både besvarer specialets problemformulering samt at give UNHCR en række forslag til 

hvordan organisationen på bedre vis kan opsøge partnerskaber med danske virksomheder på 

baggrund af Creating Shared Value. Specialet konkluderer således, at humanitære 

problemstillinger kan vise sig som en forretningsmulighed a) i den grad at begge parter kan 

mobilisere deres kernekompetencer og rumme hinandens kommercielle og sociale formål; b) i den 

grad at udviklingen af innovative løsninger udgør partnerskabet; c) og i den grad at parterne 

udvikler en fælles forståelse for målgruppens rolle i partnerskabets udfald samt virksomhedens 

prioriteter herfor.  
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Definitions 

Multinational Corporation An enterprise operating in several countries but managed from one (home) 

country. Generally, any company or group that derives a quarter of its 

revenue from operations outside of its home country is considered a 

multinational corporation (Madsen, 2008, p. 1452). 

Nonprofit Generally, nonprofit organizations are characterized as associations, 

charities, cooperatives, and other voluntary organizations formed to benefit 

the general public without shareholders and without a profit motive. Most 

non-governmental organizations (NGOs) fall under this category (Business 

Dictionary, 2015). For this thesis I also include development and 

humanitarian organizations under his category, which both constitute NGOs 

and multilateral organizations like the UNHCR. 

Humanitarian assistance An intervention to help people who are victims of a natural disaster or 

conflict and meet their basic needs and rights (OCHA FTS, 2015) 

Development assistance An intervention, which contrary to humanitarian aid, is focused on a long-

term engagement in terms of poverty alleviation and environmental and 

developmental support (WHO, 2015) 

The function of UNHCR The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) is 

mandated to “seeking permanent solutions for the problem of refugees” 

(Statute of the Office of the UNHCR, 1950). In exercising its mandate, 

UNHCR is charged with facilitating either voluntary repatriation of 

refugees, their local integration within new national communities, or their 

resettlement to third countries. 

Refugee UNHCR’s core mandate covers refugees, that is, all persons outside their 

country of origin for reasons of feared persecution, conflict, generalized 

violence, or other circumstances that have seriously disturbed public order 

and who, as a result, require international protection. Asylum-seekers, 

returnees, stateless, and in some situations internally displaced people 

(IDPs) also fall under UNHCR’s mandate (United Nations, 1994). 

Shared value Shared value serves as an umbrella construct (Gond and Moon, 2011, p. 3) 

for CSR and Sustainability as well as Creating Shared Value (CSV), well 

aware that CSR, Sustainability and CSV are discussed by some as near 

synonymous and by others as completely distinct concepts (Crane et al., 

2014; Caroll, 1999; Strand et al., 2015, p. 2; Porter & Kramer, 2011). 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
When the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) in 2014 relocated their private sector 

fundraising programme to new offices in Copenhagen’s UN City (Clement, 2014) it opened up for 

opportunities for increased liaison with Danish companies. While the program’s focus is to gain financial 

support from the private sector in order to respond to prioritized needs of the UN organization, it is the 

premise of this thesis that UNHCR would take advantage of the geographical context and engage with 

Danish companies in strategic collaborations in creating shared value.  

Danish companies and their Scandinavian counterparts are well-represented at the top of major Corporate 

Social Responsibility (CSR) and Sustainability performance indicators (Strand, Freeman & Hockerts, 2015)
1
. 

In the Global Sustainability Competitive Index, Scandinavian countries rank in the top for the third 

consecutive year (SolAbility, 2014). The World Economic Forum similarly publishes the Sustainability-

Adjusted Global Competitiveness Index and in its 2014-2015 edition, Denmark and the Scandinavian 

countries again make the top ten (World Economic Forum, 2015). This high global performance is assigned 

the Scandinavian collaborative culture, which “makes it a breeding ground for sustainability” (Balch, 2013). 

Strand and Freeman (2015) concur, saying that it stems from a willingness and ability of Scandinavian 

companies to cooperate with its stakeholders: “We propose that Scandinavia offers a particularly promising 

context from which to draw inspiration regarding effective company-stakeholder cooperation and to 

encourage a shift in the field of strategic management from a focus on competition toward cooperation” 

(Strand & Freeman, 2015, p. 82). The authors argue that seeking cooperative advantage through company-

stakeholder cooperation is necessary for both long-term profitability of the company and the social and 

environmental sustainability of the world (Ibid). 

In effect, Strand and Freeman suggest that Porter and Kramer’s (2011) widely read concept of Creating 

Shared Value (CSV) has its origins in Scandinavian context (2015, p. 81). Since Porter and Kramer 

published their article “Creating Shared Value” in Harvard Business Review in 2011, it has been one of the 

most influential articles related to the fields of CSR and Sustainability in recent years (Crane, Palazzo, 

Spence & Matten, 2014; Strand et al., 2015). The management strategy of CSV promotes creating business 

value in a way that also creates value for society by addressing its needs and challenges. In line with Strand 

and Freeman’s promotion of cooperative advantage, Porter and Kramer advocate for cooperation between 

the company and its stakeholder: 

“Shared value creation will involve new and heightened forms of collaboration. While some shared value 

opportunities are possible for a company to seize on its own, others will benefit from insights, skills, and 

                                                           
1
 I do not contend that these measurements are without flaws, but considered as a collection they serve as a useful 

indicator for Scandinavian sustainability performance compared to other regions of the world. 
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resources that cut across profit/nonprofit and private/public boundaries. Here companies will be less 

successful if they attempt to tackle societal problems on their own” (Porter & Kramer, 2011, p. 25). 

An indicator of the influence of CSV is the recent publication of Fortunes Magazine’s first Change the 

World list (Fortune, 2015), which aims to “shine a spotlight on companies that have made a significant 

progress in addressing major social problems as part of their core business strategy” (Murray, 2015). The 

main contributors behind the list are Porter and Kramer and their advisory firm, FSG (Ibid), and two Danish 

companies do indeed appear on the top-50 list.  

The increased focus on reconfiguring the meaning of financial value by incorporating social and 

environmental values has gained resonance within the international community. The private sector’s role in 

addressing societal and environmental issues globally has been continuously underlined in the discussions 

that precede the post-2015 conference to be held in New York in September 2015. At the International 

Conference on Financing for Development in Addis Ababa held in July 2015, businesses were dedicated to a 

central role in applying their “creativity and innovation” (United Nations, 2015, p. 12) to solve sustainable 

development challenges. Specifically, engaging in partnerships that deliver on the Sustainable Development 

Goals (SDGs) while also responding to commercial goals was highlighted (Ibid).  

Moreover, among humanitarian enterprises there is an increased resonance towards the principles of CSV as 

laid out by Porter and Kramer. Zyck and Kent (2014) describe CSV as the most prominent alternative to 

traditional humanitarian-corporate partnerships – that is, philanthropy. The authors ask whether “a specific 

business case or rationale exists for businesses considering involvement in humanitarian action” and 

hereafter proposes themselves that “crises and the humanitarian responses to crises offer considerable 

opportunities for firms to gain new customers, grow relationships with existing customers and enhance brand 

loyalty” (2014, p. 10). Despite a prevalent tendency for humanitarian actors to view businesses as 

prospective donors, Zyck and Kent propose that the greatest direct private sector contributions have come in 

the form of new technologies and innovations as well as the sharing of technical capacities in areas such as 

logistics, telecommunication and cash transfers (Ibid).  

Austin and Seitanidi (2012a,b) applaud this change in private sector engagements in social and 

environmental issues from being primarily based on philanthropy or activities external to core business to 

being strategic and built on collaborative models as “new found significance is assigned to collective impact” 

(p. 944). The authors proclaim that “this reconstitution of value creates a unique opportunity for intentional 

social mechanisms to provide opportunities for social and environmental impact as forms of superior value 

creation for economic and social returns, not just for a few but for many” (p. 944). Especially when 

companies decide to expand their business into developing countries, this link between corporations and 

society become even stronger and the principle of CSV even more influential (Michelini & Fiorentino, 2012, 

p 562). On the one hand, developing countries represent a good business opportunity; on the other hand they 
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are characterized by huge social problems. Realizing that they each possess competencies, infrastructure, and 

knowledge that the other needs to be able to operate in developing countries, companies and humanitarian 

and development actors are increasingly seeking collaborations based on creating value for each other 

(Parmigiani & Rivera-Santos, 2014; Smith, 2013; London & Anupindi, 2011; Brugmann & Prahalad, 2007).  

Catalyzing on the increased focus on the interdependence between business and society, development and 

humanitarian actors seek to reinvent their collaborative models with the private sector. The United Nations 

Development Programme (UNDP) launched in 2008 its Growing Inclusive Business report with clear focus 

on business models that create social value (UNDP, 2008; Ashley, 2009, p. 2). In 2012, UNHCR launched 

the UNHCR Innovation Unit, headquartered in Geneva, which is working on piloting alternative responses to 

refugee protection and accommodating an alternative model to private sector fundraising with a focus on 

businesses’ core competencies (Earney interview, 2015).  

A recent review however suggests that the humanitarian sector’s engagement with the private sector is not as 

advanced as the development sector. Humanitarian actors are often unclear about what specific issues they 

could address to the private sector, and they are potentially naïve about the interests, priorities and 

approaches of private sector actors (Future Humanitarian Financing, 2015, p. 18). While several studies 

underline the major but largely untapped opportunities of strategic humanitarian-corporate collaborations, 

(e.g. Binder & Witte, 2007; Reith, 2009; Zyck & Kent 2014; Humanitarian Emergency Response Review, 

2011), the actual outcomes of successful partnerships seem to be few and opportunistic. 

In a 2011 report, the Humanitarian Futures Programme recognizes that there is considerable scope and 

potential for humanitarian and private sector actors to have an expanded and more strategic form of 

collaboration. Yet, “for this to occur, new ways of thinking and approaches are needed, including better 

evidence about the business case for the two to engage with each other” (Kent & Burke, 2011, p. 2). 

According to Ashraf Hamouda, who heads World Food Programme’s (WFP) partnerships and business 

development work, humanitarian actors must accommodate private sector partnerships in such a way that 

each partnership is tailored to the skills and CSR programmes of the company (Aly, 2013). In that way, the 

humanitarian-corporate collaborators ensure that the partnership is strategic in achieving each other’s goals.  

1.1. Research question and objectives 
This thesis sets out to address the opportunities for UNHCR to collaborate with Danish MNCs based on the 

principles of CSV. Traditionally, private sector engagement in refugee crises has been based on 

philanthropic contributions (Zyck & Kent, 2014; Peterson, Mahmud & Weissburg, 2013; Betts, 2012). While 

indeed crucial for the humanitarian actor’s response to the crisis, this model does not create value; it 

redistributes value that has already been created by the private sector (Porter & Kramer, 2011). CSV is about 

creating synergy between the private sector and society in a way that does not redistribute the pie, but 
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increases the size of the pie continuously. In effect, by engaging in CSV, UNHCR will not only collaborate 

on achieving its own social goals, but also on achieving the commercial goals of its private sector partner.  

Such strategic partnerships are not new to UNHCR. The organization is already engaged in seeking inclusion 

of refugees in the value chains of local SMEs (UNHCR, 2014a), and in reconceiving products and services in 

collaboration with MNCs in order to better respond to the needs of refugees (Appendix A). Many of these 

collaborations are however with the philanthropic arms of the corporations, and I wish to only focus on the 

corporations and the business case for the engagement. So while the principle of CSV is not unfamiliar to 

UNHCR, it is not a widespread practice within the organization to approach businesses on the basis of CSV 

(Earney interview, 2015). By understanding how Danish MNCs collaborate with nonprofits in order to 

achieve their social and economic goals, UNHCR may be provided with a better point of leverage for 

engaging in CSV partnerships with Danish MNCs.  

The research question and research objectives of the thesis are the following: 

Research question 

 

To what degree will Creating Shared Value (CSV) within refugee populations in 

developing countries pose an opportunity to Danish MNCs? 

 

Objective 1 
To map Danish MNCs’ collaborations with nonprofits in developing counties as part 

of their shared value strategies. 

Objective 2 
To identify promising points of leverage from where UNHCR can catalyze CSV 

partnerships with Danish MNCs.  

Figure 1: Research question and objectives 

In answering the research question, this thesis seeks to catalyze on the contextual settings for strategic 

humanitarian-corporate collaborations that emerged, when UNHCR’s private sector fundraising program 

moved to the UN City in Copenhagen. It regards the collaborative culture of Danish companies as an 

opportunity for UNHCR to engage in strategic collaborations based on core business activities, and it 

furthermore regards the international resonance towards Porter and Kramer’s concept of CSV as a 

convenient starting point for liaising between UNHCR and private sector actors in Denmark. The approach 

of the thesis will differ from current research on humanitarian-corporate collaborations, as I do not intend to 

examine current humanitarian-corporate collaborations. Instead I will, guided by the discussion above, seek 

to understand the ”intentional social change mechanisms” (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012b, p. 944) of a number of 

Danish MNCs by examining their shared strategies. I will particularly focus on their collaborations with 

nonprofits and examine which mechanisms constitute this collaboration in terms of the MNCs’ interests, 

priorities and approaches (objective 1). Based on this, I will develop propositions for how UNHCR can 

capitalize on Danish MNCs’ shared strategies in order to create shared value (objective 2).  
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These objectives also have an exclusive purpose in that the study will examine collaborations with nonprofits 

only, and it will thus not consider other partners like government bodies or the private sector who may 

nevertheless contribute to the shared value strategies of the MNCs. Furthermore, in only examining the 

shared value strategies of the MNCs, I also refrain from considering the economic and social impact of the 

strategies.  

1.2. Structure of the thesis 
Before commencing the analysis of the research question, the methodological approach will be introduced 

and discussed in chapter 2. Here I establish my post-positivist approach to the case study design and discuss 

the methods for case selection and data collection as well as their implication on validity and reliability of 

the findings. In chapter 3, I establish the theoretical framework, which will serve as the overarching 

organizing frame of the thesis. Throughout the chapter I develop a number of theoretical propositions, which 

will be tested according to the empirical findings in chapter 5. Before doing that I conduct the case study in 

chapter 4. First I let patterns emerge for each case informed by the theoretical framework, and then I conduct 

a cross-case analysis, where I compare the patterns across the cases.  In chapter 5 I test the findings of the 

cross-case study with the propositions developed from the theoretical framework in order to assess the 

internal validity of the findings. This is followed by the development of three new propositions for how 

UNHCR can catalyze CSV partnerships with Danish MNCs. These propositions will furthermore contribute 

to the answer of the research question. The case study and the findings will be followed up and concluded 

upon in chapter 6.  

Chapter 2: Method 
The concern of this thesis is the shared value engagement of Danish MNCs in developing countries and to 

which extent refugees represents a shared value opportunity to Danish MNCs. The research objective is thus 

two-sided: a) the thesis will analyze Danish MNCs’ operationalization of their shared value strategies in 

developing countries in order to map and identify their engagement on the basis of a conceptual framework; 

this will allow me to b) match the findings of the analysis with theoretical propositions in order to test the 

concept of CSV within a humanitarian context. In order to fulfill this objective I am in need of a research 

strategy, which allows for both a thorough examination of the contextual conditions encompassing the 

phenomenon of interest as well as for categorization and conceptualization of the results, which are to be 

applied in a humanitarian context.  

The case study method is well suited for these research objectives, which focuses on understanding the 

dynamics present within single or multiple settings. “The essence of a case study, the central tendency 

among all types of case study, is that it tries to illuminate a decision or set of decisions, why they were taken, 

how they were implemented, and with what result” (Schramm 1971, cited in Yin, 2009, p. 17). Case studies 
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thus emphasize the rich, real-world context in which the phenomenon occur. At the same time, the case study 

is, by definition, a study of a phenomenon broader than the unit under investigation (Gerring, 2008, p. 83). 

The MNC’s specific operationalization of their shared value strategies and the local contexts are important 

for the thesis objective, and in order to answer the research question the findings of the case study serve the 

purpose of understanding the phenomenon of shared value creation in a humanitarian context.  

2.1. Research philosophy, strategy and design 
The research philosophy of this thesis is post-positivist. The disciplinary convention in case study method in 

international business research has been predominantly influenced by the positivist approach (Piekkari, 

Welch & Paavilainen, 2009), for which Yin (2009) and Eisenhardt (1989) has provided the guidelines. While 

often being referred to as a positivist (Yazan, 2015, p. 136), Yin, in his step-by-step approach to case study 

method, shows post-positivist traits. Following the positivist ontology, post-positivism claims that reality 

exists, however independent of our cognition. This means that there is no predefined methodology to judge 

the veracity of our knowledge (Bechara & Van de Ven, 2007, p. 38). As a post-positivist researcher I can 

approach the truth of reality, as suggested by positivism, but I can never fully explain it due to bias in my 

perception of reality (Sharma, 2010, p. 171). 

Yin states in positivist terms that the case study assumes “a single objective reality that can be investigated 

by following the traditional rules of scientific inquiry” (1993, p. 64). However, instead of relying on a single 

experiment, Yin follows a post-positivist approach and draws on multiple methods of observation (2009, p. 

114). The post-positivist researcher recognizes that the complexities of human behaviour make it difficult to 

isolate cause and effect why the research methodology is chosen accordingly to encompass the diversity of 

processes inherent in the production of knowledge (Sharma, 2010, p. 701). “Postpositivists hold that there is 

no way to determine the absolute truth, that the closest one can get is to triangulate using different 

approaches to the problem” (Ibid). While both positivist and post-positivist studies make use of triangulation, 

Yin also opens up for the post-positivist view on falsifying (2009, p. 139) and not just verifying propositions. 

Throughout this chapter I will apply Yin’s methodological approach to the case study and recognize the 

different approaches of observation there exist in his methodology. The different analytical approaches to 

ensure the quality of the study as well as my responses to it will be gathered in a matrix at the end of this 

chapter. 

The case study can be used for different purposes encapsulated by Yin as exploratory, descriptive or 

explanatory purposes (2009, pp. 19-20). The explanatory purpose constitutes a deductive approach whereas 

the exploratory purpose constitutes an inductive approach (Ibid, p. 35; Eisenhardt, 1989). In continuance of 

the two-sided thesis objective above, the purpose of this case study is two-pronged: On the basis of clearly 

defined theoretical propositions, I will examine the Danish MNCs’ shared value strategies in order to map 

their intentional mechanisms for societal change and innovation. As such, I seek to explain how Danish 
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MNCs create shared value in testing the theoretical propositions. Moreover, I seek to utilize the mapping of 

the MNCs’ intentional mechanisms in an effort to explore their applicability in the context of corporate 

engagement in refugee assistance. This mapping exercise will facilitate the development of propositions for 

how UNHCR can catalyze CSV partnerships with Danish MNCs.  

It is not feasible, however, to engage in a case study with an outset in both purposes (Miles & Huberman 

1994, p. 36). Miles and Huberman (1994) determine the methodological approach of a study based on the 

amount of instrumentation that is required prior to the study (p. 34-36). By instrumentation is meant the 

amount and type of data needed in order to be able to conduct the research. For this case study, a lot prior 

instrumentation is needed: the data collection must be guided by a clear theoretical understanding of the 

phenomenon under study, which is why I develop theoretical propositions; the interviews of the MNCs must 

be guided by the theory, which is why I develop an interview guide; and in looking forward to cross-case 

comparison, the data collection must follow some standardization of instruments so that findings can be laid 

side by side in the course of an analysis and be tested according to the theory (p. 35). These are 

characteristics that follow the deductive approach, and it will thus be the approach of this case study. 

2.2. Selection of cases 
When selecting cases for case studies, Yin (2003) stresses the importance of being able to identify specific 

reasons for why the case should be chosen (p. 10). I will need to define aspects of the cases that I can study 

within the limits of my time and means that connect directly to my research question, and I will need to 

create a frame in order to uncover the basic constructs that support my study (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 

27).  

Given the deductive nature of this research, the case sampling for the study is theory-based. A number of 

exclusion and inclusion criteria thus shape the case selection. The sample must include: 

1) MNCs headquartered in Denmark. The research question is only concerned with Danish MNCs due to 

the contextual opportunity for liaison between Danish MNCs and UNHCR as described in chapter 1. The 

exclusion of MNCs residing outside Denmark is furthermore a consideration of the limits of my time and 

means in conducting this study. 

2) MNCs with a CSR or Sustainability strategy. Following the research question, I am only interested in 

MNCs that have a clear CSR or Sustainability strategy. That is because the scope of the thesis is business 

engagement in refugee assistance on the basis of core business activities and not auxiliary philanthropy. 

CSR and Sustainability strategies can similarly be described as “efforts on the part of corporations to 

consider business in society issues” (Strand et al., 2015, p. 2).  

A few issues need to be clarified in this regard. Well aware that CSR and Sustainability are discussed by 

some as near synonymous and by others as completely distinct concepts (Ibid; Caroll, 1999), I will 
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throughout this thesis utilize the expressions CSR and Sustainability as belonging under an umbrella 

construct of shared value. By umbrella construct, I understand it according to Hirsh and Levin’s (1999, 

p. 199) description: “a broad concept or idea used loosely to encompass and account for a broad set of 

diverse phenomena” (Gond & Moon, 2011, p. 3). The purpose of establishing CSR and Sustainability 

under a shared value umbrella construct is in order to accommodate Porter and Kramer’s concept of 

Creating Shared Value under the same construct. This will be elaborated in chapter 3.1.1.  

3)  MNCs present in developing countries. The research question again focuses its interest on the MNCs’ 

shared value engagement in developing countries. This is because 86% of the world’s refugees are 

hosted by developing countries (UNHCR, 2015), and a humanitarian-corporate collaboration would most 

likely be aimed at these populations.    

4) MNCs that engage in collaboration with nonprofits as part of their shared value strategies. The 

main pillars of the theoretical framework are grounded in Austin and Seitanidi’s (2012a,b) Collaborative 

Value Creation framework. So the ability to investigate the MNCs’ collaborations with nonprofits in 

creating shared value is essential in order to link the theoretical propositions with the empirical findings. 

This type of sampling strategy relies on cases that give maximal information about the specific features and 

characteristics of the phenomenon at hand (Bleijenbergh, 2010, p. 62); in other words, I am only interested in 

Danish MNCs that to a more or less extent practice CSV as a management strategy and do it in collaboration 

with nonprofits. Therefore I also exclude other business approaches to achieving ones shared value goals. 

The scope of the thesis however necessitates that I focus on corporate-nonprofit collaborations (see chapter 

3). 

The above criteria for case selection furthermore reveal that I am designing a holistic case study (Yin, 2009, 

p. 50). This is characterized by the fact that I only have one unit of analysis for each case, that is, Danish 

MNCs’ shared value strategies. If I had chosen to incorporate several units of analysis within each case, I 

would have performed an embedded case study (Ibid). This approach might have opened up for a deeper 

understanding of the internal operations and decisions making procedures which form each MNC’s shared 

value strategies. The knowledge I would have gained from such an approach might have proven valuable in 

developing the propositions for how UNHCR can catalyze partnerships with Danish MNCs based on their 

shared value strategies. However, the amount of instrumentation needed in order to be able to answer my 

research question is, as mentioned above, directed by the theoretical framework. So if I followed an 

embedded design, I would have been conducting another study.  

In selecting MNCs for my case study, the first objective criterion for selection was their adherence to the 

principles of the UN Global Compact (UN Global Compact, 2015), which gives an indication of a least a 

commitment to sustainable and inclusive business practices. I then read through annual reports and shared 

value strategies in order to obtain an immediate assessment of the MNC’s shared value engagement. I 
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identified 15 Danish MNCs who seemingly lived up to the above criteria, and made contact to them (see 

chapter 2.3. for procedures on data collection). Of the 15 MNCs, four rejected, four never returned on my 

inquiry, while seven MNCs agreed to participate in the study. One of the MNCs were however only available 

late in the thesis process, why I chose not to include it in my case study (see table 1).  

Selection of cases 

MNCs contacted Response 

Arla Foods Rejected 

Chr. Hansen Rejected 

Danfoss No response 

FanMilk Rejected 

Grundfos Accepted 

G4S No response 

ISS Accepted 

LEGO No response 

Maersk Accepted 

Novo Nordisk Rejected 

Novozymes Accepted 

Pandora Accepted 

Thornico Late response 

Toms Accepted 

Vestas Rejected 

Table 1: Selection of cases 

After having conducted the interviews with the six MNCs, a further selection was necessary in order to 

respond to the limitations set in the theoretical framework. A central feature of the theoretical propositions is 

that of collaboration with nonprofits in achieving the MNCs’ shared value goals. Three of the interviews 

with the MNCs revealed that the level of collaboration with nonprofits was so small or indeed had not yet 

materialized that it would not make sense to include them in a cross-case study centralized on collaborative 

co-creation of shared value. The decision to take out three of the MNCs from the case study will be 

elaborated prior to the case study analysis in chapter 4. 

The sampling of cases from the population of study is not to be confused with that of statistical sampling 

(Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 29, Yin, 2009, p. 54). Multiple case studies generalize from one case to the 

next on the basis of a match to the underlying theory, not to a larger population; a process which Yin calls 

theoretical sampling (2009, p. 54). “The rationale is to select cases that are likely to replicate or extend the 

emergent theory, or to fill theoretical categories” (Fletcher & Plakoyiannaki, 2011, p. 179). As seen in the 
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above, the sample of cases for this study is thus not random, but reflects a conscious choice to include 

multiple cases that operate on the basis of the similar values but with different outputs and outcomes. 

According to Miles and Huberman, multiple case sampling adds confidence to findings because with a 

variety of cases we are enabled to strengthen the precision, the validity, and the stability of the findings 

(1994, p. 29).  

The question of how many cases to include in a case study is widely discussed in relevant literature (Fletcher 

& Plakoyiannaki, 2011, p. 183). One can argue that the choice of six cases may compromise depth over 

breadth (Piekkari et al., 2009). However, the proportional form of the research question requires an 

examination of various business operationalizations of CSV in order to be able to perform a cross-case 

comparison. I will therefore follow a literal replication logic (Yin, 2009, p. 54) where I, informed by 

theoretical propositions, seek to predict similar results across the cases. If the cases turn out as predicted, 

these six cases would provide compelling support for the initial set of propositions. Being able to replicate 

the findings across the cases will strengthen the validity of the final propositions, which I develop at the end 

of the study. Hence, I found six cases suitable for illuminating and extending the relationships among the 

propositions that have been informed and developed by the theoretical framework. 

2.3. Data collection 
A major strength of case study data collection is the opportunity to use many different sources of evidence 

(Yin, 2009, p. 114). I will be employing a combined approach of primary data from interviews with key 

individuals from the case organizations, and secondary data (quantitative and qualitative) to verify findings 

when relevant. 

All primary data collection took place in the form of semi-structured interviews. I conducted interviews with 

representatives from the six Danish MNCs, and I conducted two expert interviews – one with an expert in 

private sector engagement in humanitarian situations, and the other with a UNHCR employee. The two 

expert interviews serve the purpose of supplementing the theoretical framework and verifying the findings of 

the case study. While selecting cases, I established a procedure of how to approach the interviewees. In most 

cases, I called them first, and then sent out a letter explaining the key features of the thesis and outlining the 

broad issues to be addressed in the interviews (Appendix B). In line with the phenomenon I wished to study, 

the data collection was focused on conducting interviews with employees working in the CSR or 

Sustainability departments of the companies.  

The interviews were carried out according to tailor-made interview guides with carefully selected themes to 

be covered, but with predominantly open-ended questions that served as guideline for the conversation (Yin, 

2003, p. 89) (Appendix C). The interview guide and the themes to be covered were standardized and 

developed on the basis of the theoretical framework. As Miles and Huberman argue, looking forward to 
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cross-case comparison, the data collection requires some standardization (1994, p. 35). All interviews were 

conducted between late May and late June 2015, and when possible, they were carried out at the premises of 

the interviewee in order to provide the best possible space for an open and honest dialogue. When interviews 

could not be carried out in person, they were conducted either via Skype or over the phone (table 2). All 

interviews were recorded in agreement with the interviewees. The interviews lasted in average an hour – 

often on the request of the interviewees. Barlow (2010) argues that interviews should always be considered 

verbal reports only, why the interviewee is subject to the common problems of bias, poor recall and poor or 

inaccurate articulation (2010, p. 497). In addressing this, Yin proposes to corroborate interview data with 

information from other sources – a triangulation approach (further examined in chapter 2.5.).   

Method Interviewee 

Expert interview 
Semi-structured, Skype 
Date: 2 June 2015 

Catherine Bragg 
Adjunct Professor of Humanitarian Action, University College Dublin.  Former 
Assistant Secretary-General for Humanitarian Affairs and Deputy Emergency Relief 
Coordinator in the United Nations 

Expert interview 
Semi-structured, Skype 
Date: 28 August 2015 

Christopher Earney 
Co-lead, UNHCR Innovation, UNHCR Geneva 

Company interview 
Semi-structured, phone 
Date: 21 May 2015  

Vibeke Tuxen 
Sustainability Project Consultant, Grundfos 

Company interview 
Semi-structured, in person 
Date: 28 May 2015 

Joseph Nazareth 
Group Vice President, Group Health, Safety & Environment and Corporate 
Responsibility, ISS World Services 

Company interview 
Semi-structured, in person 
Date: 3 June 2015 

Maria Carlsen 
Sustainability Advisor, Novozymes 

Company interview 
Semi-structured, in person 
Date: 3 June 2015 

Trine Pondal 
CSR Business Partner, Group CSR, Pandora 

Company interview 
Semi-structured, phone 
Date: 8 June 2015 

Lene Hjort Lorenzen 
Head of CSR, Toms Gruppen 
 

Company interview 
Semi-structured, in person 
Date: 22 June 2015 

Jens Munch Lund-Nielsen 
Head of Emerging Market Projects, Lead, Enabling Trade, Group Sustainability, A.P. 
Møller – Mærsk 

Table 2: Interviews 

I transcribed the interviews myself. The most useful transcription method for my research purpose was to 

transform the interviews into a more formal style, devoid of pauses, emotional expressions, frequent 

repetition and the like as such subjective expressions would not add any value to the findings of the analysis 

(Kvale, 2007, pp. 95-99). One immediate impact on the validity of the interview transcripts is that I collected 

some of the data in one language and present it in another (Birbili, 2000). Four of the interviews were 

conducted in Danish, while the three others were conducted in English. When referencing to the interviews 

conducted in Danish, I had to rely on my linguistic qualities as a Danish-English translator.  
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Another impact on the study’s validity is concerned with the data richness across the cases. As I am doing a 

cross-case analysis, it is important that the quality of each case is more or less homogeneous (Miles & 

Huberman, 1994, p. 35). The quality of the data can have been influenced by the interviewees’ differing 

engagements in the CSR or sustainability strategies due to either their time of employment, their position in 

the organization, or the novelty of the strategy. Furthermore, the interviewees’ knowledge of the MNC’s 

shared value strategies could be limited to largely concentrate on one branch of the strategy, while another 

subunit would be engaged with another branch. Most of these factors can however be mitigated with the 

process of triangulation (chapter 2.6), in order to obtain the data needed for the cross-case analysis.  

2.4. Coding scheme 
Transcribing the interviews from an oral to a written mode structures the interview conversations in a form 

amenable to closer analysis, and is in itself an initial analysis (Kvale, 2007, p. 94). By applying a coding 

scheme to my transcriptions, I index and categorize the text in order to differentiate and combine the data 

and to reflect on the information retrieved (Gibbs, 2007, p. 38; Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 56).  Codes can 

be at different levels of analysis, ranging from descriptive to analytic (Gibbs, 2007, pp. 42-44), and they can 

happen at different times during analysis – typically the descriptive ones first and the analytic ones later 

(Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 58).  

In line with the deductive approach of this study, the coding scheme of the analysis is concept-driven (Gibbs, 

2007, p. 44). I selected in advance three interrelated themes based on the theoretical framework, which I 

wanted to identify in the transcript of the interviews. The themes were “means to create shared value”, 

“collaboration with nonprofit”, and “incentives for shared value strategy”. These themes were partially 

informed by Porter and Kramer (2011) and Austin and Seitanidi (2012a,b) as well as Chakravorti, Macmillan 

and Siesfeld (2014) who similarly have conducted a study on the business incentives behind engaging in 

shared value creation. On this basis I developed a number of descriptive codes under each theme – first level 

codes, according to Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 69). This coding exercise allows me to categorize key 

features of each case relevant to examine the level of CSV engagement of the MNCs. I secondly grouped the 

descriptions into a smaller number of emerging constructs, or pattern codes (Ibid), which lays the 

groundwork for cross-case analysis (figure 3).  
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Table 3: Coding scheme 

2.5. Cross-case analysis 
The analysis of this thesis is divided into two sections: first a case study of each MNC, and second a cross-

case study where emergent patterns across the cases will be assessed. The case study serves the purpose of 

positioning each MNC within a collaborative continuum for shared value creation according to Austin and 

Seitanidi’s analytical framework (chapter 3). This exercise helps bring forward key constructs of the MNCs’ 

shared value strategies, which in the theoretical framework will be framed as intentional mechanisms for 

social change and innovation, and as a methodological consideration they can be characterized as variables 

(Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 173). These variables will be displayed in a matrix in the case study and serve 

the purpose of forming the initial phases of a cross-case analysis. Moving from a rather descriptive to a more 

explanatory approach, the cross-case analysis will then identify correlations and common themes across the 

cases suggested by the variables and their interrelationship (Ibid, p. 258). The results of the cross-case 

analysis will be measured according to the theoretical propositions in chapter 5.  

Throughout the case study and cross-case analysis I will make use of visual displays that present the 

relationship among the variables systematically (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 93) – from positioning the 

MNCs in a collaborative continuum and letting patterns of intentional social mechanisms emerge, towards 

matching these patterns cross-case and in relation to the theory.  
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2.6. Scope and limitation 
Underpinning the case study design is the issue of the quality and credibility of the findings of this study. 

Yin argues that tests of construct validity, internal validity, external validity and reliability should be applied 

throughout the case study process (2009, p. 40).  In the following, I establish the actions I am taking in order 

to ensure the quality of the thesis, and these issues will be a concern throughout the case study. 

Construct validity focuses on the extent to which a measure performs according to theoretical expectations 

(Ibid, p. 1172; Meyer, 2001, p. 345), that is, whether there is substantial evidence that the theoretical 

constructs correctly corresponds to the observation. Assessing the construct validity of a measure involves 

three steps. First, one must specify the theoretical relationship between two or more theoretical constructs. 

Second, the empirical relationship between the measures of the constructs must be examined. And thirdly, 

the empirical relationship evidence must be interpreted in terms of how it clarifies the construct validity of 

the particular measure (Carmines & Woods, 2004, p. 1172).  

The means I undertake in order to strengthen the construct validity of this study is by conducting a multiple 

case study, which enables me to validate the stability of constructs across situations. Furthermore, it is 

strengthened by using multiple data sources of evidence to build construct measures (Yin, 2009, p. 114; 

Meyer, 2001, p. 346, Eisenhardt, 1989, p. 542). This process is called triangulation (Yin, 2009, pp. 114-118) 

and it ensures consistency in the information collected and helps to corroborate research findings within the 

study. As described in chapter 2.3., I use external documents, articles and reports to verify the data obtained 

from the interviews with MNCs. The interviewees have furthermore been given the possibility to read the 

draft thesis in order to validate the interview data used (p. 182). In assessing the findings from the cross-case 

study, I will compare them with findings from other similar studies on businesses’ CSV engagements 

(chapter 4.5.).  

Yin further asserts that maintaining a chain of evidence throughout the case study will increase the construct 

validity as well as reliability of the study (2009, pp. 122-124). In this regard, I aspire to enable the reader of 

the study to follow the derivation of any evidence from the initial research question to the case study 

conclusions. The reader must be able to move from one part of the case study process to another, with clear 

cross-referencing to methodological procedures and to the resulting evidence (Ibid).  

Internal validity is particularly to be considered in the cross-case analysis of this thesis where relations 

among variables are sought. Internal validity is an issue of how well the particular relationships described in 

the case study actually can be ascertained to be the primary dynamic at play, rather than an artifact of some 

other processes (Yue, 2010, p. 961). An analytic tactic to address this refers to the logic of pattern matching 

(Yin, 2009, p. 136): when comparing an empirically based pattern with a predicted one and the results 

coincide, then it contributes to strengthening the internal validity of the case study. Accordingly, throughout 
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the theoretical framework, I develop a number of theoretical propositions, which I compare with the results 

of the cross-case analysis in order to establish internal validity of the proposed relations among variables. 

The issue of internal validity of this case study will be further discussed in chapter 4.4.  

External validity is related to the issue of whether the study’s findings are generalizable beyond the 

immediate case study (Ibid, p. 43). Case study researchers rely on analytical generalization that generalizes 

to theory, not populations. In effect, I am striving to generalize a particular set of results to some broader 

theory – if a series of findings in a case can be understood in terms of the existing theory, then that 

constitutes a type of external validity. The logic of replication (discussed in chapter 2.2.) allows me to judge 

the strength of the findings and their generalizability to the theory. The issue of external validity will be 

further assessed in chapter 5.4. 

Finally, where validity is concerned with the accuracy of results, reliability is concerned with the 

reproducibility of results. The underlying issue here is whether the process of the study is consistent and 

reasonably stable over time and across researchers and methods (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 278). With the 

goal to minimize errors and biases in the study, Yin recommends to make use of a case study protocol and to 

develop a case study database (Yin, 2009, p. 45). As mentioned above, I aspire to maintain a chain of 

evidence throughout the case study. In order to ensure consistency, I followed the same data collection 

procedures for each case and I was guided by an interview guide that made sure a consistent set of initial 

questions were asked in each interview. Furthermore, in order to ensure transparency, the interview 

transcripts and references to other documents supporting my research is made readily available as part of the 

final report.  

Below is an overview of the tests recommended by Yin (2009), and the actions taken in this study: 

 

Table 4: Case tests and responses (inspired by Treloar, 2001) 
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Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework 

The aim of this chapter is to conceptualize private sector engagement in refugee assistance within a CSV 

logic (Porter & Kramer, 2011). I will seek to do this in three steps. First, by utilizing Austin and Seitanidi’s 

(2012a,b) Collaborative Value Creation (CVC) framework as the overall organizing frame of the thesis, I 

seek to deduct from Porter and Kramer’s CSV concept a strategic cooperative posture (Strand & Freeman, 

2015). This is done for two practical reasons: 1) Due to the scope of this thesis, it is necessary to frame CSV 

as a nonprofit-corporate collaborative effort, because private sector engagement in refugee assistance simply 

requires some level of cooperation with UNHCR (or another refugee agency) under which the population is 

protected. Austin and Seitanidi’s CVC framework will enable me to conceptualize CSV within a nonprofit-

corporate collaboration continuum. 2) I will need to address the fact that the refugee problem hardly is a 

social problem, which intersects with the business of Danish MNCs. I will do this by approaching refugees in 

developing countries as a business opportunity, not a problem, which the research question also implies. 

With a cooperative strategic posture, I propose that the greater the humanitarian-corporate collaboration is 

able to meet the needs of refugees, the greater the return to the partners involved.  

Secondly, as the above might indicate, framing CSV within a shared value continuum implies a great focus 

on the synergy between social and economic value creation. I further address this synergy when I introduce 

two hybrid business models: the Social and the Inclusive Business Model. The Inclusive Business Model is 

promoted by development actors as a collaborative framework for private sector engagement in developing 

countries, whereas the Social Business Model appears to be the preferred collaborative framework of 

humanitarian actors to engage with the private sector. By embedding the two collaborative models within the 

CVC framework, I am enabled to distinguish between their different approaches to framing social value co-

creation as a business opportunity.  

Thirdly, I turn to how to meet the needs of refugees as a private sector actor, and I do this by reversing the 

research question to understanding the degree to which Danish MNCs pose a CSV opportunity to refugee 

populations in developing countries. This is examined with the introduction of the concept if Humanitarian 

Innovation. Following the CVC framework, the concept suggests that the development of humanitarian 

innovation is the means by which businesses can create shared value in refugee assistance.  

Each of the above three steps in conceptualizing refugee assistance within a shared value framework will be 

captured in theoretical propositions, which will serve the purpose of linking the CVC framework with the 

cooperative characteristics of CSV, the Inclusive and the Social Business Model, and the concept of 

Humanitarian Innovation. The propositions will be discussed in chapter 5 where the findings of the cross-

case study will be measured according to the theoretical framework (Yin, 2009, p. 136). 
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3.1. Creating Shared Value 

Porter and Kramer have developed the concept of shared value throughout a series of Harvard Business 

Review articles. The concept first emerged more than a decade ago with work focusing explicitly on the 

nonprofit sector, specifically examining the strategic potential of foundations to create more effective and 

real social value in society (Porter & Kramer, 1999). This extended itself into exploring how corporate 

philanthropy can create social and economic value, introducing for the first time the principle of linking a 

company’s social investments to its competitive advantage (Porter & Kramer, 2002). By 2006 this principle 

was developed into a broader analysis on how to integrate Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) into core 

business strategy, and the concept of Creating Shared Value (CSV) was introduced for the first time (Porter 

& Kramer, 2006). In 2011, under the theme “The Big Idea”, Porter and Kramer published “Creating Shard 

Value” as the cover article in the Harvard Business Review January Issue, receiving enormous attention in 

the business community (Crane, Palazzo, Spence & Matten, 2014, p. 130). Although the article did not 

depart in any significant way from their earlier work, it did offer a more substantial conceptualization of 

CSV.  

Porter and Kramer define CSV as “policies and operating practices that enhance the competitiveness of a 

company while simultaneously advancing the economic and social conditions in the communities in which it 

operates” (2011, p. 3). CSV is a management strategy focused on companies creating measurable business 

value by identifying and addressing social problems that intersect with their business. By elevating social 

goals to a strategic level the shared value framework can create new opportunities for companies, civil 

society and governments to leverage the power of market-based competition in addressing social problems. 

“Businesses acting as businesses, not as charitable donors, are the most powerful force for addressing the 

pressing issues we face” (Ibid, p. 4). The business purpose and incentive should not arise out of charity, but 

out of a deeper understanding of competition and economic value creation. 

MNCs are highlighted as uniquely positioned to leverage their size and business models to address social 

problems sustainably and at scale (Hills, Russel, Borgonovi, Doty & Iyer, 2012, p. 3
2
). Using their core 

business to generate economic value through social progress, companies can create shared value in three 

ways: 

1. Companies can reconceive products and markets by defining markets in terms of unmet needs or 

social ills and develop profitable products or services that remedy these conditions. This level of 

intervention focuses on revenue growth, market share, and profitability that arise from the 

                                                           
2
 Hills et al.’s paper originates from Porter and Kramer’s associated social impact consulting group, FSG, and I 

therefore regard their view on CSV to align with Porter and Kramer’s view, 
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environmental, social, or economic development benefits delivered by a company’s products and 

services (Porter & Kramer, 2011, p. 10). 

2. Opportunities to create shared value arise when societal and environmental problems create economic 

costs in the firm’s value chain. By redefining productivity in the value chain, a company can enhance 

the productivity of the company or its suppliers. Improvements in internal operations that improve cost, 

input access, quality, and productivity can be achieved through environmental improvements, better 

resource utilization, investment in employees, supplier capability, and other areas (Ibid, pp. 11-17). 

3. By local cluster development Porter and Kramer refer to strengthening the competitive context in key 

regions where the company operates in ways that contribute to the company’s growth and productivity. 

This level of intervention derives from improving the external environment for the company through 

community investments and strengthening local suppliers, local institutions, and local infrastructure in 

ways that also enhance business productivity (Ibid, pp. 17-20).  

Corporations need not to catalyze change alone. External stakeholders can play critical supporting roles in 

identifying and implementing CSV strategies (Hills et al., 2012, p. 48). External stakeholders – from civil 

society organizations and nonprofits over government agencies to private sector stakeholders – can catalyze 

CSV by a) shaping the environment within which companies conduct business through refining regulations, 

infrastructure and cultural norms; b) providing information and insight on populations or issues where 

companies have limited experience; c) supporting the development or implementation of CSV strategies; and 

d) providing funding or other incentives to launch and scale CSV strategies (Ibid, p. 48).  

CSV promotes forms of collaboration that cut across the traditional divide between responsibilities of 

business and those of governments or civil society; as well as forms of collaboration that cut across the 

divide between for-profit and nonprofit organization, which according to Porter and Kramer has resulted in 

“new kinds of hybrid enterprises” (2011, p. 5). These hybrid business models and their impact in developing 

countries are not only considered by the authors as proof that CSV is possible (Ibid). They are recognized as 

even leading the way towards a “4
th
 sector” (Bulloch & James, 2014), driving the idea of shared value 

towards a common agenda that sits at the nexus of private, public, and civil society. These “for-purpose” 

business models, the authors predict, will form a new collaborative ecosystem, balancing the inter-related 

core competencies of key stakeholders (Ibid, p. 5). As with CSV, the 4
th
 sector is still in its genesis – as a 

matter of fact, the 4
th
 sector has yet to emerge (Ibid.) – however, it provides evidence of a rising 

conceptualization of the private sector as an emerging development actor, motivated by market opportunities.  

3.1.1. Conceptualizing CSV 

Porter and Kramer attempt to broaden the concept of shared value beyond the arena of CSR with the 

introduction of CSV. They do so by establishing from the beginning that “shared value is not social 
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responsibility, philanthropy, or even sustainability, but a new way to achieve economic success” (2011, p. 3). 

The difference between the two is described as being the following:  

“CSR programs focus mostly on reputation and have only a limited connection to the business, making them 

hard to justify and maintain over the long run. In contrast, CSV is integral to a company’s profitability and 

competitive position. It leverages the unique resources and expertise of the company to create economic 

value by creating social value” (Porter & Kramer, 2011, p. 28). 

With the need to clarify its distinction from CSR and Sustainability, Porter and Kramer implicitly establish 

that CSV is not new. Shallow references to C.K. Prahalad’s Bottom of the Pyramid (BoP) phenomenon as 

well as the concept of Social Entrepreneurship (2011, pp. 9 & 21) indicate that the authors recognize the 

contributions that precede the concept of CSV. However, they largely ignore a well-developed stream of 

work around CSV, and thus ignore the nuances often highlighted in this extant literature (Dembek, Singh & 

Bhakoo, 2015, p. 10). Of course, since Harvard Business Review is a practitioner-oriented publication, you 

would not expect more than minimal referencing in the article; however, by ignoring the state of the art in 

the field that substantially covers the core ideas of CSV, Porter and Kramer fail to genuinely open new 

conceptual space (Crane et al. 2014, p. 135).  

Therefore, in the remainder of the chapter I will seek to conceptualize CSV within a cooperative strategic 

posture, as suggested by Strand and Freeman (2015). By strategic posture I refer to a company’s inclination 

to embrace strategies along a particular dimension. Covin and Slevin (1989) first introduced the notion of a 

strategic posture. They ranged companies’ orientation from entrepreneurial to conservative, where the 

orientation of a firm is demonstrated by the extent to which the top managers are inclined to take business-

related risks and to favor change and innovation in order to obtain a competitive advantage (p. 77). On this 

basis, Strand and Freeman (2015) introduce the notion of a competitive-cooperative dimension, where they 

consider the adoption of a cooperative strategic posture when a company demonstrates a tendency to first 

consider its stakeholders as potential partners in cooperation. Conversely, competitive strategic posture 

entails when a company demonstrates a tendency to first consider its stakeholders as potential adversaries in 

competition (p. 72). The authors argue that Porter and Kramer promote a cooperative strategic posture when 

they advocate for cooperation between the company and its stakeholders in creating shared value (p. 5).   

Strand and Freeman (2015) state that companies that seek a cooperative strategic posture are prevalent in 

Scandinavia (p. 82). I will throughout this thesis adhere to this view of Strand and Freeman (2015) 

particularly due to the scope of the thesis and the opportunities UNHCR’s new location in Denmark might 

present as described in chapter 1. Strand and Freeman define cooperative advantage as “the general tendency 

for companies in a Scandinavian context to implement a value creating strategy based on cooperating with 

their stakeholders that results in superior value creation for the companies and their stakeholders” (2015, p. 

81). The authors do not separate CSV from CSR and Sustainability and neither should I. Instead, I will build 
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on the notion of a strategic posture as first introduced by Covin and Slevin (1989) and later as conceptualized 

by Strand and Freeman, and I will do this by applying Austin and Seitanidi’s (2012a,b) CVC framework, 

which also works on the basis of a dimension or a continuum. In line with Strand and Freeman’s notion of 

cooperative advantage, Austin and Seitanidi’s CVC framework is built on the presumption that collaboration 

between a company and a nonprofit serve as the premise for creating shared value. And that is also the 

premise of this thesis. In effect, instead of considering whether the company operates on the basis of a CSV 

or a CSR or Sustainability strategy, I will consider the sources and types of value that constitutes the 

company collaboration with nonprofits and how it contributes to the success of the strategy (Ibid).  

The above discussion not only forms the theoretical approach of this thesis but also the theoretical ambition. 

As I focus on MNCs’ shared value strategies and their inclination to engage in collaborations that are based 

on seeking cooperative advantages, I also limit myself from examining the impact of these strategies, or the 

organizational procedures that precede the strategies. I only engage in the study with the ambition to embed 

the MNCs in a CVC framework in order to map their cooperative strategic posture. Only so can I relate the 

intentionality of the MNC to engage with nonprofits and the materiality this engagement has to MNCs 

business objectives. The development of this theoretical framework complements this ambition.  

In the following two sections, the two main streams of discussion on economic and social value creation will 

briefly be introduced, followed by the initial development of an analytical framework conceptualizing shared 

value creation. Shared value will in the remainder of the chapter serve as the umbrella construct (Gond & 

Moon, 2011, p. 3) encompassing concepts such as CSR, Sustainability and CSV. 

3.2. Seeking cooperative advantage 
The evolution in practice and research of shared value creation had to confront Friedman’s (1970) primacy-

of-profit argument. With an economistic approach to business, Friedman saw social actions and their moral 

justifications by managers as contrary to the primary function of legally generating profits and returns to 

shareholders (1970). Within this stream, CSR is therefore considered both useless and harmful because it 

diverts companies from their primary goal of profit maximization (Calabrese, Costa, Menichini, Rosati & 

Sanfelice, 2013, p. 50). “There is one and only one social responsibility of business, to use its resources and 

engage in activities designed to increase its profits so long as it stays within the rules of the game, which is to 

say, engages in open and free competition without deception or fraud” (Friedman 1970). According to this 

stream, the company already contributes to society through job-creation, investments and tax payments, and 

therefore do not find it necessary to focus on CSR (ibid.). 

The opposite stream flowing against this argument of incompatibility of social and business value came from 

a broadening conceptualization of relevant stakeholders beyond investors to include consumers, employees, 

communities, governments, and environment, among others (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a, p. 732). With 
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stakeholder theory being the pioneer, this stream considers CSR as a business approach necessary for 

organizations to act and develop strategy that is consistent with stakeholder needs (Freeman 1984, Calabrese 

et al., 2013, p. 50). Many studies highlight the strategic role of shared value in creating value in the long term 

as it is a source of innovation, differentiation, and competitive advantage (Strand & Freeman, 2015; 

Calabrese et al., 2013, p. 52; Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a, p. 732). In this movement towards a merged social 

and economic value construct, Porter and Kramer (2011) give emphasis to making this central to corporate 

purpose, strategy, and operations by asserting that “Not all profit is equal. Profits involving a social purpose 

represent a higher form of capitalism, one that creates a positive cycle of company and community 

prosperity” (2011, p. 20). In effect, Porter and Kramer, and others following the stakeholder tradition (e.g. 

Strand and Freeman, 2015) are reversing the Friedman characterization of CSR as a “fundamentally 

subversive doctrine” (Friedman, 1970) to being a fundamentally inherent and necessary practice of 

businesses.  

Yet, despite the inferences that could be drawn from such a distinction, Friedman’s shareholder theory and 

stakeholder theory are both intimately concerned with creating wealth for shareholders. The primary 

distinction here is that stakeholder theory sees value creation for a broader range of stakeholders as a primary 

objective of the company where this goes beyond the interests of shareholders only. Whereas shareholder 

theory only takes into account stakeholders beyond shareholders insofar as these additional stakeholders 

serve as a means through which to create wealth for the company’s shareholders (Strand & Freeman 

2015:67). 

While some shared value opportunities are possible for a company to seize on its own, others will benefit 

from insights, skills, and resources that cut across the aforementioned profit/nonprofit and private/public 

boundaries (Porter & Kramer, 2011, p. 25). Indeed, “Cross-sector partnering, and in particular collaboration 

between NPOs (Nonprofit Organizations) and businesses, has increased significantly and is viewed by 

academics and practitioners as an inescapable and powerful vehicle for implementing CSR and for achieving 

social and economic missions” (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a, p. 728). In line with this, Brugmann and Prahalad 

(2007) argue that companies and NGOs are increasingly converging humanitarian and private sector values 

by going into business together, pursuing profits and scale, social equity, and empowerment as part of an 

integrated value chain at the BoP. “Thus, while companies have discovered the importance of NGOs as paths 

to markets, social groups have realized that carefully calibrated business models can unleash powerful forces 

for good” (2007, p. 6). The authors argue that humanitarian-minded businesses and business-minded 

humanitarians would increasingly see their interests as aligned and develop business models in which 

companies become a key part of nonprofits’ capacity to deliver value and vice versa. 

Austin and Seitanidi (2012a) regard creating shared value as the central justification for cross-sector 

partnering, while at the same time they acknowledge that there is a need for a conceptual understanding of 
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what is meant by value and about the dynamics of how different underlying collaboration processes 

contribute differentially to value creation (2012a, p. 728). The MNCs that I include in the case study have 

different views on what value is, how it is catalyzed and who should be the beneficiaries. It is thus important 

to be able to distinguish each company’s operationalization of shared value as well as their level of 

engagement in value creation in order to understand the intentional mechanisms for social change that 

constitute the shared value strategies. The following chapter will outline the analytical framework of the 

Collaborative Value Creation
3
 as proposed by Austin and Seitanidi (2012a). 

3.2.1. The co-creation of value 

Austin and Seitanidi (2012a) define collaborative value as “the transitory and enduring benefits relative to 

the costs that are generated due to the interaction of the collaborators and that accrue to organizations, 

individuals, and society” (p. 728). The CVC framework consists of four components: 1) the value creation 

spectrum, which provides new reference terms for defining and analyzing value creation; 2) the 

collaboration stages, which reveals how value creation varies across different types of collaborative 

relationships; 3) the partnering processes, which reveals the value creation dynamics in the formation and 

implementation stages; and 4) the collaboration outcomes, which examines the impact of collaborations 

(2012a,b). The first component forms the conceptual cornerstone of the framework. Building on that, the 

second component elaborates how value creation occurs in a continuum throughout four stages. The third 

component will briefly be discussed in this chapter, while the fourth component is not relevant for this 

framework, as I do not seek to assess the impact of shared value strategies. 

Value creation spectrum 

Within the construct of collaboration, value can be created by the independent actions of one of the partners, 

labeled sole creation, or it can be created by the conjoined actions of the collaborators, labeled co-creation. 

Within a collaborative arrangement there is always some level of interaction; however, the degree, form, and 

consequent value creation can vary greatly across this spectrum. The value creation spectrum puts forward 

four potential sources of value and identifies four types of collaborative value (Ibid, p. 729) that reflect 

different ways in which benefits arise. The four sources of value are: 

1) Resource complementarity. The fundamental basis for collaboration is obtaining access to needed 

resources different than those one possesses. However, the potential value of resource complementarity 

is dependent on achieving organizational fit. “The multitude of sector differences between businesses 

and nonprofits are simultaneously impediments to collaboration and sources of value creation” (Ibid.).  

                                                           
3
 In the case study, I will utilize Austin and Seitanidi’s framework in terms of corporate-nonprofit collaborations, which 

includes corporate collaborations with both NGOs and multilateral organizations.  
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2) Resource nature relates to whether the partners are contributing with generic resources (e.g. money or 

positive reputation) or if they mobilize more organization-specific resources (e.g. knowledge, 

capabilities or infrastructure).  

3) Beyond the nature of resources brought to the partnership is how they are deployed. The third source of 

value is resource directionality and use. The resource flow can be largely unilateral coming primarily 

from one of the partners, or it can be a bilateral and reciprocal exchange.  

4) Linked interests. “Although collaboration motivations are often a mixture of altruism and utilitarianism, 

self-interest – organizational and individual – is a powerful shaper of behaviour” (Ibid, p. 730). The 

more collaborators perceive their self-interest as linked to the value they create for each other and for the 

larger social good, and the greater the perceived fairness in the sharing of that value, the greater the 

potential for co-creating value (Ibid.). Correspondingly, Strand and Freeman (2015) assert that linked 

interests or “the jointness of interests” (p. 71) is a key characteristic of how Scandinavian companies 

engage with their stakeholders. Needless to say, Friedman’s (1970) premise would be that there exists no 

linked interests, whereas Porter and Kramer’ premise is that this linked interest does exist and must be 

captured. 

The combination of the above four value sources produces the following four types of value:   

1) Associational value relates to the mere benefit accruing to another partner from having a collaborative 

relationship with the other organization. A positive perception depends however on the type of 

organizational fit.  

2) Transferred resource value is the benefit derived by a partner from the receipt of a resource from the 

other partner. The significance of the value will depend on the nature of the resource transferred and the 

resource use. “Some assets are depreciable, for example, a cash or product donation gets used up, and 

other assets are durable, for example, a new skill learned from a partner becomes an ongoing 

improvement in capability” (Ibid, p. 731). In order to ensure longevity of the collaboration, value 

renewal is essential.  

3) Interaction value refers to the intangibles that derive from the processes of partners working together. 

Co-creating value both requires and produces these intangibles (e.g. reputation, trust, relational capital, 

learning, knowledge, joint problem solving, communication, and coordination).  

4) Synergistic value “arises from the underlying premise of all collaboration that combining partners’ 

resources enables them to accomplish more together than they could have separately” (Ibid.). Closely 

related to Porter and Kramer’s concept of CSV, the collaborative creation of social or environmental 

value can generate economic value and vice versa due to the combination of the collaborators’ distinctive 

assets, and thereby creating a virtuous value circle.  
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Collaboration stages 

It becomes evident in the above that the four sources and types of value proposed move in a continuum that 

range the value created from less advanced to more advanced for the collaborating partners and the 

beneficiaries of the collaboration. This use of a continuum is especially important conceptually to the second 

component of this framework, because it recognizes that collaborations are dynamic and that the stages are 

not discrete points; “conceptually and in practice a collaborative relationship is multifaceted, and some 

characteristics may be closer to one reference stage while other traits are closer to another” (ibid, p. 737). 

Integrating the four sources and types of value, Austin and Seitanidi (2012a) propose again four stages of 

value creation on the collaboration continuum:  

1) Philanthropic collaborations. In philanthropic collaborations the directionality of the resource flow is 

primarily unilateral, flowing from the company to the nonprofit. This transferred resource value enables 

the nonprofit to pursue its mission, the accomplishment of which creates social value. The stage relies on 

a basic resource complementarity, but the resource nature is generic (money and/or positive reputation). 

It enables the nonprofit to do more of what it already does, but it does not add any more value than what 

would have come from any other donor. Philanthropic collaboration thus largely involves sole creation 

rather than co-creation of value (Ibid, p. 738).  

A search for greater value creation in this stage has given rise to a move towards strategic philanthropy 

(Porter & Kramer, 2002). Instead of giving to society where there is no linked interest between the 

company and the charitable cause, Porter and Kramer assert that “the more closely a company’s 

philanthropy is linked to its competitive context, the greater the company’s contribution to society will 

be” (2002, p. 26). By emphasizing that there is no inherent contradiction between improving competitive 

contexts and making a sincere commitment to bettering society, the authors tie strategic philanthropy to 

synergistic value creation.  

2) Transactional collaborations. In transactional relationships the directionality of the resource flow shifts 

from unilateral to bilateral. There is an explicit exchange of resources and reciprocal value creation. 

There is higher resource complementarity and the nature of the transferred resources is often more 

specialized assets with greater value generating potential (specific activities e.g. sponsorships and cause-

related marketing). The partners have linked interests in that creating value for oneself is dependent on 

creating it for the other. The associational value is more salient, and organizational compatibility is 

more essential to value creation (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a, p. 739). As in the philanthropic stage, there 

exists the assumption that by channeling resources to the nonprofit social value creation will be enabled 

(Ibid, p. 742).  

3) Integrated collaborations. This stage changes the relationship in many fundamental ways. 

Organizational fit becomes more synchronous; partners’ missions, values, and strategies find much 

greater congruency as a result of working together successfully and developing deeper relationships 
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(interaction value). The discovery of linked interests and synergistic value creation provides an incentive 

for collaborating ever more closely to co-create even more value. “The collaboration is seen as integral 

to strategic success of each organization, but beyond this, greater priority is placed on producing societal 

betterment” (Ibid, p. 742). The partners increasingly use more of their key assets and core competencies, 

and the directionality of the resource flow is conjoined. The importance of this intermingling is that it 

creates an entirely new constellation of productive resources, which in turn holds potential for co-

creating greater value for the partners and for society through synergistic innovative solutions. In the 

integrative stage, generating societal value takes on greater importance. This emerges from the 

company’s values when generating societal value has become an integral part of its core strategy: “The 

more CSR is institutionalized the more co-creation becomes part of the value creation process; that is, it 

moves from sole creation to co-creation” (Ibid, p. 743).  

4) Transformational collaborations. Austin and Seitanidi (2012a) describe this stage as the most advanced 

stage, but also as a more theoretical than an empirically based conceptualization, as there are only 

emerging indications of this stage in practice. Partners not only agree on the social issue relevant to both 

but also on their intention to deliver transformation through social innovation bettering the lives of those 

afflicted. The end beneficiaries take a more active role in the transformation process with the aim to 

create “disruptive social innovations” (Christensen, Baumann, Ruggles & Sadtler, 2006). “The stage 

represents collaborative social entrepreneurship that aims for value in the form of large-scale, 

transformational benefit that accrues either to a significant segment of society or to society at large’” 

(Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a, p. 744). Interdependence and collective action is the operational modality, 

such as the joint creation of an entirely new hybrid organization. As the social problems being addressed 

become more urgent or complex, the need to involve other organizations in the solution also increases, 

giving rise to multi-sector collaborations (ibid).  

The stages of collaboration can be illustrated as ranging on a continuum: 

 

 

 

According to Austin and Seitanidi (2012b), Porter and Kramer’s concept of CSV belongs in the most 

advanced stages of collaboration. As the stage of collaboration advances so does the value created between 

the partners, as well as the complexity of the partnership and their mutual interdependence in creating value. 

This is the concern of the third component of the CVC framework; the partnership processes (2012b, p. 930-

944): An important mechanism that offers an indication of value co-creation potential is the identification of 

linked interests expressed through the initial articulation of the social problem that affects both partners. This 

Philanthropic                  Transactional                 Integrative                 Transformational 

Figure 2: The collaboration continuum (inspired by Austin and Seitanidi, 2012a,b) 
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process of articulation moves the concerns “beyond how the benefit pie is divided among collaborators […] 

to the potential of cross-sector partnerships to be a significant transformative force in society” (Austin, 2010, 

p. 13). If the partners are able to link their interests, and also draw links with the broader societal betterment, 

“it would provide an early indication of high potential for co-creation of value for the social good, that is, 

synergistic value capture at the societal level” (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012b, p. 932).  

Austin and Seitanidi’s CVC framework act as the overall structure for this paper. In going forward, I subtract 

four propositions which will serve as parameters to link Porter and Kramer’s management strategy to the 

theory on humanitarian-corporate partnerships. These are the following: 

 

3.3. Collaborative interdependence  

“The shared value principle becomes more influential when companies decide to expand their businesses 

into developing countries where the link between corporations and society becomes stronger […] This is 

because, on the one hand these countries represent a good business opportunity, on the other hand they are 

characterized by huge social problems.” 

Michelini & Fiorentino, 2011, p. 562 

As we move across the value creation spectrum, the social concern becomes a more integrated objective of 

the corporate-nonprofit partnership. From dividing the pie in between the collaborators, the aim becomes to 

expanding its size continuously for the greater benefit of the beneficiaries (Porter & Kramer, 2011, p. 5), 

which will result in a “superior value creation” (Austin & Seitanidi 2012:944); a “higher form of capitalism” 

(Porter & Kramer, 2011, p. 20); a “4
th
 sector” (Bulloch & James, 2014). Characteristic for this transformative 

stage is the sophistication of the collaboration. As the level of co-creation reaches synergistic value creation 

between the collaborators, their mutual interdependence for successful value creation is continuously 

reinforced. The beneficiaries of the collaboration play a more central and active role in this transformative 

process – their social betterment keeps the virtuous circle spinning.  

The interdependence between collaborators is the operational modality of the transformative stage of 

collaboration, and it shows in the creation of hybrid business models and social entrepreneurships (Porter & 

PROPOSITIONS:  

1. The more advanced the stage of collaboration, the more organization-specific resources are put in 

place to alleviate the social concern.  

2. The more advanced the stage of collaboration, the greater a cooperative strategic posture is 

pursued. 

3. The more advanced the stage of collaboration, the greater the efforts will be to create hybrid 

business models. 

4. The more advanced the stage of collaboration, the greater the similarities to Porter and Kramer’s 

concept of Creating Shared Value. 
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Kramer, 2011, p. 21; Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a, p. 744). Supporting this approach, London and Anupindi 

(2011) and Parmigiani and Rivera-Santos (2014) argue that taking on a partnering strategy based on 

collaborative interdependence will provide the foundation for establishing and maintaining the necessary 

relationship for generating sustainable social and economic value. With this strategy they dispose of the 

traditional view under which donor agencies and businesses are partnering, that is, through the lens of “how 

can we help you”, which emphasizes maintaining independence. In contrast, potential partners should rely on 

“how can we help each other” to build cross-sector relationships (London & Anupindi, 2011, p. 12341). This 

perspective relies on the proposition that the greater the business is able to meet the needs of the poor, the 

greater the return to the partners involved.  

This chapter will examine two generic hybrid business models: the Inclusive and the Social Business Model. 

Both models arise from the Corporate Social Entrepreneurship school of thought (Michelini & Fiorentino, 

2011, p. 563), which is characterized as “the process of extending the firm’s domain of competence and 

corresponding opportunity set through innovative leveraging of resources, both within and outside its direct 

control, aimed at the simultaneous creation of economic and social value” (Austin & Reficco, 2009, p. 2). 

Both models seek to address societal problems in developing countries through shared value partnerships, 

and while both models belong to the integrative and transformative stages of collaboration (Austin & 

Seitanidi, 2012a, p. 744), their differing characteristics generate different types of value and different levels 

of engagement for each partner.  

These two models are selected in order to appreciate how private sector actors might perceive the structural 

context of their engagement in developing countries. In chapter 3.4., I will establish the humanitarian domain 

as an emergent market, and the focus of the present chapter will thus be on business priority and incentive to 

engage in this market. It is the assumption that whether the MNC perceive the structural context of its 

engagement in terms of humanitarian relief or in terms of development projects, will have an influence on 

business incentive and thus choice of business approach.  

The concept of the Inclusive Business Model is founded by UNDP (Williams & Hayes, 2013, p. 6). UNDP 

promotes the Inclusive Business Model among its private sector partners in order to address the 

organization’s mandate, which is alleviating poverty (UNDP, 2008). The model is interesting in this 

framework, partly because it is an empirical evidence of how a UN organization addresses a social problem 

through a shared value framework; partly because it is the business model for engagement in developing 

countries which is promoted under the auspices of Porter and Kramer’s CSV (Hills et al., 2012). 

The concept of the Social Business Model is interesting because it – opposed to the Inclusive Business 

Model – is practiced to a certain extent between UNHCR and its MNC partners (Appendix A). The model is 

premised upon addressing social needs by using business methods, and it thus differentiates from the 
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Inclusive Business Model, which is premised upon generating profits while addressing social needs. This 

small but rather significant difference between the two models might indicate why the Social Business 

Model is prevalent within UNHCR, a humanitarian organization, while the Inclusive Business Model is 

prevalent within UNDP, a development organization. Below the two models’ differences will be elaborated. 

3.3.1. Two approaches to CSV engagement in developing countries 

The Inclusive Business Model embeds its origin in the BoP perspective, which is based on the concept of 

“serving the poor profitably” (Prahalad & Hammond, 2002). Being an enormous market made up of four 

billion people, the authors argue that this demographic offer opportunities for MNCs to benefit commercially 

and provide social benefits. The Inclusive Business Model seeks to contribute towards poverty alleviation by 

including lower-income communities within its value chain while not losing sight of the ultimate goal of 

business, which is to generate profits (WBSCD, 2008; UNDP, 2008; Gradl, 2010).  

The Social Business Model refers to ventures that aim to solve a social problem by using business methods, 

including the production and sale of products and services. It considers social value creation as the primary 

objective of its business, and looks at economic value creation as a by-product which allows the organization 

to achieve sustainability (Ashley, 2009, p. 3; Yunus 2008, 2010). The value proposition and value 

constellation of the Social Business Model does not only include customers, suppliers and other 

stakeholders, but also shareholders who understand and accept the social mission of the venture (Yunus, 

2010, p. 317).  

Michelini and Fiorentino (2011) develop a conceptual framework that examines the nexus between the 

Social and the Inclusive Business Model, which reveals the following common elements (pp. 567-572): 

o The importance of achieving partnerships with local organizations: Strategic and long-term 

partnerships help to reach co-creation by developing a business model in which companies and 

nonprofits become promoters of the same values (Michelini & Fiorentino, 2011, p. 569). This is what 

Austin and Seitanidi (2012a) refer to as synchronous organizational fit where the self-interests of the 

collaborators is linked to the value that they co-create for each other and for the larger social good 

(2012a, p. 742).  

o The focus on pre-existing skills of the company: Activities start from a base of skills acquired and 

consolidated in a particular industry and are then upgraded and consolidated in the low-income market 

(Michelini & Fiorentino, 2011, p. 569). Following the CVC framework, the partners’ use of key assets 

and core competencies in conjoined action may lead to innovative constellations of productive resources 

for the betterment of society (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a, p. 743). 

The two models however differ in terms of: 
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o Governance systems: The Social Business Model is tied to the creation of a joint venture with a 

nonprofit organization, with the establishment of a new legal entity (a social business enterprise), which 

is aimed at generating profit. The Inclusive Business Model is characterized by internal and external 

spin-off businesses, where the company is the sole promoter (Ibid, p. 571). 

o Value proposition and target market: In the case of Social Business, a change of the offer system (in 

terms of product features and price) is necessary, whereas it is optional in the Inclusive Business Model 

because shared value can be generated through other functions of the value chain: unlike Social 

Business, Inclusive Business can also address traditional markets with products made in developing 

countries (Ibid). Innovation is thus a necessity for the Social Business Model whereas it is an option for 

the Inclusive Business Model (Michelini & Fiorentino, 2011, p. 567). 

o Economic features: Inclusive Business is based on the traditional profit management model (Yunus, 

2010, p. 310), while for the Social Business, profits can either be used to return capital to investors or be 

reinvested in the business itself. Thus, a Social Business venture might be defined as a non-loss, non-

dividend business (Yunus, 2008, p. 10). 

Dembek et al. (2015) and Strand and Freeman (2015) argue that Porter and Kramer’s concept of CSV is first 

and foremost a way to achieving economic success; that is, within a ‘win-win’ framework, they are mainly 

focused on corporate ‘win’ (2015, p. 9). The Inclusive Business Model follows this principle, stating that 

“the aim of an Inclusive Business is profitability. The low-income populations are integrated within the 

business as suppliers, distributers and/or consumers of goods and services” (WSCSD, 2008). The Social 

Business Model, on the contrary, is “cause-driven rather than profit-driven, with the potential to act as a 

change agent for the world” (Yunus, 2008, p. 9). The opportunity for creating transformative value where it 

is most needed in society is a greater modus operandi for the Social Business Model than that of how the 

benefit pie is divided among the collaborators. 
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Figure 3: The Social and the Inclusive Business Model (own creation) 

Both business models offer opportunities for CSV in developing countries, and Michelini and Fiorentino are 

in line with Porter and Kramer (2011) when they consider CSV as an outcome of a business model and a 

goal for innovation. The business model is the main value creating element of a corporation, and innovation 

is one of the most important tools to do this (Casadesus-Masanell & Ricart, 2011). Whether a company 

adopts a Social or an Inclusive Business Model will characterize how it operates, creates, and captures value 

for stakeholders (Ibid, p. 13). This echoes the dynamics of the CVC framework where different underlying 

collaboration processes contribute differentially to value creation (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a,b). 

It is the prospect of societal betterment which drives the two business models; however, as we have seen, the 

processes behind generating value as well as the type of value created differ between the two models. 

Building on Austin and Seitanidi’s CVC framework, I further propose that engaging in the most advanced 

stages of collaborations can foster two different business models depending on the perceived structural 

context as well as the incentives of the business: 
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The two approaches to CSV collaborations in developing countries are included in the framework in order to 

recognize the current strategic collaborations between humanitarian actors and corporations and between 

development actors and corporations. Their distinctive approaches to CSV are directly related to the 

structural contexts for which the business models are planned to be implemented. I therefore do not see it 

arbitrary that one business model is promoted in a development context while another business model is, if 

not promoted, then utilized in a humanitarian context. Whether they are mutually exclusive will be examined 

based on the findings of the case study (chapter 5.1.), but they do underline the challenge it is to engage the 

private sector in CSV collaborations with humanitarian actors. This will be elaborated below. 

3.4. Humanitarian Innovation 
In this final chapter of the theoretical framework, I introduce the concept of Humanitarian Innovation, with 

which the aim is to frame the discussion on value creation between companies and beneficiaries within a 

humanitarian context. In doing this, I will approach the research question from the opposite angle and ask to 

what degree Danish MNCs pose a shared value opportunity to humanitarian actors. The purpose of this 

chapter will then be to examine how the needs of refugees can be best approached through a CSV 

collaboration.  

3.4.1. Private sector engagement in humanitarian crises 

The development of the concept of Humanitarian Innovation is a response to the recognition that the 

trajectory of humanitarian assistance is unsustainable. While the number of people affected by humanitarian 

crises has almost doubled over the past decade, the costs of international humanitarian aid have more than 

tripled in the same period of time (OCHA, 2014). Furthermore, more than half of all refugees now live in 

urban areas, and by 2014 the average length of displacement was 17 years. Despite these changes in the 

operating environment the humanitarian system has remained largely unchanged (Betts & Bloom, 2014, p. 

6).  

Throughout its history, UNHCR has recognized that long-term displacement and dependency on 

humanitarian assistance are problematic to both host states and refugees, and has attempted to reconceive 

refugee protection within a development logic rather than an exclusively humanitarian logic (Crisp, 2001; 

Betts, 2004; Meyer, 2006; UNHCR, 2014b). However, these attempts have never been fully achieved 

because they have relied upon state backing to succeed. Donor governments have been reluctant to channel 

PROPOSITIONS: 

4) The Social Business Model represents an integrative/transformational stage of collaboration in a 

humanitarian-corporate partnership. 

5) The Inclusive Business Model represents an integrative/transformational stage of collaboration 

in a developmental-corporate partnership. 
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their development budgets into refugee protection; host states, without significant donor backing, have been 

reluctant to recognize the benefits of self-reliance and local integration; and development agencies have 

therefore been reluctant to recognize protracted refugee situations as a development concern (Betts, 2012, p. 

5).  

“Yet, arguably, one important missing link in this development-based approach to refugee protection has 

been the role of the private sector. If, rather than relying on donor governments to support self-sufficiency, 

innovative and market-based approaches to protection could be found, then these might provide a viable 

basis on which to reconceive refugee assistance as a developmental rather than an exclusively humanitarian 

challenge. Even without needing to advocate for permanent local integration, a role for the private sector 

may allow a shift from dependency to self-sufficiency, and the means to fold refugees into the mainstream of 

society rather than leave them isolated within camps” (Ibid, p. 6). 

This change in conception of how humanitarian agencies can collaborate with companies to enable refugee 

livelihood and self-sufficiency also means a change in the conceptualization of refugees as economic actors. 

In the humanitarian regime, refugees have been predominantly treated as beneficiaries of charity, and thus 

their role in the private sector has often been limited to recipients of goods that are financed by donor states 

and aimed at reducing their suffering (Crisp, 2001). Betts expands this conceptualization by identifying four 

roles which refugees can play in relation to the private sector and the market: beneficiary, employee, 

entrepreneur and customer – each of these roles are either enabled or constrained by legal, financial, social 

and human factors (Table 5) Even though one moves away from a state-centric approach to refugee crises, 

governments still play an important role. The scope for refugee livelihoods is ultimately subject to the 

regulatory environment in the host state, and donor governments are crucial in providing a safety net to those 

fleeing desperate situations. However, Betts argues that market-based opportunities at the local, national and 

international levels may offer ways to complement and build upon this minimum safety net, by offering 

economic and social opportunities to refugees, host communities and companies (Ibid, p. 16). 
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Table 5: Potential roles of refugees in relation to the private sector and market (inspired by Betts, 2012) 

3.4.2. The humanitarian entrepreneur 

One of the main challenges for opening up to greater private sector engagement and collaboration with 

humanitarian actors is the closed market structure of the humanitarian system (Ramalingam, Scriven & 

Foley, 2009). On the demand side, the humanitarian system presumes that humanitarian goods – in this 

context refugee protection – is inevitably a public good, which only offers collective benefits and so requires 

collective governmental action in order to ensure its provision. “This logic leads to the widely held belief 

that humanitarian goods must be exclusively or predominantly funded by the inter-governmental public 

sector […] because there is no incentive for private actors to take part” (Betts & Bloom, 2014, p. 10). This in 

turn is premised upon the idea that refugees are a burden for host states and communities, imposing a cost to 

be shared, rather than being a possible source of opportunity and benefit to host societies and economies 

(Betts, 2012, p. 5).  

On the supply side, there is an assumption that only a closed and tightly regulated group of suppliers can 

provide refugee protection, mainly UN organizations and international NGOs. The users of these 

humanitarian goods, refugees, are often limited by their circumstances to look for alternative goods and 

provide the humanitarian actors feedback on their supply of goods. Due to this lack of feedback, 

humanitarian agencies only measure their success by their fulfillment of donor requirements, further 

reducing the pressure to adapt or innovate (Binder & Witte, 2007, p. 6; Betts & Bloom, 2014, p. 10-11). The 

logic that follows is that “refugees’ assistance needs can only be met by the state sector rather than the 

private sector, and addressed within a humanitarian rather than a development paradigm” (Betts, 2012, p. 5). 
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Introducing greater competition into the humanitarian marketplace could potentially reduce inefficiencies 

and increase value for money (Binder & Witte, 2007, p. 3). Humanitarian Innovation’s market-based 

approach to humanitarian assistance proposes to make refugee protection a humanitarian private good that is 

provided on the basis of not just reducing suffering, but on profit generation and economic sustainability. 

The opportunity to supply these humanitarian goods would then be based on performance and value, 

competing in an open system of providers. The providers of these goods are not limited to states, NGOs and 

international organizations, but also include what Betts and Bloom call Humanitarian Entrepreneurs (Betts & 

Bloom, 2014, p. 10).  

Betts and Bloom do not further elaborate their conceptualization of a Humanitarian Entrepreneur; however, 

the authors have most likely found inspiration in the Humanitarian Entrepreneurship Business Model 

pioneered by the company Vestergaard, which is dedicated at assisting and complementing the humanitarian 

sector in achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (Frandsen, 2012; Agrawal & Gugnani, 2014). In 

other words, it is a cause-driven business. Vestergaard’s Humanitarian Entrepreneurship Business Model has 

great resemblances to the Social Business Model. Both models are subsets of Social Entrepreneurship 

(Yunus, 2010, p. 311, Agrawal & Gugnani 2014); they have similar systems of governance and economic 

management; both arise from a social purpose; and both focus particularly on innovation as a means for 

shared value creation (Frandsen, 2012; Michelini & Fiorentino, 2014).  

Betts and Bloom’s promotion of a Social Business Model as the key driver of Humanitarian Innovation 

further determines the different approach businesses might take in terms of governance system, value 

proposition and target market when entering a humanitarian-corporate collaboration as opposed to a 

development-corporate collaboration (cf. figure 3). 

I will return to the CVC framework in order to examine how this Humanitarian Entrepreneur can create 

shared value in a refugee context. In line with the CVC framework, Catherine Bragg suggests four roles of 

the private sector in a humanitarian-corporate collaboration (Bragg interview, 2015):  

1) Philanthropic collaboration (financial): The first role of the private sector is that of financial 

contributions to humanitarian organizations, which relates to Austin and Seitanidi’s (2012a) 

philanthropic collaboration. The generic nature of the resource flows unilaterally from the company to 

the humanitarian organization. This transferred resource value enables the humanitarian organization to 

pursue its mission, the accomplishment of which creates social value.  

2) Philanthropic collaboration (in-kind). The second role that Bragg identifies is private sector 

contributions in goods and services. While still a philanthropic collaboration, the nature of the resources 

transferred is now more organization-specific which calls for a greater organizational fit between the 

collaborators.  
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3) Transactional collaboration: The third role is what Bragg refers to as an “actual partnership” between a 

humanitarian organization and a private sector actor (Bragg interview, 2015). The directionality of the 

resource flow shifts to being bilateral based on a higher resource complementarity, and the partners have 

linked interests in that creating value for oneself is dependent on creating it for the other. This third role 

of the private sector in a humanitarian-corporate collaboration is closely related to what Austin and 

Seitanidi recognize as a transactional collaboration (2012a, p. 739). It remains a transactional relation 

because “the financing of the partnership still comes out of the profit of the economic value that [the 

private sector actor] has generated” (Bragg interview, 2015). As Porter and Kramer put it, “it is not about 

‘sharing’ the value already created by firms – a redistribution approach. Instead it is about expanding the 

total pool of economic and social value” (2011, pp. 5-6).  

4) Integrative/transformational collaboration: This is instead to be found in the fourth and final role of 

the private sector as identified by Bragg: a “cross-sectoral collaboration for innovation” where the aim is 

to collaborate across different sectors on generating innovative products or services (Bragg interview, 

2015). We now move on to the integrative and transformative stages of collaboration.  Partners not only 

agree on the social issue relevant to both but also on their intention to deliver transformation through 

social innovation bettering the lives of those afflicted (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a, p. 744).  

The humanitarian-corporate collaboration continuum is but a slightly altered version of Austin and 

Seitanidi’s (2012a,b) model: 

 

 

 

At the integrative/transformative stage of collaboration, Betts and Bloom (2014) defines humanitarian 

innovation as “means of adaptation and improvement through finding and scaling solutions to problems, in 

the form of products, processes or wider business models” (p. 5). Product innovation tends to get the most 

attention within the humanitarian sector (Ramalingam et al. 2009, p. 16). “The humanitarian system is built 

on the idea of delivering goods and services to populations and communities affected by disasters and 

conflicts” (Ibid, p. 28). In every sector of humanitarian relief, products have been introduced to improve the 

conditions of disaster-affected populations. The IKEA Foundation-UNHCR collaboration belongs to this 

avenue (Appendix A). Closely linked to product innovation is process innovation, which refers to adapting 

modes of delivery and models of operation for more efficient and effective relief-work (Ibid, p. 31). The 

UPS Foundation-UNHCR collaboration is an example of a process innovation (Appendix A). Product and 

process innovation relates to the private sector innovation ecosystem of incremental innovations, focusing on 

systematic improvements of existing methods and approaches (Ramalingam et al., 2015).  

Philanthropic (financial)     Philanthropic (in-kind)    Transactional      Integrative/transformational 

Figure 4: The humanitarian-corporate collaboration continuum (inspired by Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a,b) 
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The final means, innovative business models (or paradigm innovations), refers to the organizational and 

business strategies and designs, and the workings of the relationship between deliverers and recipients (Ibid, 

p. 37; Aleinikoff, 2014, pp. 9-10). This most advanced form of innovation calls for “paradigm shifts in 

humanitarian business models towards beneficiary participation, local ownership and capacity development” 

(Ramalingam et al., 2009, p. 4). Innovative business models relates to the private sector term of radical 

innovations, focusing on more creative and entrepreneurial explorations of novel solutions (Ramalingam et 

al., 2015). 

In line with the CVC framework (2012a,b), we now see that not only does the stage of collaboration have an 

impact on the type of value that is created between the humanitarian-corporate collaborators (i.e. Bragg’s 

four roles of the private sector); the stage of collaboration also affects the value created for the target 

beneficiary. While incremental innovations contribute to the operations of the humanitarian agency, radical 

innovations may contribute to promoting a more economically active role of the target beneficiary, which 

Betts (2012) suggests to be employees, entrepreneurs and customers (table 5). .  

The below propositions is based on the theory on private sector engagement in humanitarian and refugee 

assistance presented in this chapter: 

 

3.5. Development of parameters for analysis   
The cooperative strategic posture of this theoretical framework relies on the proposition that the greater the 

humanitarian-corporate collaboration is able to meet the needs of the target population, the greater the return 

to the partners. The ability to meet the needs within the refugee regime appears to be measured according to 

the degree of innovation. “Successful [humanitarian] innovations are those that result in improvements in 

efficiency, effectiveness, quality or social outcomes and impacts” (Ramalingam et al., 2009, p. 27). 

In order to initiate the discussion on to what degree refugees present a CSV opportunity to Danish MNCs, I 

have taken my starting point in Porter and Kramer’s concept of CSV, which I have framed within a CVC 

continuum. In effect, I conceptualize CSV as a strategy to achieve cooperative advantage. This promotes a 

rather humanistic view on generating positive social outcomes through business, and is materialized in the 

creation of hybrid business models. Two hybrid business models were chosen for examination – the 

PROPOSITIONS 

6) The more advanced the stage of collaboration, the greater the efforts to innovate. 

7) Shared value creation entails collaborating on innovating products, processes or business 

models. 

8) The more transformative the innovation, the more the target populations are engaged as 

employees, entrepreneurs and customers (as economic actors). 
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Inclusive and the Social Business Model – because 1) each model is promoted for collaboration with the 

private sector by development actors and humanitarian actors respectively; 2) both models promote 

interdependent collaborative partnerships; and 3) each model approach the collaborative effort to create 

social and economic value differently. These differences are highlighted because of the nature of the refugee 

problem, which can be approached as both a development and a humanitarian problem. This is further 

elaborated in the above section on Humanitarian Innovation: the refugee problem is a humanitarian problem, 

which indicate a temporality (Nyers, 1999), why innovations that enhance the operational effectiveness and 

efficiency of the refugee agency has gained the most attention.  However, the refugee problem is also a 

development problem, because it obstructs the economic and social development of the host community as 

well as the resilience of refugees.  Innovations that dispose of the current humanitarian paradigm under 

which refugee are assumed beneficiaries and focus on refugees as economic actors are therefore requested 

amongst humanitarian actors (Forced Migration Review, 2014).  

While involving the private sector in refugee assistance is crucial to the humanitarian sector, the private 

sector does not see their involvement in refugee assistance as such (Bragg interview, 2015). Therefore, 

MNCs must proactively construct the refugee problem as a social problem which they wish to contribute to 

the alleviation of. This draws lines back to the perspective of stakeholder theory’s outside-in perspective of 

corporate strategy, which begins with a consideration of the world’s needs and then walks back to consider 

how the corporation can best meet those needs (Strand et al., 2015, p. 8).  Therefore, the societal 

considerations that precede and constitute the case company’s shared value strategy are of particular interest 

to the case study.  

In order to assess to which extent Danish MNCs’ shared value strategies constitute such intentional 

mechanisms for societal change and innovation, I have developed a number of highly interrelated parameters 

for analysis based on the theoretical framework.   

1. The level of engagement with nonprofit partner. Serving as the overall analytical framework, the 

MNCs will be studied according to the CVC framework in order to position their level of engagement 

with nonprofits. The level of interaction depends on the sources of resource value as well as type of 

collaborative value that constitute the shared value strategy. These findings are closely related to the 

second parameter, as the level of engagement with the nonprofit partner, and hence the social concern, 

also dictates the business incentives behind the shared value strategy. 

2. The incentives for a shared value engagement. Identifying how the MNC engages with nonprofits in 

developing countries, will reveal the company’s value chain approach in these markets on the basis of 

the shared value strategy – in other words, how the MNC uses nonprofit partners in catalyzing its shared 

value strategy.  It will reveal the possible institutional voids that the MNC seeks to address with a shared 

value partnership and how the strategy contributes to the MNC’s commercial and social interests.  
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3. The role of the beneficiary in the value creation process. Engaging with a nonprofit partner in a 

shared value strategy will result in some social outcome for an identified target beneficiary – be it based 

on philanthropy or transformative innovations. However, it is not only a question of how much value is 

captured and appropriated by the target beneficiary. Following the above discussion on the different 

roles of refugees in a private sector engagement (table 5); it is also a question of the (perceived) role of 

the beneficiary in the value creation process (Le Ber, 2010, p. 12). In line with the Inclusive and the 

Social Business Model (figure 3), the perceived role of the beneficiary or target population will form the 

type and level of engagement of the corporate-nonprofit partnership. 

 

Figure 5: Parameters for case study analysis (own creation) 

The above parameters will bring forward variables that will be used in the cross-case analysis of the Danish 

MNCs. The variables will be displayed in matrices following each case study. 

3.6. Theoretical limitations 
The objective of the theoretical framework is to ground the concept of CSV in a Collaborative Value 

Creation framework in order to frame the concept within a cooperative strategic posture, which Strand and 

Freeman (2015) claim is the modus operandi of Scandinavian companies. By doing that, I also position CSV 

within the context of already well-developed streams of shared value creation theories, instead of claiming 

that Porter and Kramer’s concept is something new. This will contribute to strengthening the validity of the 

theoretical framework, which after all shapes the whole study. Furthermore, I seek to strengthen the claims 

of the concepts of the Inclusive Business Model and the Social Business Model and the concept of 

Humanitarian Innovation by relating them to Austin and Seitanidi’s (2012a,b) CVC framework as well as 

corroborating with other theories throughout the chapter.  

Betts and Bloom (2014) and Betts (2012) dominate the chapter of Humanitarian Innovation because they 

have developed the concept of Humanitarian Innovation and are the main authors writing on the subject. 

Alexander Betts is furthermore director of the Humanitarian Innovation Project based at the Refugee Studies 
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Centre at University of Oxford and is cooperating with UNHCR on the project (Humanitarian Innovation 

Project, 2015). The use of Betts’ texts in the thesis may again implicate the validity of the theoretical 

framework, as I have only few other theories to triangulate the claims with. However, by supplementing with 

Catherine Bragg’s (Bragg interview) viewpoints, I hope to strengthen the quality of the theory.  

Chapter 4: Case study analysis 
In this chapter, I will examine the Danish MNCs’ shared value strategies based in the CVC framework 

(Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a,b)
4
. In addition, I will consider three parameters throughout the analysis, which 

will be summarized in matrices following each case. The parameters are a) level of engagement with 

nonprofit partner, b) incentives for shared value engagement, and b) role of the beneficiary in the value 

creation process. These parameters are developed on the basis of the theoretical framework, and they serve 

the purpose of bringing forward key characteristics of the MNCs’ intentional social change mechanisms. 

These characteristics will furthermore form the cross-case analysis. 

In the following case study I will go into depth of each MNC’ shared value strategy, guided by the 

theoretical framework. The objective is not to test the theoretical propositions; this will be done in chapter 5. 

The objective is to use the CVC framework to associate the strategies of the MNCs with Porter and Kramer’s 

concept of CSV within a strategic cooperative posture, as suggested by Strand and Freeman (2015). I hereby 

assess how the MNCs live up to the principles of CSV but from the perspective of a collaborative 

framework.  

This objective however set some limitations to half of the cases selected for the case study. As already 

mentioned in chapter 2.2., I had to deselect three of the MNCs because of their limited collaboration with 

nonprofits in their shared value strategies. Two MNCs only engaged with nonprofits in their local offices and 

was not initiated on group level. And one MNC had laid down all the foundations for a shared value strategy 

built on partnerships with nonprofits, but the novelty of the strategy meant that any partnerships had not yet 

been initiated. Since collaborative co-creation of shared value takes up such a central part of the thesis, it 

would not be feasible to include them in a cross-case study. Methodologically, it would not make sense to 

include cases with MNCs that do not engage in nonprofit partnerships, because it is not the scope of the 

study and I therefore do not seek to generalize the results to a population based on random selection. Instead 

I seek to generalize to the theory, why I in my sampling strategy have selected MNCs that will generate 

similar results across the cases following the literal replication logic (Yin, 2009, p. 140).  

Below I have listed the three remaining MNCs, which will be subject to the case study: 

                                                           
4
 When I reference to the CVC framework, I will highlight the text in italics. 
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Case 
Legal 

structure 

Revenue 2014 

(DKK) 

Equity 2014 

(DKK) 
Market offer Industry 

Grundfos 
Privately-

held 
23.6 billion 13.2 billion  Product  Pump manufacturer 

Toms Group  
Privately 

held 
1.74 billion 445.7 million Product 

Confectionary 

production 

Maersk Listed 285.4 billion 276.9 billion Service Consortium 

Table 6: MNCs for case study 

4.1. Grundfos 
Grundfos Holding A/S is one of the world’s leading pump manufacturers with an annual production of more 

than 16 million pump units (Grundfos Annual Report, 2014). The organization employs approximately 

19,000 people working in more than 80 companies present in over 50 countries worldwide (ibid). The Poul 

Due Jensen Foundation is the parent company of the Grundfos Group. The overall sustainability objective 

for the Grundfos Group is as follows: “Grundfos is a global leader in advanced pump solutions and a 

trendsetter within water technologies. We contribute to global sustainability by pioneering technologies that 

improve quality of life for people and care for the planet” (Grundfos Journal, 2014, p. 68).  

Grundfos’ shared value engagement in developing countries can be divided into two stages within the CVC 

framework (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a): philanthropic and integrative collaborations. In the philanthropic 

end is the employee-run sustainability programme, Water2Life. The purpose of Water2Life is double-sided: 

On one side the programme supports Grundfos’ social concern, that is, to provide poor people access to clean 

water in rural areas; and on the other side it creates a green mindset among the employees and greater loyalty 

towards Grundfos (Tuxen interview, 2015). Since 2010, Grundfos employees have engaged in different 

activities in order to raise money to donate solar powered pump installations in Kenya and Vietnam. For 

every half water system the employees contribute to, Grundfos contributes with the remaining half (Grundfos 

Årsrapport, 2014, p. 16).  

In the integrative stage of collaboration is Grundfos’ spin-off company, Grundfos Lifelink. It was initiated in 

Kenya in 2009 and specifically aims at improving living conditions for people in rural areas in developing 

countries through innovative pump solutions (Tuxen interview, 2015). Technically, the Grundfos Lifelink 

system is operated by solar panels, which deliver inexpensive, reliable and environmentally friendly energy 

(Tuxen interview, 2015). A payment system ensures that the means for service and maintenance are paid into 

a closed bank account. Behind the payment system is a partnership between the Kenyan mobile company 

Safaricom and Grundfos Lifelink. Via an interface using the mobile banking system, M-PESA, the 

community members use a mobile phone to pay for their water. Although Grundfos has been supplying solar 

powered pumps to the development sector for many years, Grundfos Lifelink is the first business initiative 

where Grundfos is involved in the entire process of site identification, social mobilization, technical 
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implementation, community development training, and after sales service (Ibid, p. 5). I will in the following 

examine further how the two types of collaborations create shared value. 

4.1.1. Creating shared value at Grundfos  

The philanthropic engagements of the employee-run Water2Life programme can be characterized as 

strategic as there is a conscious decision to only engage in shared value creation activities that are related to 

Grundfos’ core business. Grundfos’ utilization of its organization-specific assets in humanitarian and 

development aid does not only address a basic human need but also address the market potential in these 

countries (OECD, 2015, p. 13). 

Understanding the link between philanthropy and competitive context helps companies identify where they 

should focus their corporate giving. Understanding the ways in which philanthropy creates value highlights 

how they can achieve the greatest social and economic impact through their contributions. As we will see, 

the where and the how are mutually reinforcing (Porter & Kramer, 2002, p. 15). 

In line with the CVC framework (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a), Porter and Kramer argue that corporate 

philanthropy can be most effective in enhancing competitive context as well as social value by first selecting 

the best grantees, then improving the performance of grant recipients, and finally advancing knowledge and 

practice in the field (2002, p. 16). In selecting project partners, the Water2Life programme has indeed 

focused on achieving resource complementarity based on linked interests between the collaborators. The 

technical expertise and research capacity that Grundfos can bring into a philanthropic collaboration is 

complementary to the expertise within the development sector and local buy-in that its partner organizations 

the Red Cross and World Vision can add to the collaboration. In effect, the transferred resource value which 

the project partners derive from the philanthropic collaboration is durable in two ways: firstly, the water 

systems, which the Water2Life programme donates, are sustainable in that they last at least 10 years, and this 

is considerably longer than traditional water pumps (WWDR, 2015, p. 19). Secondly, and related to this, the 

partner organization is trained in maintaining and operating the pumps (Tuxen interview, 2015). This transfer 

of not only products but also technical knowledge, which improves the performance of the partner 

organization, leads to synergistic value creation – not only will it improve Grundfos’ competitive advantage 

that they advance the practice and knowledge of their water systems in the developing world; it will also tie 

the partner organizations’ bonds to Grundfos even tighter as they become familiar with the company’s 

products and expertise (Porter & Kramer, 2002, pp. 16-20). 

The NGOs are important because they have the relation to the local community, which we do not. It is the 

NGOs who understand them and understand which water systems fit best to these communities. They in 

return need to adopt our products in order to understand this. […] The NGOs enable us to reach the end-

users in the communities, which we would like to reach with our products, and of course in that way we can 

grow a new market. Therefore, we are increasingly selecting NGOs based on who can best develop this 

market (Tuxen interview, 2015).  
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There is a close link between Water2Life’s philanthropic engagement and Grundfos’ competitive context. 

Following Porter and Kramer’s (2002) where and how of strategic philanthropy as cited above, the 

engagement is focused on collaborating with the right partners that can expand Grundfos’ value proposition 

(that is, innovative technologies that improve quality of life for people and care for the planet (Grundfos 

Journal, 2014, p. 68)) into new markets, which creates a link between Grundfos’ philanthropic engagement 

to business opportunities. Social value is created through the donations of the Water2Life program; however, 

so is an opportunity to create demand for Grundfos’ water systems and therefore commercial value. And that 

leads us to Grundfos Lifelink. 

Grundfos Lifelink offers an Inclusive Business Model that develops innovative solutions for sustainable 

water supply for low-income populations. It is tapping into a market, where the total annual spending on 

water by the four billion people in the low-income segment amounts to an estimated USD 20.1 billion 

(WBCSD, 2012, p. 1). Furthermore, the supply of traditional water systems is unsustainable. The UN World 

Water Development Report estimates that 30% to 50% of water supply projects in developing countries fail 

after two to five years. Though figures differ between countries, about 30% or more of water supply points 

are non-functioning, with another 10% to 20% being only partially functional (WWDR, 2015, p. 19). The 

lack of resources and capabilities to maintain the water projects is a main reason for their unsustainability. 

Grundfos Lifelink defines a new market in terms of these needs and develops a project and a service that 

remedy the conditions. Following Porter and Kramer’s terminology, Grundfos creates shared value by 

reconceiving its products and market (Porter & Kramer 2011, p. 10). The Lifelink product is developed to 

provide the end-user with a reliable water supply, which benefits from an efficient revenue collection model 

and a reliable source of energy from the solar panels. In addition, the Lifelink service ensures the products’ 

sustainability as the ongoing cost of management and maintenance can be derived from the revenue of water 

sales (Tuxen interview, 2015). This level of intervention focuses on the market share and profitability that 

arise from the social and economic development benefits delivered by Grundfos Lifelink’s products. 

Grundfos describes the business model of Lifelink as being donations-based, in that the upfront cost of the 

system is funded by an external partner from the public sector, development organizations, private 

foundation, or CSR programs (Tuxen interview, 2015; WBCSD, 2012, p. 5) (e.g. the Water2Life programme 

utilizes the Lifelink systems). When nonprofits procure a product from Grundfos Lifelink, the final system 

solution is developed in collaboration with them. This is a competitive parameter (Tuxen interview, 2015) 

and the means for greater shared value creation lies in this process: one of Grundfos Lifelink customers is 

Water Mission International, which due to its expertise, its reach in developing countries, and its size can 

procure larger amounts of products at a time (Tuxen interview, 2015). In this process, Grundfos Lifelink has 

first recognized the nature of its own resources which they can bring in to a partnership, in order to assess 

the resource’s complementarity with the value proposition of Water Mission International. As Grundfos’ and 
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Water Mission International’s core competences become an integrated part of the partnership, it holds 

potential for synergistic innovative solutions to the societal problem, according to the CVC framework 

(Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a, p. 731). The development of these synergistic solutions is a product of both the 

training of Water Mission International in operating the Lifelink systems and the feedback, which the NGO 

can bring back to Grundfos from its end-users (Tuxen interview, 2015).  

Therefore, although pumps are an important part of the project, they are not a centerpiece of the Lifelink 

business model. “The core capability of Grundfos Lifelink is to establish and manage an active network of 

partners in which each partner adds significant value to the product being offered to the customer. Value is 

channeled back, allowing the technical system to be maintained and to remain in operation. The business 

model underpinning the Lifelink system therefore draws on a network of local community partnerships” 

(Andersen, 2013, p. 2). With this approach, it can specify raw materials and the product based on specific 

customer requirements and their own unique capabilities. The business model is sustainable in the way that 

the expenses are covered, but the aim is to generate profits and as the business model is being scaled to urban 

areas as well as to Asian countries (Tuxen interview, 2015), Grundfos hopes to change the business model so 

that the upfront cost of the product can come from the affected communities themselves (Andersen, 2013, p. 

16).  

The below matrix summarizes the key characteristics of Grundfos’ intentional social change mechanisms:  

Intentional mechanisms for social change and innovation 

Parameters Results Comments 

Level of 
engagement with 
nonprofit partner 

Strategic philanthropic 
collaboration;  
Integrative 
collaboration; 
Inclusive Business 
Model. 
 

In both stages of collaboration, the nonprofit is seen as a strategic 
partner. Linked interests and catalyzing on both partners’ 
organization-specific resources (i.e. network, infrastructure, capacity, 
and knowledge) is crucial to ensure the durability and impact of the 
engagement. Directly aiming the shared value engagement towards 
a specific beneficiary population and not towards the nonprofit’s 
overall operational work enables the partners to achieve synergistic 
value – accomplishing greater social impact by engaging the 
beneficiary population.   

Incentives for 
engaging in shared 
value creation 

Water2Life: Employee 
motivation, generating 
a green mindset within 
the organization 

Economic Social 

Strategic alignment with 
Grundfos’ core business, 
scalability, positive relationships 
with agencies and local 
communities, employee 
motivation, recruitment and 
employee morale, advancing 
knowledge and practice in the 
field. 

Meeting basic human needs, 
access to reliable clean water, 
environmental sustainability, 
increase transparency, 
acquisition of knowledge on 
hygiene, increase in productivity 
and thus increase in income due 
to better access to clean water 

Lifelink: Reconceiving 
products and markets 
 

Strategic alignment with 
Grundfos’ core business, 
scalability, commercially viable, 
entrance to new markets, driving 
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product innovation, building 
collaborative models, relies on 
aligned incentives of partners, 
ability to leverage partnerships, 
and potential for product 
differentiation 

Role of the 
beneficiary 

Beneficiary/customer of 
a private good 
 

The target-population lives at the BoP. They are part of the value 
generation in terms of supporting the sustainability of the product 
through cash-transfer. However, due to lack of buying power, 
nonprofits must donate the product. 

Table 7: Grundfos' intentional social change mechanisms 

4.2. Maersk 
The Maersk Group is a worldwide conglomerate and operates in 130 countries with a workforce of over 

89,000 employees. A.P. Møller Holding, a fully owned subsidiary under the A.P. Møller Foundation, holds 

51.2% of the voting rights of the legal entity A.P. Møller – Maersk A/S, which is listed on the Copenhagen 

Stock Exchange. The Group is comprised of five core business areas in the shipping, logistics, and the oil 

and gas industries: Maersk Line, APM Terminals, Maersk Oil, Maersk Drilling, and APM Shipping Services 

(Maersk Group Annual Report, 2014).  

The Maersk Group’s Sustainability strategy for 2014-2018 represents the third leg in an overall effort to 

integrate sustainability into business processes and systems since 2010. Prior to the present strategy, focus 

has been on managing sustainability risks and addressing what Jens Munch Lund-Nielsen (Lund Nielsen 

interview, 2015) calls “classic CSR disciplines” – human rights, anti-corruption and responsible 

procurement. The strategy for 2014-2018 builds on top of this and addresses shared value opportunities that 

create growth for society and for Maersk, and it has clear references to Porter and Kramer’s concept of CSV 

(Lund-Nielsen interview, 2015). The company has identified three “sweet spots” that show growth 

opportunities for both Maersk and society: enabling trade, energy efficiency, and investing in education. The 

creation of shared value is clear: by improving the conditions for trade, Maersk contributes to social and 

economic development while increasing its own volume; by enhancing CO2 efficiency, Maersk contributes 

to the global CO2 reduction while reducing its own operational costs; and by investing in education, Maersk 

contributes to societies’ development while countering the skills shortage that challenges the company’s 

growth strategy. Enabling trade contains the greatest synergies and shared value propositions, according to 

Lund-Nielsen, and will thus be the focus of this case study. (Lund-Nielsen interview, 2015). 

4.2.1. Creating shared value at Maersk 

Maersk’s shared value strategy is based on the fact that trade is a vital catalyst for social and economic 

development (Hanouz, Geiger & Doherty, 2014), and according to Lund-Nielsen the company is already 

contributing to this positive effect due to its significant market share: Maersk Line constitutes 15% of the 

world’s container market (Andersen, 2015) and APM Terminals is one of the four largest terminal operators 

in the world (Lund-Nielsen interview, 2015). On these grounds, Maersk will create shared value by 
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accelerating the impact its business already has on society while increasing the company’s own market share. 

Maersk invests in shared value projects in the developing world exclusively, and three pilot projects have 

been launched on the basis of a) the innovativeness of the project; b) how deep an intervention is needed to 

create shared value for both society and Maersk; c) the level of local-buy-in; d) the risks associated with the 

project; and e) the scalability of the project to other geographies (Maersk Sustainability Report, 2014).  

One project is investing in reducing trade barriers for SMEs in East Africa. Maersk is partnering with 

TradeMark East Africa, a nonprofit organization working to accelerate poverty reduction in the region 

through trade growth. Initially, the partners have uncovered the numerous documentation requirements in 

transporting flowers and avocados from growers in East Africa to retailers in the Netherlands and found that 

administrative and regulative costs are equal to the costs of the actual shipment. This increases total costs 

and limits the market reach for producers in East Africa (Lund-Nielsen interview, 2015). The partners are 

therefore working on a system to digitize the whole process, reducing the costs of administration.  

With this partnership, Maersk seeks to redefine productivity in its value chain (Porter & Kramer, 2011, pp. 

11-17). By investing in its customers’ capabilities, Maersk enhances their productivity as well as the 

productivity of the company itself.  The partnership is an integrated collaboration and its sustainability is 

dependent on the buy-in from local authorities and the target population, the end-users of the digital system. 

The focus of the collaboration is to transform the current system through an innovative service, and both 

Maersk and TradeMark East Africa are dependent on each others’ organization-specific resources and 

competencies in order for this to be a success. Does the partnership generate buy-in, then the generation of 

social value will take on an even greater importance due the linked interests of the partners, that is, to grow 

trade in the East African region. Although the system will be a public good, and hereby also benefiting 

Maersk’s competitors, Maersk projects that it will have a first-mover advantage (Lund-Nielsen interview, 

2015). In effect, Maersk will benefit commercially from generating social value – by increasing the pie 

through an innovative partnership, Maersk will have a competitive advantage in taking its share of the pie.  

In the second project, Maersk has committed to deliver educational content to a social network called 

ConnectAmericas, which is hosted by the Inter-American Development Bank. The project seeks to make 

producers, traders and customers in the Americas less dependent on small, local markets and limited 

economies and increase earning potentials as participants in international trade. Maersk will contribute with 

training modules on logistics and develop a transport cost calculator. This is a partnership build on 

transferred resource value. The interests of Maersk and the Inter-American Development Bank are linked – 

to increase foreign trade and international investments to support the economic development of the region – 

and the nature of the resources transferred are durable, as Maersk transfers knowledge to and develop the 

skills of the end-user. In return, Maersk gets access to the Inter-American Development Bank’ network as 

well as a first-mover advantage if the project becomes the go-to platform to learn about logistics. Again, the 
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better Maersk and its partner are in collaborating for the social good of the beneficiary, the greater the return 

to Maersk and its partner.   

The third project will invest in the economic development of the Bitung area of East Indonesia. Maersk Line 

has in recent years begun calling on the port of Ambon every second week, and in order to get full benefit of 

this liner connectivity, a proper infrastructure for landing, registering and processing fish needs to be 

developed.  The means to create shared value in this project is related to what Porter and Kramer would call 

local cluster development (2011, p. 17). 70 % of the economy in Bitung is dependent on export of fish, and 

Maersk wants to strengthen the whole value chain surrounding the export of fish – from the local fisherman, 

to the processing of fish in factories, through to the state owned harbor of Ambon, and to Maersk Line and 

the connection to international trade (Lund-Nielsen interview, 2015). Initially, Maersk is investigating the 

potential for upgrading the area’s tuna fishing by providing knowledge and capital. The result is intended to 

move from today’s non-certified product to a higher-end product with access to the EU and other markets 

(Maersk Sustainability Report, 2014, p. 11). Maersk will partner with the World Bank and UNDP. The 

investment will contribute to overcome an infrastructure bottleneck and hence increase the number of calls of 

Maersk Line. This level of intervention improves the external environment of Maersk Line through 

community investments and through strengthening local suppliers, local institutions, and local infrastructure 

in ways that also enhance business productivity. 

Maersk bases its Sustainability strategy on catalyzing partnerships based on synergistic value creation: 

creating value for oneself is dependent on creating it for the other. These partnerships will only benefit 

Maersk and its partners if they benefit society as well. For Maersk, shared value is created by capitalizing on 

an innovation that is developed in a cross-sector partnership: “It cannot be a solo Maersk shared value 

project; that does not exist. It only exists if we are doing a systemic change” (Lund-Nielsen interview, 2015). 

Maersk are here in line with Austin and Seitanidi (2012a, p. 744), as the creation of shared value must have 

transformative potential, and therefore cross-sector partnerships are essential.  

The intentional social change mechanisms of Maersk’s shared value strategy are displayed below: 

Intentional mechanisms for social change and innovation 

Parameters Results Comments 

Level of 
engagement with 
nonprofit partner 

Transactional collaboration; 
Integrative collaboration; 
Systemic change 

Maersk’s shared value engagement is characterized by the 
creation of transformative and systemic change in its value 
chain through innovation. In order to achieve this, a strong 
and large partner with a great reach is needed (i.e. the World 
Bank and/or a regional/international development agency). 
Local buy-in is crucial for the success of the strategy, which in 
turn will benefit the competitiveness and effectiveness of 
Maersk in terms of first-mover advantage. The engagement 
must generate measurable societal and commercial value as it 
directly addresses sweet spots in Maersk’s growth strategy. 
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Incentives for 
engaging in 
shared value 
creation 

Redefining productivity in the 
value chain; 
Local cluster development  

Company Community 

Strategic alignment with 
Maersk’s core business, 
scalability, innovation, 
positive relationships with 
local agencies and 
governments, access to 
networks, ability to leverage 
partnership, and increased 
potential meeting 
governments’ and society’s 
priorities. 

Enhanced opportunities for 
access to international trade; 
strengthened local 
infrastructure and institutions, 
improved business 
environment for trade. 

Role of the 
beneficiary 

Beneficiary of a public good 
 

Maersk is addressing the needs of local farmers and producers 
by developing innovative tools and services. The needs are 
identified as lack of access to international trade and heavy 
administrative costs and burdens.  

Table 8: Maersk's intentional social change mechanisms 

4.3. Toms 
Toms Group A/S is owned by the Gerda and Victor B. Strands Foundation. It manufactures and markets 

chocolate and sugar confectioneries, and the company employs up to 15,000 people depending on the season 

(Toms Annual Report, 2014). Toms’ commitment to the UN Global Compact constitutes the company’s 

CSR strategy and it is focused on responsible business conduct within the Groups’ sphere of influence and 

business (Toms Supplier Code of Conduct, 2014). As cocoa is the main raw material sourced by Toms, the 

traceability of the company’s own cocoa supply chain is the main subject of the CSR strategy (Lorenzen 

interview, 2015).  

4.3.1. Creating shared value at Toms 

Toms sources 84% of its cocoa from Ghana and since 2009 Toms has had full traceability of the cocoa 

bought from Ghana to farmer society level. With its CSR strategy, Toms seeks to revitalize the cocoa 

production of its suppliers, who are facing productivity challenges, with improved techniques to breed 

higher-yielding and disease-resistant plants (Toms Responsibility Report, 2014). In 2013, Toms embarked a 

3-year cocoa sustainability program together with two nonprofits, Source Trust from Ghana and IBIS from 

Denmark, as well as Coop Denmark and Danida. The goal of the collaboration is to improve farmer 

productivity as well as to combat child labor and ensuring quality education (Lorenzen interview, 2015). 

These three issues are according to Toms addressing the main challenges in the cocoa sector (Toms 

Responsibility Report, 2014, p. 8). The partners seek to improve farmer productivity by providing farmer 

training in Good Agricultural Practices for a more sustainable farming as well as providing new and 

improved coca planting material and offering access to inputs such as fertilizer and chemicals through credit 

schemes. The partners will combat child labor and ensure quality education by educating school teachers and 

strengthening school management and have child labor as an individual topic in the farmer training for Good 

Agricultural Practices given to all farmers who supply cocoas to Toms (Ibid, p. 10). With this programme, 

Toms is reaching all of its 5025 farmers residing in 96 villages in Ghana (Lorenzen interview, 2015). 
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As child labor and low productivity from its suppliers pose a social problem and economic cost to its 

business, Toms addresses this by redefining productivity in its value chain (Porter & Kramer, 2011, pp. 

11-17). By investing in its suppliers and in the community in which they reside, the company mitigates the 

ethical and human rights issues associated with child labor, it contributes to the social and economic 

development of these communities, it ensures its own supply of the raw material, and it addresses consumer 

demands on traceability of its products (Lorenzen interview, 2015). Partnerships are crucial in order for this 

to succeed. The resource that Toms contributes to the partnership is generic. The programme is funded by 

Danida, Coop Denmark and Toms, and Toms in return benefits from the competencies of Source Trust and 

IBIS. The resource directionality is thus bilateral as there is an explicit exchange of resources and reciprocal 

value creation – Toms contributes to the social and economic development of its farmers through education 

and aid for increased productivity, while also contributing to its own business and consumer demands. The 

collaboration is transactional and formed on the basis of a linked interest in alleviating child labor and 

contributing to the social and economic development of the community.  

Having collaborated with IBIS and Source Trust since 2007, the current programme is a result of the partners 

having previously worked together successfully and developed deeper relationships (Lorenzen interview, 

2015). In other words, the current programme is a result of years of generation of interaction value. The 

collaboration with IBIS and Source Trust is integral to the strategic success of Toms as well as it is for the 

two nonprofits. By investing in the social betterment of its suppliers and the communities in which they 

reside, Toms also contributes to its own commercial success – the better the partners are at collaborating for 

the social and economic good of the farmers using their distinctive assets, the greater the return to the 

partners.  

These investments in Ghana’s cocoa industry contributes to Toms’ partnership in the World Cocoa 

Foundation and its engagement with the Cocoa Livelihoods Program. Toms and its competitors as well as 

development organizations come together to provide training, inputs and credit to small holders in West and 

Central Africa to ensure the future supply across the industry and alter the cost curve facing individual 

companies (WCF, 2015). This engagement creates interaction value, where Toms get access to new 

knowledge and networks and increases its potential to meet society’s priorities (Lorenzen interview, 2015). 

This type of collaboration is furthermore an example of successful pre-competitive activities among industry 

competitors, which in the future will become the norm according to Chakravorti, Macmillan and Siesfeld 

(2014). This type of pre-competitive collaboration is also defined by Porter and Kramer as being one of the 

new collaborative frameworks, which will enable companies to create shared value (2011, p. 25). 

Shared value to Toms appears to be securing the future of the farmers that they work with and ensuring they 

run sustainable and ethical businesses so that Toms can deliver on its brand promises to its customers. 

Without creating value for the farmers and ensuring that they are sustainable, Toms could not be sustainable 
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themselves. Toms is engaged in its supply chain to support cocoa farming as a business and livelihood of 

choice that offers an attractive income and opportunities for societal advancement. For this, Toms needs 

nonprofit partners that can support the company’s efforts in creating social and economic value in its supply 

chain.  

Below I identify the key intentional social mechanisms of Toms’ shared value strategy: 

Intentional mechanisms for social change and innovation 

Parameters Results Comments 

Level of 
engagement with 
nonprofit partner 

Transactional 
collaboration 

Toms collaborates with NGOs on strengthening its own supply chain 
in order to ensure a positive social impact and thus be able to 
deliver on its brand promise to its customers. The collaboration with 
IBIS and Source Trust is based on the transfer of generic resources, 
which enable them to fulfill their mission in the specific community 
from which Toms sources its cocoa. Toms in return is able to source 
its raw material responsibly. The company relies on creating 
interaction value with its suppliers in particular and stakeholders in 
general, which contributes to its local and global position as a 
responsible procurer.   

Incentives for 
engaging in shared 
value creation 

Redefining productivity 
in its value chain 

Company Community 

Strategic alignment with Toms’ 
core business, supply chain 
management, brand and 
reputation management, 
community relations, increased 
potential meeting 
governments’ and society’s 
priorities, external risk 
management, ability to 
leverage partnerships, and 
availability of raw materials and 
quality control 

Prevent child labor, increase 
farmer productivity, and income, 
provision of quality education, 
opportunities for learning, and 
acquisition of new expertise. 

Role of the 
beneficiary 

 Supplier and local 
community 
 

The shared value strategy addresses the need of increasing farmer 
productivity and hence their income. This in turn contributes to the 
livelihoods development of the community. Toms’ contribution to 
the community is measured in terms of the alleviation of child labor 
and quality education. 

Table 9: Toms' intentional social change mechanisms 

4.4. Data validity 
Before embarking on the cross-case study, I will briefly consider the homogeneity of the data used for the 

case study as this will have an impact on the construct validity of the comparative cross-case study in the 

following chapter.  

There are a number of issues, where the data richness differs. Most notably, the duration of the shared value 

collaborations vary across the MNCs’ strategies – where Grundfos Lifelink has been operating since 2009 

and Toms has been collaborating with its two nonprofit partners since 2007, Maersk has only recently 

(within this year of 2015) initiated its three projects in East Africa, Latin America and East Indonesia. This 
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naturally affects the level of depth of information that Maersk can provide on the collaborations, and it is in 

this case not possible to triangulate with other data sources as they will not exist. The case study of Maersk 

has instead relied on the planned exchange of resources and type of value to co-create with its partners. The 

pilot phase may however be subject to changes in the near future, and the collaborations may not turn out as 

planned, and that will weaken the validity of this case study. Nonetheless, I did not find it necessary to 

deselect Maersk as I did with the other case studies, because the level of information obtained from the 

interview can be matched with the information obtained from the interviews with Grundfos and Toms.  

Another issue that affects the construct validity of this thesis is the interviewees’ knowledge of the subject at 

hand. Vibeke Tuxen from Grundfos was most engaged with the employee-run program, Water2Life, and 

thus could provide most in-depth knowledge about that subject. The richness of information on Lifelink does 

however not suffer in this study, as there exists external articles and reports on the business model, which I 

could corroborate with the statements of Tuxen.   

4.5. Cross-case analysis 
I have in the above conducted a case study analysis based on the three parameters derived from the 

theoretical framework: a) the level of engagement with nonprofit; b) the incentives for shared value 

engagement, and c) the role of the beneficiary. In addition to this, I have established with which means each 

case company create shared value relating to Porter and Kramer’s (2011) three avenues for value creation: a) 

reconceiving products and markets; b) redefining productivity in the value chain; and c) local cluster 

development. This enables me to determine where each case company focuses its shared value strategy and, 

combined with the CVC framework, with which intentional social mechanisms. In this chapter, I will go 

more into depth on the three parameters and establish patterns across the cases. This will be useful for the 

final discussion, where the theoretical propositions will be tested on the basis of the cross-case analysis.  

4.5.1. Incentives for engagement 

All case companies have adopted a strategy that is built on shared value principles, and Maersk’s strategy 

has to a certain extent been influenced by Porter and Kramer’s article on CSV. This intentionality in creating 

positive externalities is evident in how the MNCs position their strategies: With an outside-in perspective, 

Grundfos addresses the global need of sustainable water supply and Maersk addresses the need to integrate 

low-income countries in the global economy through trade. The outputs of these businesses – sustainable 

water pumps and global trade – both seek to contribute to positive societal outcomes. The intentional 

mechanisms for creating shared value are innovations that contribute to enhance these outcomes: “we focus 

on what kind of positive development it is that we are contributing to and how we can accelerate this impact” 

(Lund Nielsen interview, 2015). Toms positions its strategy differently. It is not part of a growth strategy but 

instead an integrated focus on securing its future supply of cocoa from Ghana where the intentional social 

mechanisms are concentrated on contributing to sustainable and profitable cocoa farming.  
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The case study indicates that all three MNCs adhere to the principles of CSV:  

1) Grundfos reconceive its products and markets: With Grundfos Lifelink, Grundfos constructs a business 

model based on meeting the specific needs of rural populations in developing countries. This entails a move 

from being a hardware supplier to being a business network developer, and the MNC claims that the buyers 

of the product are not only customers but also partners. In effect, the means for creating shared value lies in 

this process as the goal is to develop a social innovation that remedy the needs of poor people while 

generating market share and profitability:“Shared value means to us that it is a joint project; a joint 

partnership on developing the product that is needed” (Tuxen interview, 2015).  

2) Maersk and Toms both redefine productivity in their value chains: Maersk invests in its own growth 

strategy by enhancing the productivity in its internal operations. The means for shared value creation lies in 

the process of developing in collaboration with nonprofit social innovations that address trade bottlenecks in 

developing countries. The generation of innovative solutions is integral to Maersk’s strategy as the aim is to 

construct a first-mover advantage. Toms invests in its own future supply of its main raw material by 

enhancing the productivity of the Ghanese farmers from whom they source cocoa. The means for creating 

shared value lies in the intention to prevent child labor and ensure the productivity of the farmers. Toms’ 

investment in its suppliers addresses consumer demands on traceability of its products.  

3) Maersk in addition enables local cluster development in order to raise the level of competitiveness in a 

low-income community. In line with its growth strategy, Maersk creates a stronger competitive environment, 

including reliable local suppliers and functioning infrastructure, for the MNC to capture its share of the value 

created in collaboration with development organizations.  

All three cases follow Porter and Kramer’s rationale, claiming that the business purpose and incentive should 

not arise out of charity, but out of a deeper understanding of competition and economic value creation (2011, 

p. 4). These incentives for engaging in shared value creation in developing countries vary among the MNCs. 

Based on the findings of the case study (parameter 2) the three MNC’s business case rationale can be 

grouped into seven categories ranging from defensive to affirmative rationales
5
: 

1. Preserve license to operate: Mitigate risk of disruption to operations. Toms’ investment in its suppliers 

the company characterizes as a “social license to play” (Lorenzen interview). The investment contributes 

to the future supply of cocoa and increased productivity and quality of the raw material. 

2. Avoid reputational damage: Mitigate risk of lost revenue due to reputational damage. Toms promotes 

traceability of its cocoa supply in order to communicate its investments in the prevention of child labor.  

                                                           
5
 The grouping is inspired by Chakravorti, Macmillan and Siesfeld, 2014. 
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3. Avoid future supply chain disruptions: Mitigate risk of future scarcity of supply.  

Toms trains cocoa farmers in increasing their productivity and in enhancing the quality of cocoa plants in 

order to ensure the profitability of the farming process as well as demand from consumers. The MNC has 

furthermore an interest in supporting cocoa farming as a business and livelihood of choice in Ghana. 

4. Maintain competitive position: Keep up with competitors who adhere to and actively promote higher 

standards. Toms’ partnership in the World Cocoa Foundation ensures its position as responsible 

corporation that live up to and help promoting and advancing industry norms and policies.  

5. Respond to internal demand: Recruit, retain and motivate employees through the development of an 

impact agenda. Grundfos’ establishment of the employee-run volunteer programme, Water2Life, 

leverage employee motivation, coherence and loyalty to the company: “we want our employees to go to 

work every day with the attitude that they want to make a difference in the world. Then it will be on 

these grounds that we develop our products” (Tuxen interview).  

6. Differentiate products or services: Differentiate products or services to gain share and/or command 

price premium. With the development of Toms Extra, Toms differentiates its product by training its 

farmers in a new fermentation method, which gives a better cocoa quality and taste and also alleviates 

the work of the farmers. With the Lifelink business model, Grundfos seeks to differentiate its product in 

a market where the sustainability of water pumps is low and maintenance poor. 

7. Capture revenue and build loyalty: Develop new revenue streams by accessing new customers and 

markets, and build awareness and brand loyalty among customers in high-growth markets.  

Based on a desire to create social innovation, Grundfos Lifelink builds a new revenue stream by 

developing a pump system that addresses the needs of a new customer segment.  The aim is to promote 

the innovative product first among development organizations and NGOs, and eventually access local 

communities that are able to procure the system themselves. Maersk develops a new system for 

improving administrative procedures throughout the shipping value chain, where the aim is to generate 

demand and market share. The MNC also hopes to build brand loyalty with its investment in the 

platform, ConnectAmericas. And finally, it invests in the economic development of the Bitung area in 

East Indonesia in order to access new customers and enhance productivity. 

The above findings are illustrated below:  
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 Business incentives Toms Grundfos  Maersk 

1. Preserve license to operate    

2. Avoid reputational damage    

3. Avoid future supply disruptions    

4. Maintain competitive position    

5. Respond to internal demand    

6. Differentiate products and 

services 

   

7. Capture revenue growth and build 

loyalty 

   

Figure 6: Incentives for shared value strategy (inspired by Chakravorti, Macmillan and Siesfeld, 2014)) 

The figure displays the business case rationale of the three MNCs as stated in the case study. The color code 

changes as the number increases in order to illustrate how the MNCs engage in shared value creation on 

different grounds. Toms’ shared value strategy is largely concerned with preserving its license to operate and 

thus invests in its supply chain on social issues that can indirectly influence its business. Grundfos’ social 

engagement materializes in the Water2Life program as response to internal demand from employees, and it 

materializes as an opportunity to capture growth in a new market through the innovative business model of 

Lifelink. Similarly, Maersk sees an opportunity in collaborating with nonprofits on developing innovative 

products or approaches to address trade bottlenecks for SMEs and producers in developing countries and 

thus for the Maersk business itself.   

The findings above can be supplemented with Chakravorti et al.’s (2014) examination of business incentives 

for undertaking what they call “sustainable and inclusive business activities” (SIBA) in developing countries 

(p. 2).  Their study included over 40 companies, and one of the key findings is that the leading motivator to 

pursue SIBA is to “maintain competitive position”, followed by “avoiding reputational damage”, ”avoiding 

future supply disruptions” and “capturing revenues and build loyalty” (p. 11).  

The uneven number of cases examined between this study and Chakravorti et al.’s study do not make for a 

feasible context to comparing the two. However, these differences in incentives undoubtedly have 

implications for how much priority investments in shared value engagements can garner (Ibid, p. 3) and thus 

– I will argue based on this thesis – the level of collaboration with stakeholders. We may return to Strand and 

Freeman’s (2015) argument that the cooperative advantage is sought to a greater extent among Scandinavian 
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companies, and it could be the geographical context that contributes to the cross-case findings above: that 

shared value engagements are to a larger extent pursued based on capturing revenues and building loyalty 

among Danish MNCs.  

4.5.2. Engagement with nonprofits 

This brings us to findings on parameter 1. We see on a CVC scale (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a,b) a similar 

pattern to that above. Grundfos Water2Life’s collaboration is placed on the philanthropic end of the scale, 

Toms’ collaboration with the nonprofits appears under transactional collaboration, while both Grundfos 

Lifelink’s and Maersk’s collaborations appear on the integrative end of the scale.  

 

 

 

 

 

The assignment of stages of collaboration of each MNC is rather generic because a collaborative relationship 

is in practice multifaceted and some characteristics may be closer to one reference stage while other traits are 

closer to another (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a, p. 737). If I was to break down the individual characteristics of 

each MNC’s collaborative stages, we would see that the MNCs only differ in a few areas: 

Collaborative dynamics Toms Grundfos Lifelink Maersk 

Sources of value 

 Resource complementarity (obtain access 
to needed resources different than those 
one possesses) 

High  High  High 

 Resource nature (generic or organization-
specific resources) 

Generic Organization-specific Both 

 Resource directionality and use (unilateral 
or bilateral) 

Bilateral  Bilateral Bilateral 

 Linked interest (perceived linked interest 
in the value created for each other) 

High High High 

Types of value 

 Associational value (depends on 
organizational fit) 

High High High 

 Transferred resource value (depreciable 
or durable value exchange) 

Durable 
(Training and 
knowledge 
transfer) 

Durable  
(skill development) 

Durable  
(knowledge transfer 
and skill development) 

Philanthropic                  Transactional                 Integrative                 Transformational 

Grundfos Water2Life 

Toms 

Grundfos Lifelink 

Maersk 

Figure 7: Positioning of cases on the collaboration continuum (inspired by Austin and Seitanidi, 2012a,b) 
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 Interaction value (intangibles like trust 
and relational capital) 

High  
(trust, relational 
capital) 

Medium  
(joint problem 
solving) 

Medium  
(coordination) 

 Synergistic value (accomplishing more 
together than separately) 

High High High 

Table 10: Collaborative dynamics constituting the cases (own creation) 

Toms’ case stands out because it is assigned the transactional stage of collaboration. While the collaboration 

with the nonprofits is based on linked interests and an acknowledgement that the collaborators achieve more 

together than they would have separately due to the distinct complementary assets of the organizations, the 

collaboration is still built on the premise that by channeling generic resources to the nonprofits, social value 

creation will be enabled. And that is a key characteristic of the transactional stage. 

In comparing the types of shared value collaborations with the business incentives of the MNCs, the findings 

suggest a correlation between the two. The case study points to that the greater the business efforts are on 

preserving license to operate, the more likely the company’s shared value engagement will be based on 

philanthropic or transactional collaborations. Correspondingly, the greater the business efforts are on seeking 

growth, the more likely the company’s shared value engagement will be based on integrative or 

transformative collaborations. Business incentives and investment in shared value activities thus seem to be 

related to the type of collaborations the MNCs engage in.  

The cases of Maersk and Grundfos furthermore indicate that a central aspect of business engagements in 

integrative collaborations appears to be the development of innovations – either product, process of business 

model innovations. This corresponds with Austin and Seitanidi, who assert that the two most advanced 

stages of collaboration form a conducive environment for the generation of synergistic innovative solutions 

to a societal problem (2012a, p. 734). Gallego-Álvarez, Prado-Lorenzo and Garcia-Sánchez (2011) confirm 

that there is a correlation between a shared value strategy and the development of innovative products or 

services (p. 1713), and innovation is even recognized as playing a central role in creating value and 

sustaining competitive advantage (Baregheh, Rowley & Sambrook, 2009, p. 1324). 

Another variable that may play a decisive role in the motivation and type of collaboration the MNCs engage 

in is that of ownership structure (see table 6). All three companies are owned by foundations, which give the 

management legroom to focus on long-term value creation of the companies (Eco-Business, 2014; 

Berlingske Business, 2006). A Danish study of the 50 most sustainable companies in the Nordic countries
6
 

however found that the ownership structure did not have any influence on whether companies would take on 

shared value strategies or not (Nordic Council of Ministers, 2005, p. 29). Sustainability Head at Maersk, 

Signe Bruun Jensen, argues in a similar vein that while it is arguably easier for an established family-owned 

                                                           
6
 Denmark, Norway, Finland, Sweden and Iceland. 
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firm to take a long-term perspective, “sustainable, profitable growth is the same whether your firm is family-

owned or answerable to shareholders” (Eco-Business, 2014 ).  

4.5.3. Role of the beneficiary 

The case study reveals that the three MNCs collaborate with nonprofits in order to catalyze their shared value 

strategies. The nonprofits are involved at different stages of the value chains in order to address certain 

limitations: For Grundfos Lifelink, the nonprofits serve as middlemen in order for the MNC to be able sell its 

product to the rural consumers; for Maersk, the nonprofits serve as gatekeepers to reach both the local 

authorities and the local farmers with new solutions for trade enhancement; and for Toms, the nonprofits 

help ensure the traceability and sustainability of the MNC’s main raw material. Conversely, by incorporating 

the nonprofits in the business value chain, the nonprofits are able to harness the core business of the MNCs 

in creating societal value for the affected populations. Figure 8 illustrates this relationship with focus on the 

target population of the shared value collaboration (parameter 3): 

 

Figure 8: Catalyzing core business for social value creation (own creation) 

Each of the case study findings reveals that a key element in the success of the shared value strategies is the 

ability to leverage collaborations with nonprofits on the basis of core business activities. Chakravorti et al.’s 

(2014) study similarly confirms that 98% of the companies examined engage with cross-sector partners to 

implement SIBA activities: “Cross-sector players, such as NGOs and development organizations, provide 

essential on-the-ground support, ranging from training and skill-building for suppliers and distributers to 

consumer education” (p. 13).  Chakravorti et al. furthermore predict that external partners will continue to be 

central in overcoming constraints: “We see collaboration as essential to every stage of inclusive business 

development from success in pilots to scale-up and replication” (p. 14).  
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What is especially interesting is the trade-offs related to these activities, which both are touched upon in 

Chakravorti et al.’s study (2014:9) and among the MNCs in the case study – especially between Maersk and 

Grundfos. The tolerance towards the acceptable profit margins and the time horizon to cost recovery as well 

as the MNCs’ social impact expectations, measurements and reporting will be further elaborated in the 

following chapters. And we will see that this tolerance towards trade-offs is highly related to the perceived 

role of the end-beneficiary of the collaboration.  

Chapter 5: Discussion 
In the case study analysis, I attempt to establish the Danish MNCs’ shared value strategies within Austin and 

Seitanidi’s CVC framework (2012a,b). By doing so, the focus of the case study has been on the MNCs’ 

collaborations with nonprofits in catalyzing their strategies. From each case, I deducted key characteristics of 

the MNC’s intentional social change mechanisms based on three parameters derived from the theoretical 

framework. In the cross-case analysis I then compared the cases based on these parameters. 

The purpose of this final chapter is to test the findings of the cross-case analysis with the propositions 

developed in the theoretical framework. This exercise should then allow me to develop a number of 

propositions for how UNHCR can catalyze CSV partnerships with Danish MNCs, and in doing that, 

establish a link between the two objectives of this thesis (see chapter 1.1.).  

5.1. Bringing the ties together 
In this section, I seek to strengthen the internal validity of the findings by following the logic of pattern 

matching (Yin, 2009, p. 136), where I compare an empirically based pattern with a predicted one. If the 

results coincide, then it will contribute to the internal validity of the thesis. In chapter 5.1.4., I will follow up 

on this. 

5.1.1. Creating Shared Value collaborations 

 

PROPOSITIONS:  

1. The more advanced the stage of collaboration, the more organization-specific resources are put in 

to alleviate the social concern.  

2. The more advanced the stage of collaboration, the greater a cooperative strategic posture is 

pursued. 

3. The more advanced the stage of collaboration, the greater the efforts will be to create hybrid 

business models. 

4. The more advanced the stage of collaboration, the greater the similarities to Porter and Kramer’s 

concept of Creating Shared Value. 
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The cross-case study revealed that all three MNCs sought a cooperative strategic posture, in that the potential 

social impediment to the MNCs are approached through collaborations with nonprofits, and so is the success 

of their shared value strategies dependent on this collaboration (P2): “it is the partnership approach which 

creates the potential for us” (Lund-Nielsen interview, 2015).  Furthermore, all the MNCs identified their 

collaborations with nonprofits as long-term engagements, which make for an even more conducive 

environment for achieving linked interests between the collaborators. Following this, the cross-case analysis 

confirms Strand and Freeman’s (2015) proposition that Scandinavian businesses act in accordance with the 

management logic of CSV – or rather opposite, as the authors would suggest. This is at least apparent to the 

extent that the three MNCs engage in strategic collaborations with nonprofits based on linked interests or 

“the jointness of interests” (p. 71), and to the extent that the MNCs adhere to a cooperative strategic posture 

(p.72) as discussed above. 

 As we move up the collaboration continuum, the exchange of more organization-specific resources 

constitutes the collaborations (P1). Both Grundfos Lifelink and Maersk’s shared value strategy is based on 

the exchange of organization-specific resources and the success and scalability of the engagements is also 

dependent on the local buy-in of the target populations. However, CSV opportunities do not necessarily 

range in the most advanced stages of collaboration, but can also be sought through transactional 

collaborations, which Toms shared value strategy is an example of (P4). If we are to follow Toms’ case, 

CSV does therefore not presume a growth strategy, but can also have a preventative nature (figure 6).  

In effect, the case study of Toms suggest that proposition 2 and 4 are not exclusive. With its shared value 

strategy and long-term relations with the two nonprofits, Toms seeks cooperative advantage as much as 

Maersk and Grundfos do. Furthermore, the social outcome of the shared value strategy is just as strategic to 

Toms as it is to Maersk and Grundfos. And this is despite that Toms engages in transactional collaborations, 

which does not range as high on the CVC continuum (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a,b). This shows us a shortfall 

of the generic categorization of the MNCs on the continuum (ibid, p. 737), which was also assessed in the 

previous chapter. 

Finally, both Porter and Kramer (2011) and Austin and Seitanidi (2012a) suggest that engaging in 

collaborations that enables synergistic value creation between the partners can end up in the creation of 

hybrid business models. And Grundfos Lifelink, which constitutes an integrative collaboration, is indeed an 

Inclusive Business Model (P3). The business model is dependent on the collaborative actions of different 

stakeholders who each add value to the model, and it is thus a good example of the cooperative advantage 

pursued by Danish MNCs as proposed by Strand and Freeman (2015).  
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5.1.2. Value co-creation 

 

In the theoretical framework, I establish the differences in governance and value proposition of the Social 

and the Inclusive Business Model. The Social Business Model proposes an agency-driven value chain 

approach, where the joint venture with a nonprofit organization as well as the collaborative effort on 

developing an innovative product or service is tied to the model. The Inclusive Business Model, on the other 

hand, proposes a corporate-driven value chain approach, where the MNC is the sole promoter, and 

innovation is an opportunity, not a necessity.   

In continuance of the above, we can however immediately establish that an integrative/transformative 

humanitarian-corporate collaboration does not exclude the Inclusive Business Model (P5, P6). Grundfos 

Lifelink operates as a supplier to the development and humanitarian sector. The governance system is 

characteristic to an Inclusive Business Model, where the primary focus is on building Lifelink’s presence in 

these new markets while ensuring the empowerment of the target population. This is done by collaborating 

on developing an innovative and sustainable solution that is sustained by including the end-beneficiary as 

customers. Grundfos furthermore assert that there is no reason why refugee populations could not be 

included as end-beneficiaries of the Lifelink business model (Tuxen interview, 2015).  

As it was taken up in the theoretical framework, the discussion of whether the Social or the Inclusive 

Business Model is fit for the humanitarian environment is largely a discussion on business case rationale – 

that in order for a humanitarian concern to represent itself as a CSV opportunity to Danish MNCs, the 

business case rationale should be cause-driven rather than profit-driven. This assumption is supported by a 

recent study on private sector engagement in humanitarian assistance:  

“Private sector financing models, such as impact investing and investing in social enterprise, are unlikely to 

be replicable in most humanitarian response context, where outcomes are often difficult to predict and 

guarantee and where opportunities for private investors to see a profit returned in their investment are 

limited” (Future Humanitarian Financing, 2015, p. 15). 

Based on the findings from the case study, it does however not seem feasible to think in terms of a 

humanitarian-development divide, and whether one business model is more viable in one structural context 

over another. Conversely, I suggest that it would be more beneficial to understand how the MNCs perceive 

the structural context of their engagement (Binder & Witte, 2007, p. 5).  Figure 8 demonstrates that the 

PROPOSITIONS: 

5. The Social Business Model represents an integrative/transformational stage of collaboration in a 

humanitarian-corporate collaboration. 

6. The Inclusive Business Model represents an integrative/transformational stage of collaboration 

in a development-corporate collaboration. 
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nonprofits fill certain institutional voids in the MNCs’ value chains in order to enter or preserve their 

presence in emerging markets. And in the case of Grundfos Lifelink, the company develops and sells its 

water systems in collaboration with and to humanitarian and development organizations because it otherwise 

would not be able to reach the end-beneficiary of the product innovation. In effect, Lifelink perceive the 

structural context of its engagement based on the humanitarian and development actors’ presence in these 

markets as well as their dedicated funds for investments in development activities.  

5.1.3. Innovation output and outcome 

 

The cross-case analysis indicates, that the more oriented the shared value strategy is towards mitigating risks 

of disruptions to operations and supply chain, the less oriented the MNC will be towards innovating for the 

mutual good of society and the MNC. Correspondingly, the less advanced will the collaboration with a 

nonprofit be (see figure 6).  Innovation becomes a competitive parameter and a means to develop new 

revenue streams as we move up the continuum of the cross-case study, and Maersk and Grundfos operate 

their shared value strategies from this perspective (P7).  

According to the case study, cross-sector collaboration on innovation takes its form in new products, 

processes and business models (P8). These different types of innovation are the shared value generating 

entities of the strategies: Maersk develops innovative solutions and procedures, and Lifelink enter the BoP 

market with an Inclusive Business Model.  

In assessing the final proposition (P9), we engage in a discussion on the end-beneficiary of the innovation-

generating collaboration. In continuation of above, Maersk’s ambition for its shared value strategy is for it to 

have a systemic or transformative effect (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a, p. 744) with the development of 

innovative solutions that contribute to the public good of the target population; that is, SMEs in developing 

countries. Because “which shared value projects can you do, if you only do them for yourself?” (Lund-

Nielsen interview) By seeking to improve the conditions for trade in developing countries, Maersk also 

improves the conditions for its competitors (Ibid). This approach corresponds with Porter and Kramer, who 

assert that shared value creation is not about redistributing value, but about expanding the total pool of social 

and economic value (2011, pp. 5-6). From this pool, Maersk hopes to capture some of the value created as a 

result of its participation in the collaboration.  

PROPOSITIONS 

7. The more advanced the stage of collaboration, the greater the efforts to innovate. 

8. Shared value creation entails collaborating on innovating products, processes or business 

models. 

9. The more transformative the innovation, the more the target populations are engaged as 

employees, entrepreneurs and customers (as economic actors). 
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Grundfos Lifelink’s approach to shared value creation aims to result in innovations that contribute to the 

private good of the beneficiary population; that is, rural communities in developing countries. By 

differentiating its products and service to fit the local context, the Lifelink business model taps into a market 

it has defined in terms of unmet needs, and in which it aims to gain market share. Lifelink is first and 

foremost a supplier of an innovative product of which the end-beneficiary becomes a customer. And while 

the business model also seeks to expand the entire pool of social and economic value by indirectly 

contributing to improved health and productivity of the communities, the direct value capture of the 

engagement is integral to the strategy.  

This difference in value co-creation and capture immediately affects how we can approach an innovation-

generating collaboration in a humanitarian-corporate context. Betts and Bloom (2014) make a distinction 

between bottom-up and top-down innovation for refugees. Bottom-up innovation arises from the affected 

population themselves and focuses on the refugees’ skills and aspirations, while top-down innovation focus 

mainly on improving the operational work of the humanitarian actor. This distinction is closely related to the 

discussion in the theoretical framework on incremental (product, process) and radical (business 

model/paradigm) innovations (cf. chapter 3.4.2.). 

Combined with the above empirical findings, one can propose that a humanitarian-corporate partnership can 

be based on a radical approach, which contributes to the overall socio-economic development of a target 

population by enabling their integration into the local, regional or international market. The transformative 

approach seeks to increase the total pie rather than redistributing it and thus enables a conducive 

environment for bottom-up innovation. Contrary, an incremental approach contributes to the quality and 

efficiency of the humanitarian organization through top-down innovation. The collaboration is relatively 

short-term and project-based, addressing predefined problems with solutions from the private sector actor. 

This approach corresponds with the corporate collaborations, which UNHCR is already undertaking 

(Appendix A).  

The social impact of a top-down innovation, that is, the delivery and use of the product, is relatively 

immediate and so is the return to the MNC, whereas the value capture of the transformative approach is 

undetermined and long-term. Maersk elaborates this challenge: 

“How we capture some of the value created and how much - that depends on the tactical and strategic 

approach that we apply over the next two years (the pilot period, red.). The most convenient would be to say 

that if we create this much trade, then we will acquire our 15% of it (Maersk Line’s share of the global 

container market, red.). However, we also improve the environment of our competitors. In reality, it is very 

complex to figure out how we capture the value of this. That is our big challenge.” (Lund-Nielsen interview, 

2015) 
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5.1.4. Summing up on results 

The below model summarizes the results of the pattern matching exercise: 

Propositions Assessment  

Creating Shared Value collaborations 

1. The more advanced the stage of collaboration, the 
more organization specific resources are put in place 
to alleviate the social concern 

Confirmed. The success and scalability of the 
collaboration requires the leverage of organization-
specific resources.  

2. The more advanced the stage of collaboration, the 
greater a cooperative strategic posture is pursued 

Not confirmed. All three MNCs take a cooperative 
strategic posture, even though their stages of nonprofit 
collaborations range from transactional to integrative. 

3.  The more advanced the stage of collaboration, the 
greater the efforts will be to create hybrid business 
models 

Confirmed. The Lifelink business model is an integrative 
collaboration, dependent on different stakeholders to 
add value to the model. 

4 The more advanced the stage of collaboration, the 
greater the similarities to Porter and Kramer’s 
concept of Creating Shared Value 

Not confirmed. A CSV strategy can also constitute a 
transactional collaboration. Motivations for a CSV 
strategy may be based on motivations for seeking 
growth, staying competitive and avoiding loss. 

Value co-creation 

5.  The Social Business Model represents an 
integrative/transformational stage of collaboration 
in a humanitarian-corporate collaboration 

Confirmed, but not exclusive. A humanitarian-corporate 
collaboration does not exclude the Inclusive Business 
Model.  

6. The Inclusive Business Model represents an 
integrative/transformational stage of collaboration 
in a development-corporate collaboration 

Confirmed, but not exclusive. An inclusive Business 
Model does not exclude humanitarian-corporate 
collaborations. Alternatively, recognize how the MNC 
perceive the structural context of its shared value 
engagement based on perceived value co-creation and 
capture (P9).   

Innovation output and outcome 

7. The more advanced the stage of a collaboration, the 
greater the efforts to innovate 

Confirmed. Innovation constitutes the shared value 
engagement in the integrative stage of collaboration. 

8. Shared value creation in entails collaborating on 
innovating products, processes or business models 

Confirmed. Both business model, product and process 
innovations constitute the shared value collaborations. 

9. The more transformative the innovation, the more 
the target populations are engaged as employees, 
entrepreneurs and customers (as economic actors) 

Confirmed, but not exclusive. The case study suggests 
that radical innovations focus on contributing to the 
target populations’ integration into local, regional or 
international markets. The economic activity of the 
target population is however assumed the same in other 
types of innovations (incremental). The difference lies in 
the perceived structural context of the MNC’s 
engagement and the perceived value co-creation and 
value capture strategy (also see P5, P6). 

Table 11: Summary of pattern matching exercise 

One of the key findings from the above pattern matching exercise is that the CVC framework may not 

indicate the cooperative strategic posture of the MNC: collaborative advantages based on linked interests 

may also be sought even though the strategy does not promote integrative or transformative stages of 

collaboration. This, on the other hand, further underlines Strand and Freeman’s (2015) proposition, that 

shared value creation is already inherent in Danish business practices. Another conclusion is that seeking 

cooperative advantage does not necessarily include other resources than financial resources.  
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Conversely, the development of innovation is prevalent in the more advanced stages of collaboration, which 

possibly also is related to the fact that the exchange of more organization-specific resources is prevalent in 

these stages of collaboration. For a humanitarian-corporate collaboration, the theory suggests that the 

development of innovative solutions is the primary means by which corporations can create shared value in a 

refugee context.  

When examining proposition 5, 6 and 9, they somewhat diverted from the theoretical framework. The 

common intervening variable (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 259) between the three propositions is the issue 

of value co-creation and capture. The interrelationship between value co-creation and value capture is 

managed differently between Grundfos Lifelink and Maersk, which in turn affects the perceived role of the 

target-population of the strategy. Whether the value capture is planned to be relatively immediate or long-

term may decide what kind of good the target population will be subject to.  

In order to be able to establish the validity of the above statement, I would need multiple examples of the 

relationship to look at, contrast and compare (Ibid). I however only have the differing cases of Maersk and 

Grundfos Lifelink, which will weaken the validity of the statement. In the previous chapter, I sought to 

strengthen the relationship by relating it to Betts and Bloom’s (2014) concept of bottom-up and top-down 

innovation, which also perceive different roles of the target population. However, there is no direct link 

between the stated relationship and the theory. The suggested relationship between value co-creation and 

capture strategy and the target population would therefore need further investigation. Other considerations on 

the validity of the constructs will be elaborated in chapter 5.4.  

The above findings are the main take aways from the pattern matching exercise. In the following two 

chapters, I will first consider the three MNCs’ relation to philanthropy and their engagements in 

humanitarian action, and secondly develop propositions based on the findings for how UNHCR might 

engage in collaborations with Danish MNCs. 

5.2. Disposing of the philanthropic mindset in humanitarian-corporate 

partnerships 
“I always believe that while the humanitarians think that involving the private sector is inevitable, the 

private sector does not see their involvement as inevitable. They can be involved socially without being 

involved in the humanitarian enterprise.”  

Catherine Bragg (Bragg interview, 2015)  

The Danish MNCs’ engagement in humanitarian relief activities is more or less external to core business 

planning (with Grundfos Lifelink being the exception), but it does not necessarily exclude the use of core-

business competencies. Toms reported contributing with financial resources to high-profile social causes like 

Danmarks Indsamlingen and to the eradication of Ebola (Lorenzen interview, 2015). Maersk however 
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engages in what Binder and Witte calls a meta-initiative (2007, p. 10) through its commitment to the 

Logistics Emergency Team (LET). In case of a natural disaster, Maersk and other logistics companies 

leverage their organization-specific resources in order to respond to the crisis. Grundfos’ Water2Life 

program is similarly a long-term engagement based on the core competencies of Grundfos. Following 

Catherine Bragg’s four roles of the private sector, these engagements in humanitarian relief would be on the 

first, second and third stages of humanitarian engagements (cf. chapter 3.4.2.).  

Among private sector actors as well as humanitarian sector actors, there is an increased interest in 

collaborating on the basis of commercial interest and organization-specific resources: “For every dollar that 

is given in a relationship based on core-competencies, that is worth way more than giving that dollar in cash” 

(Earney interview, 2015). Binder and Witte concur that business engagement is most effective and 

sustainable when it builds on the core competencies of the company (2007, p. 26). Nonetheless, it is not only 

the private sector that needs to dispose of the philanthropic mindset when engaging with nonprofits. In 

setting up its shared value strategy with its partners, Maersk underlines the challenges in defining a cross-

sector partnership as an exchange of organization-specific resources and not as a philanthropic collaboration: 

“What has been the biggest difference (between Maersk and its development partners, red.) is the fact that 

very few are capable of thinking in cross-sector partnerships. They think largely in philanthropy; which 

funds can we receive from you. I have again and again framed it the other way round: which resources can 

the project obtain. So I have made a bit of an effort in listing which resources each partner bring to the 

collaboration, and resources can be money but it can also be knowledge, network, innovation, offices. For 

example, IADB (the Inter-American Development Bank, red.), which is a large player, to have them realize 

what it is that they bring to the partnership, in order to make sure that they understand the collaboration as 

a partnership and not a donation.” (Lund-Nielsen interview, 2015) 

Grundfos Lifelink reports of similar challenges in their initial contact with local NGOs in the pilot phase of 

the project: “The NGOs were primarily concerned with their own aid programs; they saw Grundfos as a 

potential contributor to these programs rather than the other way round” (Andersen, 2013, p. 10). 

Recalling Brugmann and Prahalad (2007), the case study shows that there is a greater focus on integrating 

cross-sector collaborators’ value chains in the pursuit of profits and scale as well as social equity and 

empowerment. At the same time, the above statements tell us that not only do humanitarian actors need 

humanitarian-minded businesses; humanitarian actors themselves must be business-minded. While 

fundraising is crucial for humanitarian actors to deliver on their mandate, they must also accommodate an 

alternative model of collaboration based on the exchange of core competencies (Earney interview, 2015).  

While Maersk’s and Grundfos Water2Life’s humanitarian engagement are good examples of humanitarian 

actors harnessing the core competencies of MNCs, Grundfos Lifelink’s humanitarian engagement  is an even 

more compelling example of CSV in a humanitarian context through collaborations based on core business. 
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In addition, Maersk’s engagement in lifting the economic activities of target populations in key areas of 

commercial interest exemplifies the cooperative strategic intentionality of Danish MNCs to engage in CSV 

activities and their tolerance for an unpredictable rate of return on investment.  

In the following chapter, I will develop propositions on how UNHCR can harness on core business activities 

of Danish MNCs based on their shared value strategies. 

5.3. Achieving linked interests  
According to Austin and Seitanidi (2012b) an important mechanism that offers an indication of value co-

creation potential is the identification of linked interests expressed through the initial articulation of the 

social problem that affects both partners (pp. 930-944. In this final section, I develop three propositions on 

how UNHCR can capitalize on the intentional social change mechanisms of Danish MNCs based on the 

findings of the cross-case study and their correspondence with the theoretical propositions.   

1. Creating shared value is based on core business and it is a bilateral exchange. The Danish MNCs 

assume a partnering strategy that is based on collaborative interdependence, as proposed by London and 

Anupindi (2011), which builds on the premise of “how can we help each other”. The MNCs furthermore 

adhere to the overall proposition of this thesis that the better the MNC and its partner are at collaborating 

for the societal good of the target population, the greater the return to the partners. The materiality of the 

shared value engagements is considered based on both the centrality of the strategy to the financial 

performance of the MNC as well as the societal priorities of the MNCs’ stakeholders. The intentional 

mechanisms for societal change and innovation become more material as their contribution to the 

MNC’s overall performance grows (Hills et al., 2012, p. 42).  

Achieving linked interests: Developing a successful humanitarian-corporate CSV partnership requires that 

the private and the humanitarian actor recognize the value of achieving their partner’s goals. For 

humanitarian actors, this means embracing the view that the success of their efforts in improving efficiency, 

quality or social outcomes and impacts is connected to the success of the MNC. For MNCs, this entails 

recognizing that venture success is tied to alleviating social and developmental constraints. This view 

underpins the difference in harnessing companies’ core business and harnessing their core competencies as 

discussed in chapter 5.2 (Ashley, 2009, p. 5): the CSV potential of the MNCs lies in the ability to leverage 

their core business activities.  

In engaging in integrative collaborations, Maersk and Grundfos points to the challenge in creating successes 

fast enough and measuring and showcasing the MNC’s value capture of the shared value engagement to the 

management (Tuxen interview, 2015; Lund-Nielsen interview, 2015). This represents a relatively low floor 

of the MNCs in terms of shared value engagement: in engaging in the initial stages of shared value 

collaboration, the investments are relatively small and the MNC is committed to only test activities (cf. 
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Maersk case study). On the other hand, the ceiling of the MNCs’ impact is relatively high as they are willing 

to escalate investment if the shared value engagement proves to contribute to the financial goals of the 

business (cf. Grundfos case study). Donor agencies often work on the basis of a relatively high floor, as they 

have dedicated funds for investments and are committed to implement a set of activities (London & 

Anupindi, 2011, p. 12340). By collaborating on leveraging the high floor of the humanitarian actor with the 

high ceiling of the MNC, the collaborators may create greater value for each other, reaching scale and 

impact. 

2. Societal needs are the primary source for innovation, and innovation is directly tied to shared value 

creation (Lee, Olson & Trimi, 2012; Ashley, 2009; Porter & Kramer, 2011; Austin & Seitanidi, 

2012a,b). Among the three MNCs, innovation is framed as a business opportunity – to a large extent a 

business necessity – in order to stay competitive and seek growth potentials. Innovation is the means to 

which the Danish MNCs engage in collaborations that are focused on co-creating shared value, as well 

as the means to reach the target population. In order for a societal need to have CSV potential, it needs to 

present itself as either a disruption in the MNC’s supply chain, or as an opportunity to generate new 

revenue streams by accessing new customers and markets.   

Achieving linked interests: The UNHCR Innovation Unit is set up with the purpose of capturing the core-

competencies of the private sector and developing innovative products, processes or business models with 

business partners (Earney interview). In line with the CVC framework, the unit focuses on innovating based 

on resource complementarity with the private sector. Product and process innovations, that is, incremental 

innovations, tend to get the most attention among humanitarian actors as well as among private sector actors 

(Ramalingam et al., 2009, p. 16), and UNHCR’s current strategic private sector partnerships have indeed 

also been on the basis of developing incremental innovations (Appendix A).  

Private sector innovations that are adapted to humanitarian contexts may however prove to have a more 

detrimental effect than actually benefitting the humanitarian actor’s operations, because the humanitarian 

space might end up with a greater supply than demand for innovations (Aly, 2014). As it was discussed in 

the theoretical framework, the humanitarian market mechanisms can hardly be compared with pure private 

sector ecosystems (cf. chapter 3.4.2.). Ramalingam et al. even state that “Humanitarian aid is not, nor should 

it be seen as, a market transaction based purely on the ability of consumers to pay for goods and services” 

(2015, p. 12).  This statement contradicts Betts and Blooms’ (2014) perception of a Humanitarian 

Entrepreneur operating in the humanitarian marketplace on competitive terms and developing private goods 

in collaboration with humanitarian actors – just as it is the case of Grundfos Lifelink.   

What we might subtract from the cross-case study is that the Danish MNCs see a social concern – that either 

affects the business’ license to operate or the business’ growth strategy – as an opportunity to collaborate 
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with nonprofits on innovating a solution to alleviate the social issue and generating new revenue streams. 

These innovations may not only be contributing to the private good of the target population but also the 

public good, which Maersk’s strategy revealed; as long as the social innovation benefits the company in the 

end, which after all is the premise of CSV (Porter & Kramer, 2011, p. 3).  

In order to achieve linked interest, humanitarian actors thus have to think in business terms, and UNHCR 

Innovation is a good example of that. Catherine Bragg argues in a similar vein that humanitarian 

organizations “would have to accommodate the private sector; it is not the private sector that has to 

accommodate them” (Bragg interview, 2015). Considering the above, this should however be accommodated 

in such a way that the humanitarian and private sector actors do not fall into a good-intentioned collaboration 

that is only innovating for innovation’s sake.  

3. The value co-creation and capture strategy shapes the perceived role of the beneficiary. All of the 

examined MNCs have devised strategies focused on value co-creation, and as evidenced above, 

innovation is the primary means for shared value creation. The value capture strategies among the three 

MNCs however differ. Most notably are the contrasting cases of Maersk and Grundfos Lifelink. 

Lifelink’s value co-creation strategy is premised upon an immediate value capture since it sells a product 

to donors that have access to the target population. The MNC thus defines its product as a private good. 

Maersk, on the other hand, defines its projects as a public good: the MNC’s co-creating strategy is 

premised upon a long-term value capture as it seeks to improve the conditions for trade in developing 

countries. The immediate value capture of Maersk’s strategy is mainly built on first-mover advantage 

and brand loyalty, whereas the value capture of Lifelink’s strategy is largely built on the collaborative 

model of the business model.  

Achieving linked interests: The above suggests that the value capture strategy of the MNCs’ shared value 

engagements also has an impact on the type of innovation they are willing to co-create with nonprofits. 

Moreover, upheld with Betts and Bloom’s (2014) distinction between bottom-up and top-down innovation 

(cf. chapter 5.1.3.), the value capture strategy defines the beneficiary population of the innovative product or 

service. Vibeke Tuxen (Grundfos), elaborating on the challenges of collaborating with nonprofits, makes an 

observation on the perceived role of the target population: “We need to figure out whether the client is the 

buyer or the end-user of the product. That is not the same. We (Grundfos and nonprofits, red.) define the 

processes differently. It is quite fundamental that we do not speak the same language” (Tuxen interview).   

The main barrier in humanitarian-corporate collaborations is often cited as the lack of a common vocabulary 

(Zyck & Kent, 2014, p. 15; Kent & Burke, 2011, p. 28). Focus on common values and principles, that is, 

linked interests, and how these can be negotiated and accommodated is therefore central in the planning 

stages of a humanitarian-corporate collaboration. Humanitarian and private sector actors should clearly 
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define the end-beneficiary of the innovation ahead of collaborating, and not the least the expected value 

capture of the value co-creation collaboration. Key trade-offs that will impact the humanitarian-corporate 

collaboration, such as acceptable profit margins, time horizon to cost recovery and the social impact 

expectations, measurements and reporting (Chakravorti et al., 2014, p. 9), are all subject to these definitions. 

In essence, it is a matter of clearly articulating the social and the business case for the engagement. Much in 

line with this, Zyck and Kent (2014) recommend that the initial articulations of the collaboration should be 

conducted by technical specialists on both sides of the table with an understanding of their organizations’ 

needs and capabilities (p. 18).  

5.4. Empirical limitations 

The sampling procedure of this study followed the logic of literal replication (Yin, 2009, p. 54). Having 

adopted a deductive approach, I selected cases informed by the theoretical framework in order to be able to 

predict similar results across the cases. That should contribute to strengthening the external validity (p. 43) of 

the case study’s findings and thus put me in a stronger position to develop the above three propositions for 

how UNHCR might liaise with Danish MNCs based on their shared value strategies.   

The analytical tactics I undertook in order to ensure the quality of the case study’s findings were first to 

address the construct validity of the findings (assessed in chapter 4.4.). As discussed in chapter 4.4., the 

data quality differed between the cases in terms of the duration of the shared value strategies. The novelty of 

Maersk’s strategy particularly had an effect on whether the actual outcome of the strategy would be as 

planned. This inevitably affects the validity of the thesis, because the constructs I develop based on this data 

might not be viable in just a few years, as the pilot phase of Maersk’s projects might go in a different 

direction. Another concern was whether the data richness of Maersk’s statements would fit for a comparative 

analysis with the other two cases. I however assessed that the data obtained from Maersk was comparable 

with the other cases.  

Overall, the citations used in the case study may reflect a bias of the interviewee towards the company he or 

she works for. One method to overcome this bias is by triangulating the interviews with other data sources. 

Another method, which should have been considered prior to the data collection, would be to asking more 

critical questions to the interviewee and maybe having conducted interviews with other people in the same 

company in order to obtain a more nuanced picture.  

The analytical measures I have taken in use to assess whether the Danish MNCs perform according to Porter 

and Kramer’s concept of CSV may also be contested. I have not sought to distinguish CSV from CSR or 

Sustainability, which Porter and Kramer seek to do. Instead, I embed CSV within Austin and Seitanidi’s 

CVC framework together with the more established concepts of CSR and Sustainability. In doing that, I 

refrain from establishing the Danish MNCs’ shared value engagement based on the name of the strategy; 
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instead I base it on the mechanisms and dynamics which Austin and Seitanidi suggest (2012a,b) (see chapter 

3.1.1.).  

Secondly, I addressed the internal validity of the findings by matching the findings of the cross-case 

analysis with the theoretical propositions. By doing this I may establish whether the particular relationship 

predicted in the theory actually can be ascertained to be the primary dynamic at play. In the summary table in 

chapter 5.1.4., we see that some relations could be confirmed and disconfirmed according to the theory and 

others caused some intervening variables to emerge. All of these findings had an impact on the development 

of the final propositions. My findings may have been more compelling if I had included rival theoretical 

propositions in the case study and sought to test rival explanations (Yin, 2009, p. 140), in order to exclude 

other explanations.  

It is important to note, that the theoretical propositions are developed with low levels of precision, which 

cause some interpretive discretion on the part of me as an investigator. I could have made my case stronger 

by developing more precise measures, which inarguably could have been facilitated by designing an 

embedded instead of a holistic case study (cf. discussion in chapter 2.2.). However, in the absence of such 

precision, Yin (2009) suggests that I should avoid postulating very subtle patterns “so that your pattern 

matching deals with gross matches or mismatches whose interpretation is less likely to be challenged” (p. 

141). In the development of propositions for UNHCR I have also aspired to follow this suggestion. 

Much in line with the above, the third analytical tactic to consider is that related to external validity. Since 

the case study researcher relies on analytical generalization, the ability to replicate the findings across several 

cases informed by a theoretical framework will suggest the strength of the findings’ external validity (Yin, 

2009, p. 54). I therefore developed a theoretical framework, which stated the conditions under which a 

particular phenomenon was likely to occur, and I tested these conditions in the pattern matching exercise. In 

some instances the propositions could be found across more than one of the cases: for example that the 

development of innovative solutions is prevalent in the more advanced stages of collaboration according to 

the CVC framework (Austin & Seitanidi, 2012a,b), which most likely also was related to the fact that more 

organization-specific resources were prevalent in these stages. By being able to replicate the findings of two 

cases in relation to the CVC framework, I improve the external validity of the findings.  

Finally, in order to ensure the reliability of the study, I have throughout the thesis aspired to maintain a 

chain of evidence (Yin, 2009, p. 45) in order to minimize errors and biases. I have sought to be consistent in 

the procedures undertaken in the study, and to be transparent with clear references to data used.   
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Chapter 6: Conclusion 
This thesis has attempted to clarify to what degree Danish MNCs collaborate with nonprofits in mobilizing 

their shared value strategies. With a vantage point in a post-positivism, I have applied the case study method 

in order to map and compare the intentional mechanisms for societal change and innovation of three Danish 

MNCs and to explore their applicability in the context of corporate engagement in refugee assistance. In 

answering the research question: To what degree will CSV within refugee populations in developing 

countries pose an opportunity to Danish MNCs?, I matched the findings of the case study with the 

theoretical propositions, and based on these findings, developed three new propositions for promising points 

of leverage from where UNHCR can liaise with Danish MNCs on creating shared value.  

A number of steps have been taken in order to validate these final propositions. Following the case study 

method, I developed a number of propositions based on the theoretical framework, which served as the 

overall overarching frame of the thesis. Austin and Seitanidi’s CVC framework (2012a,b) formed the main 

pillars of the theoretical propositions. The aim was to deduct a cooperative strategic posture (Strand & 

Freeman, 2015) from Porter and Kramer’s concept of CSV (2011) by embedding CSV within the CVC 

framework. By doing that, I focus on the resources and dynamics that constitute a CSV collaboration.  

Within the same theoretical framework, I introduced the characteristics of the Inclusive and the Social 

Business Model in order to establish the business incentives that would precede a CSV engagement in 

developing countries. The two business models were included in the framework in order to recognize the 

current CSV collaborations between the private sector and development and humanitarian actors 

respectively; as well as to recognize the distinct structural contexts for which the two business models are to 

be implemented – whether it is a development project or humanitarian assistance.  

The concept of Humanitarian Innovation followed up on this distinction. The concept embeds CSV within a 

humanitarian context by approaching refugee assistance from a market-based assumption. Humanitarian 

Innovation suggests that the role of the private sector is that of a Humanitarian Entrepreneur, which shows 

traits back to the governance structure and value proposition of Social Business Model. In turning full circle, 

Catherine Bragg (Brag interview, 2015) furthermore proposes four stages of collaboration between 

humanitarian and corporate actors, which have resemblances to Austin and Seitanidi’s collaboration 

continuum (2012a,b). It is in the fourth stage of collaboration that humanitarian-corporate CSV 

collaborations are to be found, according to Bragg and Betts and Bloom (2014), as it is in this stage where 

innovative solutions through cross-sector collaborations are developed. 

Based on these three theoretical steps, I developed three parameters for the analysis of the case study. These 

parameters were developed in order to let patterns of intentional mechanisms for societal change and 
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innovation emerge among the cases. These patterns were later to be compared cross-case, and based on these 

findings, matched with the theoretical propositions of the thesis.  

The most compelling results of the pattern matching exercise was that Danish MNCs indeed seek a 

cooperative advantage (Strand & Freeman, 2015), when they engage with nonprofits. The contextual setting 

for UNHCR to engage with Danish MNCs in creating shared value therefore assumes to be present. 

Furthermore, taking a cooperative strategic posture does not necessarily presume the exchange of 

organization-specific resources; however, if the collaboration is built on developing innovative solutions to 

promote societal change and commercial interests, then the findings indicate that the collaboration must be 

based on core business activities. This finding corresponds with the concept of Humanitarian Innovation, 

which assumes the development of innovative solutions if the collaboration is to be mutually benefitting, that 

is, ranging in the fourth stage of the humanitarian-corporate continuum.   

Some intervening results emerged when considering the business case rationale for engaging in shared value 

creation and the perceived role of the beneficiary. Contrary to what was predicted in the propositions, 

business incentive for engaging in shared value creation does not as such differ according to the structural 

context – that is, humanitarian assistance or development projects – but rather on how the humanitarian or 

development actors might help reach the target populations of the strategy. In addition, the perceived role of 

the target population had a direct impact on the value capture strategy of the business engagement.  

The above findings were incorporated in the three propositions, which I developed in order to identify some 

promising points of leverage from where UNHCR may engage with Danish MNCs. In developing these 

propositions, I also answer the research question:  

Refugee populations pose a CSV opportunity to Danish MNCs to the degree that both partners catalyze their 

core competencies and accommodate each other’s objectives. It entails developing, on a technical level, 

procedures for measuring and showcasing the expected outcome of the engagement – both social and 

economic – in order to define the comparative advantages of the engagement. Refugee populations pose a 

CSV opportunity to the degree that innovative solutions are at the center of the collaboration. These 

innovations must contribute to the commercial interests of the MNC and be potentially scalable, which in 

turn necessitates that they attain local buy-in among the target population. Finally, refugee populations pose 

a CSV opportunity to Danish MNCs to the degree that the perceived role of the beneficiary accommodates 

the value capture strategy of the MNC. The humanitarian market space can hardly be compared with the 

private sector ecosystem, which is why the economic and social capabilities of the target population must be 

clearly defined ahead of collaborating in order to negotiate and accustom the interests and priorities of both 

partners.  
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The above slightly indicates that there are a lot of contextual constraints to consider in a humanitarian-

corporate CSV collaboration, which are not considered in this thesis: this is in terms of the legal structure 

laid out by the host government, the economic aspirations of the refugees, the host community’s relation to 

the refugees and the psychological state of the refugees (Earney interview, 2015). In addition, it remains 

controversial whether business engagement in humanitarian assistance can meet fundamental humanitarian 

principles, as there is always a business incentive. The presence of a business objective alone would violate 

the humanitarian principle of independence (OCHA, 2011). Bragg however argues that humanitarian actors 

are missing out on a lot because they are not willing to work with the private sector on the private sector’s 

terms due to a concern that it might compromise the humanitarian principles. She however asserts that “if 

your partners are already walking like a duck, quacking like a duck, it does not matter whether they are 

actually a duck or not” (Bragg interview, 2015).  
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Affairs and Deputy Emergency Relief Coordinator in the United Nations. 

Earney interview (2015): Semi-structured interview with Christopher Earney, Co-lead, UNHCR Innovation, 

UNHCR Geneva. 
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Appendix 

A. UNHCR’s partnerships with MNCs 
UNHCR Innovation’s MNC partners 

IKEA Foundation 

(Better Shelter) 

The IKEA Foundation funded and developed a prototype to the alternative flat pack 

shelter, Better Shelter, in collaboration with UNHCR, and after having been tested 

and improved by refugee families in Iraq and Ethiopia, the shelter is now ready to 

go into production. UNHCR has placed an order of 10,000 units with a social 

enterprise, also named Better Shelter, to be distributed by UNHCR in the summer 

of 2015. The social enterprise was started by the Housing for All Foundation, a 

non-profit foundation established by the IKEA Foundation (bettershelter.org). The 

collaboration between UNHCR and the IKEA Foundation has been putting the 

needs of the refugees at the heart of the development process, while simultaneously 

created an opportunity for IKEA to generate profit indirectly through UNHCR with 

the establishment of the social enterprise, Better Shelter. Every dollar they generate 

in profit is reinvested within the company or distributed to their philanthropic 

owner (ibid). 

UPS Foundation 

(Relief Link) 

UNHCR and the UPS Foundation have developed the Relief Link tool for 

enhancing UNHCR’s distribution, tracking and delivery of essential supplies to 

refugees and displaced people. The Life Link tool was developed leveraging UPS’ 

proprietary Trackpad technology. By improving the tracking and efficiency of 

UNHCR’s logistical systems, services such as the delivery of food and non-food 

items to refugees will be improved. Initial testing of the system started in 2014 

(UNHCR Innovation, 2015b).  

Vodafone Foundation 

(Instant Network 

School) 

The Vodafone Foundation approached UNHCR in 2014 regarding providing 

quality education to refugees living in camps through mobile technology. The 

Instant Classroom is a digital school in a box, which is equipped with a laptop, 25 

tablets pre-loaded with educational software, a projector, a speaker and a hotspot 

modem with 3G connectivity. The Foundation partner with UNHCR to bring the 

Instant Classroom to 12 schools in Kenya, Tanzania and the DRC (Ibid.). 
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B. Request letter for interview 
 

 

Request for brief interview with [company] regarding Creating Shared Value in refugee 

situations 

Line Sigh 

Political Communication and Management, CBS 

 

E-mail: linesigh@gmail.com  

Tel.: +45 28902431 

About me I am a master thesis student in Political Communication and Management at 

Copenhagen Business School. The master prepares me to understand and act in the 

cross field between the public, private and voluntary sector. 

 

My request 

 

I would sincerely appreciate if a person with insights into [company’s shared value 

strategy] would meet with me for an interview and discussion on how [company] 

currently employs shared value, and what potential there would be for [company] to 

extend its shard value practices to refugee populations residing in emerging markets. 

I am particularly interested in … [aspect of company strategy], and I would like to 

know more about the integration of social aspects into economic goals in this regard. 

 

I am available any time suitable to you. 

 

About the thesis 

 

My thesis is about how the concept of Creating Shared Value can be applied to 

refugee populations in emerging markets. Despite their generalized characterization 

as economically isolated and dependent on humanitarian assistance, refugees 

represent an untapped market of heterogeneous economic actors that can contribute 

to its host community and market as employees, entrepreneurs and customers, and 

not just as beneficiaries.  

 

Focus is on Danish multinational companies because of their leverage and scale as 

well as their world-class CSR practices. I wish to interview selected case companies 

that are present in developing countries and employ innovative business models, 

products or processes that can be applied to refugee situations. 

 

What I can offer 

[company] 

 

Upon finishing in September, I will send the thesis to [company], including an 

executive summary, aiming to provide the organization with new insights and 

recommendations for the utilization of shared value practices in refugee settings. If 

desired, I will also be able to present my findings orally. 

 

I can offer you full anonymity if desired. 

mailto:linesigh@gmail.com
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C. Interview guide  
Purpose: to examine the business case for engaging in shared value in developing countries: 

- Business model 

- Motivations 

- Social relative to economic value creation 

Current CSR/shared value strategy 

What is your current CSR strategy/shared value strategy? 

In which developing countries are you present? 

How are your projects financed and governed? 

What is your incentive to engage in emerging markets/developing countries?  

- Maintaining competitive position 

- Avoiding reputational damage 

- Avoiding future supply disruptions 

- Capturing revenues and building loyalty 

- Avoiding regulatory disruption 

- Responding to internal demand from employees or shareholders 

- Differentiating products  

What characterizes a successful CSR/shared value engagement for you? 

- Cost recovery 

- Alignment with core business 

- Ability to leverage partnerships 

- Positive outcomes for society and the local environment 

- Scalability 

What is your time horizon for cost recovery? 

Which barriers do you identify for your CSR/shared value engagement in emerging markets? E.g.: 

- Absence of common strategic motivation and vocabulary? 

- Absence of organizational home? 

- Local constraints? 

- Difficulties in measuring impact? 

Which remedies do you apply to overcome these barriers? E.g.: 

- Identify investments in resolving contextual gaps as part of core growth strategy 

- Make space to innovate 

- Partner strategically and proactively 

- Measure what you value 
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How is your CSR/shared value strategy structured and located internally? What do you do to nurture the 

strategy? 

Is CSR an integrated part of your core business? How? And where does it show? 

How do you measure the impact of your project/strategy/business model? 

How do you articulate the social and the business case? 

- What is the economic return from the engagement? What factors drive this? 

- How do you internally evaluate the gain from competing motivations? What time horizons and 

investment expectations do they operate against? 

Partnerships 

Which organizations do you partner with in your CSR/shared value strategy? 

What is the purpose of this/these partnership(s)? How do they support your strategy? 

Which role does the partner organization play in this partnership? 

What additional capacity do you have to develop to successfully execute and scale these initiatives? 

What varieties of partnerships enable them to succeed? 

Which expectations d you have to your partners? 

Refugees 

Would your strategy take its starting point in one particular population and its needs? 

Do you have a product that can be applied to a particular humanitarian situation/need? 

Two points of entry: 

1. Innovative products or processes to assist UNHCR’s assistance 

2. Including refugees directly in the value chains of companies, as employees, distributers, customers, 

entrepreneurs, suppliers, etc. 
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D. Transcripts 

D1. Catherine Bragg 

I: How do you understand the concept of creating shared value in relation to humanitarian action? 

Bragg: If we go back to where the concept comes from, which is maybe 2007 or so, it basically tries to 

achieve a new kind of capitalism. The concept took flight particularly after the financial crisis 2008/2009 

because capitalism really got a black eye during that period. It is really an effort to create a new form of 

capitalism that is not just concentrating on economic gains and economic values, but also trying to generate 

social and economic value in time. That is basically what it is. 

I: How do you see the role of private sector in creating shared value in humanitarian settings specifically? 

Bragg: Generally, the private sector has five roles (03:29). The first one is in terms of where the 

humanitarian organizations do their procurement. Humanitarian enterprises, just like any enterprises, have to 

buy things. If you set up an office you have to buy desks, you have to buy computers; if you have a field 

operation you have to buy cars; if you are in to relief goods distribution, you have to buy relief goods. 

Procurement is the first row. The second row is that the private sector has always made financial 

contributions [inaudible] to humanitarian organizations, every time we have a disaster private sector 

organizations will come out and make a donation to the Red Cross, the World Food Programme, or the 

Danish Refugee Council, or whatever. So they will make financial contributions. The third row is that they 

also make contributions in goods and services, so they either would say "I have whatever" let’s say you are 

Ericsson, you know your way into communications, "can we donate you our staff time or some goods"? 

Some companies quite easily make donations - pharmaceutical companies would make donations of 

medicine to humanitarian organizations. So this is strictly contributing to a humanitarian programme of a 

humanitarian agency. So they make no pretence that they are doing anything other than support, so the 

humanitarian organizations decide what is needed, and they simply plug in of what it is that they can offer 

for free. The fourth row is that they become this often used word - this partner in the sense that it is not just 

the humanitarian organization that decides what is the organization of the programme and ask the private 

sector to plug in, but they actually jointly do things together that is aiming towards a mutual goal. And so 

this is for example Digicel, which is an ITC company in Haiti who would be part of the partnership with 

humanitarian organization in the recovery of the Haiti earthquake, not just plugging into any humanitarian 

organization, ITC they are doing things together. The same as the DHL Deutsche Post, they partner with UN 

OCHA and they do airport management. So they are not just… No one else is doing plane management, they 

are not just offering free labor, and they actually do something in partnership with OCHA. That is closer to 

the shared value concept, but even in the case of DHL Deutsche Post or Digicel, the partnerships they are 

contributing to very much come out of their charitable part; the CSR or charitable department of the 

company. In Digicel they have Digicel Foundation. DHL Deutsche Post has a branch that is called Corporate 

Social Responsibility branch... So that is still not creating shared value, because the financing of the 

partnership still comes out of the profit of the economic value they have generated. The fifth role that they 

play is in what I call cross-sectoral collaboration for innovation, where they come together, different sectors - 

governmental sectors, non-governmental sector, the academic sector and the private sector - in any 

combination of the above would come together to collaborate to try to generate some innovative product or 

service.  

So those are the five roles that I see. If you ask me "are any of the five taking a creating shared value 

approach?" - No. None of them are pure from a theoretical point of view, if you should do an analysis on it. 
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But at the same time it does come closer to this new form of capitalism in the sense that the humanitarian 

sector no longer expects the private sector to be simply doing it out of the goodness of their heart. They 

accept that if we are going to have partnerships together, either in the number four example or the number 

five example, you need the innovation or the joint programming, collaborative programming. The 

humanitarian sector is now accepting that. If the private sector now come in to this joint collaboration, they 

don’t have to do it from this altruistic - I am doing this for free attitude - they can actually come at it as, "I 

will actually have to divide an economic benefit out of it, but at the same time, you, the humanitarian sector, 

would not be able to generate that social benefit, that social value as well. As long as we collaborate together 

we can both generate economic and social value together”. In that sense it is not pure shared value in the 

sense that it for the private sector - they are not coming at it from the pure angle of what I have to have, you 

know both the social value and the economic value, are part of our strategic direction. They simply do it 

because they will derive economic benefit out of it and the economic benefit actually enhances ultimately 

social value. 

I: This pure shared value, which I am also investigating in my thesis - do you think that is even possible in a 

humanitarian setting? We see that development organizations like the UNDP they are more advanced in 

terms of partnering with private sector actors in terms of shared value creation in poor countries. Do you 

think it is even possible in the humanitarian sector to have pure shared value? 

Bragg: I do not know whether if it is possible or not, I really do not have an opinion whether it is possible or 

not. I think it does not really matter if it is possible or not. The concept has now allowed - from my point of 

view - both the humanitarians as well as the private sector to look at each other differently. And in looking at 

each other differently than before - because the humanitarians they used to be very suspicious of capitalists 

(10:54) because the fundamental of humanitarianism, our principles of humanity, you have got to be 

motivated by humanity, you cannot be motivated by anything else. So there used to be the suspicion of 

anyone else who used to have the motivation of economic benefits. Whereas with this concept of shared 

value, it allows the two sides to look at each other differently and allow each other to collaborate. Whether 

they collaborate on entirely shared value terms or not, to me it does not matter. I think we have moved the 

yardstick because we have a new concept and it is for benefit of the humanitarian world. 

I: Do you see a different role of humanitarian actors in these shared value partnerships? 

Bragg: I am not entirely sure how to answer that question, because I always believe that while the 

humanitarians think that involving the private sector is inevitable, the private sector does not see their 

involvement as inevitable. They can be involved socially without being involved in the humanitarian 

enterprise. So if we take that as a starting point then probably humanitarians would have to behave 

differently in the sense that how they actually function and programme. They would have to accommodate 

the private sector, it is not the private sector that has to accommodate them (SE AUSTIN AND SETANIDI, 

COSTS). Certainly from my perspective it does not appear to be the other way round. But will humanitarians 

take on a different role? Our role is defined by the humanitarian principles, without the humanitarian 

principles it would just be another form of aid and it would not be a humanitarian form of aid. So in that 

sense, if we take on everything outside that is governed by the humanitarian principles, then we seize to 

become humanitarians, we just become an aid provider. And you can have all sorts of aid providers who are 

not humanitarians and so in that sense... If you are asking, would humanitarians have to behave differently? - 

Yes. Will they have to take on a different role and the role be defined by humanitarian principles? - No. 

Because otherwise we would simply become an aid provider of any sort and humanitarianism would then 

gradually disappear.  
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I: Which challenges do you identify for private sector involvement in the humanitarian system? 

Bragg: Absolutely, lots of challenges. The first one I see in my research is language. Humanitarians speak a 

certain language, like with any other profession [inaudible] my research shows that the humanitarian sector 

find it hard to understand what the private sector is talking about, and conversely. It is not as much language 

as it is lack of exposure, lack of understanding by humanitarians of basic private sector concepts and ways of 

doing things. Between the two of them they have a lot of difficulties in understanding each other, as a 

general profession not in terms of individuals. In general there is still al lot of incomprehension between the 

two sectors. For the humanitarians a particular challenges is that we can be very dogmatic and sometimes we 

are not able to see the forest for the trees, and we tend to kind of put all our emphasis on issues such as 

principles disregard of whether it actually matters or not. I will illustrate that point; in my research what I 

find is that the private sector organizations that are involved in humanitarian action are generally motivated 

by humanity, the humanitarian principles of humanity. That is their number one motivation as opposed to 

anything else. and that is not to say that they don’t take into account that things have to make sense for them 

economically, but their number one motivation is humanity (17:48). Most of the times, when they [private 

sector] have chosen to work with humanitarian organizations they have already bought into the values of the 

humanitarian organizations, they do not challenge those value. Whereas humanitarians on the other hand are 

always insisting on the humanitarian principles - they say, you have to be motivated by humanity, you cannot 

be motivated by anything else, that is what independence means; that is what humanity means. When in fact 

the behaviour of private sector partners is already approximating the humanitarian principles, even though 

they do not use their language, because it is not their language. So just because they do not speak the same 

language, does not mean that they do not behave according to the humanitarian principles. A lot of 

humanitarians have difficulty in relating to them or say that they do not want to collaborate with them 

because they do not openly espouse to the humanitarian principles - well, the private sector does not openly 

espouse to anything, they don't have to. I think the humanitarians have a long way to go to try to work with 

the private sector on the private sector's terms. And my feeling is that we are missing out a lot because we 

are not willing to do that. All my colleagues would say that if you do that then you would be compromising 

the humanitarian principles, I would go back to what I just said a few minutes ago. If your partners are 

already walking like a duck, quacking like a duck, it doesn't matter whether they are actually a duck or not. 

I: This concept of creating shared value, do you see it playing an important part globally in terms of the 

WHS in 2016 and the SDGs? 

Bragg: I do not know about the SDGs, that is not my field; I am not in development studies or development 

aid. But I can comment on the World Humanitarian Summit. I would say that those kinds of terms are not 

going to be prominent - you are not going to find CSV as something that is being stamped all over the place, 

but at the same time, I think there is a lot of resonance to this idea that you can create economic value and 

social value at the same time, and apart from the social value, that the humanitarian communities trying to 

create alleviation of human suffering and they are calling for human dignity in humanitarian crises. Why you 

will not see the three words, CSV, stamped all over the place - I think the general concept that you can and 

you should strive to create social and economic value at the same time and if we all try harder to do that it 

actually might be better to the humanitarian enterprise, that will come through in the WHS. 

I: Concerning affected government - what role would they play in the CSV interplay between private sector 

actors and humanitarian actors? 
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Bragg: My general view, it is not so much in my research, but I would say though that governments that have 

subscribed to democratic and liberal values would see it as a role in whatever vehicle can create economic 

and social value for the society that they govern. That is part of the government. Whether they will actually 

take the shared value approach as proposed by Porter and Kramer and actually structure society in such an 

approach a la Porter and Kramer would be the dominant motive - that is up to whatever is the government up 

to date. I am speaking in very general terms. Governments in general, in terms of their structure and 

institutionalization in any society, they take on whatever approach to increase both social and economic 

value according to whatever are the peculiarities of their societies. Maybe you will find some governments 

who would see this as the sort of framework by which social and economic value in their society can be 

increased, and therefore work that into governance of society - or not. So I don't think there is a generalized 

answer to your question because the governance of governments is so different. 

D.2. Christopher Earney 

[Brief introduction of Christopher's title and function] 

I: I am familiar with the partnerships that you already have - do you have any other partnerships? 

Chris: We work with partners in a couple of different ways. We have got philanthropic private sector 

foundations. The Ikea Foundation is one, they largely give money and without their support we would have 

never been able to start innovation because they gave us the first funds for this team. We have also 

philanthropic organizations and philanthropic arms of organizations. We have the UPS foundation, the 

Vodafone foundation, for example. And these organization - yes they give us money but more importantly, 

they give us access to core competencies that we want to bring into UNHCR, so they have key skills sets that 

we might be missing as an organization and then they give us in-kind support from their own people and they 

will give us a connection to a third party who can also give us that support. We have those philanthropic 

arms in corporations and then we have direct links with corporations. Again, we are looking for core 

competencies that they can bring to our organization - for example Hewlett Packard or Microsoft. And then 

we have academic partners like the Oxford Refugee Studies Centre or Stanford University [inaudible] 

(04.31) With these organizations again we are looking for core competencies and obviously the universities' 

core competencies are academic research, a lot of the work that Oxford Refugee Studies carried out in 

Uganda was kind of from a partnership with us and work we carried out in Jordan around [Mamfrak] which 

is the area around Zataari, we work with Oxford University to carry out livelihoods and income generation 

kind of research. We have some individuals - Hunt Power - mainly Stephanie Hunt which is a large oil 

organization based out at Dallas, Texas; these are just philanthropic individuals who actually support our 

team within UNHCR as well as Oxford University as well as some other small organizations in pushing 

innovation work within the humanitarian system. We got those partners. Also, we don't just take, we also 

give - so we do a lot of work with master’s students who are carrying out research as you are, so we give a 

lot of one-on-one support to master students and often we will have people intern with us. With Stanford 

University we will have one or two people intern for us from specific classes we will have them in our team 

in Geneva. A couple of years ago there was a joint course we ran with a couple of universities which was 

called "Rethinking Refugee Communities". I would mentor groups of students through their projects and this 

was under the leadership of [Aquaia?] who was then the head of Stanford, but now he is a Supreme Court 

Justice so we don't work with him anymore. With various students we will give one-on-one support with 

their master thesis. And also with other school competencies - it is a two-way exchange. As much as people 

are giving their time and their expertise we are also giving these organizations access to refugee populations 

and UNHCR so they get a lot of insight into how our business run basically. There is a really healthy two-

way exchange. 
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I: I am quite interested in the corporate relations you have with bigger companies like IKEA, UPS and 

Hewlett Packard - just to be sure, the philanthropic collaborations that you have.. I understood from reading 

about your IKEA partnership that it is more than philanthropy; you actually build a shelter together. 

Chris: Yes, the IKEA Foundation they are now UNHCR's largest corporate donor. They give tens of millions 

of dollars and they are really quite particular on where they direct those funds, they direct them. Energy is 

one area which they want us to move forwards. Education is another area. Livelihoods I think is another area 

that they are looking at. And they really do provide an awful lot of money to our organization, but linked to 

the money they are also quite direct with critique of UNHCR. They don’t just want to give money, they want 

to get their hands dirty and want to get involved in projects that we run. And they do that in a couple of 

different ways. First of all their program officers are very much involved with all of our operations - whether 

it is Jordan, Burkina Faso, Chad, Ethiopia, Sudan, etc. Secondly, because they are the philanthropic arm of 

IKEA, they really do bring in the flat pack experts in order to help our supply colleagues out. They do want 

to convene the many partners [...falls out] like us to work with MSF ect. So they really do force us to work 

with others in a better way. They also are very interested in the work that our team does - innovation - for a 

few reasons, I think. First of all, again IKEA is a very innovative organization as is UNHCR, and they have 

their ideas of how it is going to be and we have our, which is a healthy kind of challenge. Obviously, 

innovation opens up their eyes to a hell of a lot more than just giving money to various programs, and they 

see us almost as the tip of the sword, which is an awful analogy, but we use that anyway. But really it is this 

kind of their way to drive a lot of their change management theory or theory of change through UNHCR and 

one of the ways that they have done this is with the Better Shelter Team. This was something that started five 

years ago, there was a clearly defined need from UNHCR for an alternative emergency shelter and at the 

time UNHCR PSFR existed and UNHCR Innovation did not exist. This kind of partnership bumbled along 

for a couple of years and they developed this - you know, the IKEA Foundation put together some engineers 

and consultants who had previously work for IKEA the company, it was then Johan [?], [mentions names] 

they started gaining funding from the IKEA Foundation, UNHCR obviously wasn't that interested at that 

point - it was kind of a minimal buy in. Olivier, who is the co-lead of innovation here, he was in charge of 

the IKEA Foundation partnership from the beginning and he was very interested in this project. So when we 

created innovation together, this was one of the projects that we kind of adopted. The UPS Relieflink was 

another project that we adopted because there is a massive gap in terms of how UNHCR partners and we can 

come to that later. So we adopted the Better Shelter Unit and we wanted to get it into the field as soon as 

possible because we wanted to test assumptions and really work through an innovation methodology. Then 

we have seen the evolution of that project of what it is now - a lot of field testing, a lot of iteration. The 

Better Shelter Team are very much a part of UNHCR, and our shelter and settlements team has now adopted 

the - we have kind of transitioned the project or our innovation into scale and how it goes back to the 

responsible division in house [?].  

I: The resources that for example IKEA Foundation or the Better Shelters team put into the partnership they 

are mostly based on partly funding, partly their expertise. Is that the same with Vodafone, UPS, and Hewlett 

Packard? 

Chris: Yes it is. That is what we in Innovation look for. So our Private Fundraising section is actually really 

big and they are based in the UN City in CPH and they really do look at leadership giving, at CSR and 

basically a lot of different models for getting cash out of organizations. Most organizations are coming back, 

saying that "we are not so interested in giving you cash. We want to get involved in the projects, we want to 
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give you an engineer" or.. Manpower gave us an expert on Human Resources Management a couple of years 

ago, but Manpower didn't want to give us money. So I think good business is now the model, right? And 

they are a lot more interested in actually changing the way the UN works by giving the best expertise 

possible.  

I: So what does UNHCR Innovation add to these partnerships? 

Chris: We give an alternative model. It is our gateway into the organization for different types of 

partnerships where we a very transparent and very open about the way we work, so if they want to be a 

partner with us then we are partnering and collaborating on an end result and we try and set expectations as 

clear as possible. What they get from us is a totally different working relationship. Of course we need money 

as the rest of the humanitarian world and the rest of UNHCR does, but that is really not what we are after. 

I: You mentioned there is a gap in how UNHCR partners - what do you mean by that? 

Chris: I mean exactly this (refer to above answer). There is not one place within the private sector 

fundraising section for people to partner other than by giving funds. So it is kind of a gap that we have 

exploited and taken to our advantage, and when I say advantage I mean to the advantage of the refugees and 

the people that we serve. For every dollar that is given in a core-competencies kind of relationship, that is 

worth way more than giving that dollar in cash. There is a ton of different studies that corroborate that. That 

is really where we offer this different kind of service, different model for the private sector organizations. 

I: Do you communicate that through your collaboration with PSFR? 

Chris: Yeah, and to be honest there is a lot of friction between us in that section. There are certain rules 

within UNHCR fundraising, so we have prioritized needs and non-priority needs. The PSFR has been told by 

the High Commissioner to only fundraise to priority needs. And what we do in Innovation, we are the only 

part of the organization that is allowed to fundraise for non-prioritized needs. That means sometimes we are 

approaching the same organizations but from new streams of funding and new streams of collaboration and 

PSFR they are fundraising professionals and that is what they do. So they see us talking to Google or Airbnb 

or Microsoft - these are partners that PSFR already engages with and when they see us talking to them then 

they immediately say "oh damn - these guys might actually get money from these organizations and that is 

for non-prioritized needs" therefore they can see us a bit of a competition and take us away from that targets 

which is only for prioritized needs. So there is that friction and kind of competition I think they see form 

their side. But we just want to get the best competencies in house really. The second thing is increasingly we 

are trying to partner in-house with PSFR so it is much clearer - and bear in mind, we have only been here for 

three years and their team is also new, so there is always going to be kinks and that is a natural thing and 

everyone recognizes that. So we are trying to partner with them more and more, but there is a slight 

difference in ideology which we are learning from them and they are learning from us. And that will 

continue to be the case in some time I guess. 

I: What do you mean by non-prioritized needs? 

Chris: this gets a bit complicated... Let's take one operation as an example and let’s say the operation is in 

Sweden and you have 10.000 refugees in Sweden and their essential needs are water, sanitation, health care, 

education and shelter. And we need to fundraise so we can provide services. On top of those five areas they 

also have other needs, like tertiary education, livelihoods, self reliance activities and energy production or 

access to energy. The way UNHCR works is that the operation decides which one of the 8 areas are core, 
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which ones are their absolute priorities. And when our fundraisers go out they are trying to fill a pot of 

money that those operations can spend across those core areas. And then the other three areas, energy, 

tertiary education, etc. those would be considered non-priority areas and the fundraisers are told they cannot 

fundraise for those areas until you have achieved a 100 % of the priority areas. This is a really simple 

diagram I am trying to describe, and of course it gets really complicated when you looking out for 60 million 

people in a 160 countries. That is basically the model that we have to fit into somehow. 

I: What level of engagement do you and your private sector partners have with refugees? Do you focus on 

protracted refugees or emergency relief? Are there specific areas you focus on with your partners? 

Chris: UNHCR, as you know, works from emergency to durable solutions, so we will deal with rapid onset 

emergencies, prolonged emergencies such as we see in the Middle East. We will see these refugees or IDPs 

right through to return. That is our mandate. There are three durable solutions: return and repatriation, local 

integration, and resettlement.  [talks about the durable solutions]. Our mandate is to assist them right away 

through. The key thing to understand is that you are not a refugee for 6 months and then go home. People 

stay for decades. If you look at Dadaab now you have got grand children being born in camps... When we 

fundraise we have to fulfill all of these needs and it is really complicated. The most important part of 

UNHCR, some would argue, are the durable solutions part, but that takes decades to achieve. Others would 

argue that emergency is the most important because that is really lifesaving aid. Others would say that it is a 

little in-between, because if you don't provide tertiary education to people stuck in limbo then you have 

missed a generation or two if there ever is peace. We were talking Syria, let’s say that people won’t return to 

Syria in 5-10 years and these people have in Zataari camp or Amman or Beirut or whatever, let us just say 

that all of these people don't get access to education for the next 5-10 years, that is a generation of lost 

workforce, they didn't have the basic education skills to absorb new industries. So we are stretched now more 

than we have ever been stretched since the beginning of the organization in 1950 and that means that when 

we fundraise as UNHCR Innovation or when we partner as UNHCR Innovation we have to be really, really 

careful about the operations that we also partner with internally. Because there are definitely different 

expectations, there are definitely some places that are more conducive for innovation work than others, and 

there are others where we definitely should not try out anything new because it is just not appropriate. And 

us as a team, we work across emergency operations, we work through protracted operations and we work 

through durable solutions operations just as the rest of the UNHCR does. 

I: If we look more into the innovation that you can generate with your private sector partner, you can 

distinguish between top-down and bottom-up innovation. And as I see it, the partnerships you have with 

IKEA and UPS for example, they contribute to top-down innovation; they contribute to improving the relief 

work of UNHCR. Do you see it possible to do bottom-up innovation with the private sector? 

Chris: That is a really good question, it is something that we are really struggling with. Our team has from 

the beginning said we don't want to touch back-end processes; we only want to work with operations on the 

ground. And that is for a really good reason. Obviously we want to be where the rubber meets the road, so 

we want to work as much with refugees and host communities as possible. All of our projects engage 

refugees as early in the process as possible. Now obviously, some innovations it takes years for the product, 

or service or system to reach refugees [but their kind of feedback and partnership]. And there are others that 

really do start on the ground together with refugees. But the latter is really difficult because obviously 

refugees can be in a particularly vulnerable position so we have to very much be the kind of the gatekeepers. 

And obviously we have to a lot of training and work together with the organization from the outside so that 

they understand the position of the particular population. So it is actually a mixture, and this team is very 
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much against pushing partnerships on refugee communities or field operations because it is not sustainable, 

potentially dangerous for refugees, and it does just not go down to how we are wired as organization. 

I: Do the humanitarian principles affect how you are partnering with the private sector? 

Chris: Absolutely, we are bound by the humanitarian principles in everything we do. It affects us the way it 

affects everybody else's work in the UNHCR. You need to abide by the humanitarian principles or else you 

are doing the wrong job. That is like second nature. 

I: These partnerships with the MNCs, do you initiate the partnerships and do you drive the partnerships? 

How is the division of work? 

Chris: Yes and no. Sometimes the companies approach us sometime we approach them. The most important 

thing for everyone is to be clear on expectations and where the boundaries are. 

D.3. Vibeke Tuxen, Grundfos 

I: I hvor stort et omfang påtager Grundfos projekter som LifeLink og Water2Life, som umiddelbart har et 

socialt sigte for øje? 

Vibeke: Water2Life er et medarbejder program, så der samler vi penge ind, så der er ikke mange i det 

omfang. På [4 år] samler vi ind til 10 projekter, 10 landsbyer i Vietnam. LifeLink ... der kommer en ny 

udgave, der hedder AQTAP, her til sommer. så på det sidste har vi ikke solgt så mange (LifeLink produkter), 

for nu kommer det nye. Men der har vi vel solgt et par hundrede alt i alt, 250 måske. 

I: Det er jeres vandsystemer? 

Vibeke: Ja, for til vandsystemet [LifeLink], der hører både sol-paneler til at drive det sådan at det er gratis i 

drift og så hører der en tank og en betalingsenhed, så man betaler via digital nøgle, så man kan overføre 

penge til den digitale nøgle via mobiltelefonen, for i de fleste uland ude på landet, der er jo ingen banker. Til 

gengæld er de ret langt fremme med mobile payment. Så de overfører penge til den her nøgle via 

mobiltelefonen, og så kan de bare tanke så længe der er penge på kontoen. Så de tre eller fire ting med 

tanken, altså det der er vore produkter, det er pumpen, og solcellerne og betalingsenheden. Og dem har vi så 

solgt et par hundrede af, 250, i den størrelsesorden. Og så har vi så de vandsystemer - energien og strømmen 

er med i kraft af solcellesystemet, så derfor hedder de vandsystemer - det man betaler for er egentlig ikke 

vand, for vandet er jo nede i undergrunden, det er vedligeholdelse af vandsystemerne, sådan at de kan holde i 

mindst 10 år. Hvilket er meget længere end normale pumper. I Afrika syd for Sahara er alle de vandsystemer 

der bliver stillet op, inkl. håndpumper, og benzin og dieseldrevne pumper, går over halvdelen i stykker over 

to år. Fordi de aldrig nogensinde bliver repareret. Derfor er der et godt socialt formål i at brugere betaler - det 

er ikke meget, det er under statens takst for betaling af vand i landområder, men de betaler for vandet, og det 

er nok til at vi kan vedligeholde vandsystemerne.  

I: Hvem er det, der vedligeholder vandsystemerne? 

Vibeke: På nogle af systemerne er det os selv, der gør det. Altså Grundfos i Kenya. Og i andre lande har vi 

en NGO, som så bliver oplært i at vedligeholde vandsystemerne. Hvis der så skal særlige reparationer til, så 

er det dem der henvender sig til os. Men ellers er det NGOen der har ansvaret, for det er dem, der er i 

området.  
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I: Så det er egentlig nogen projekter, som er finansielt bæredygtige? Der kræves ikke nogle yderligere 

donationer fra jeres side? 

Vibeke: I nogle områder er de bæredygtige. Det er ikke noget vi tjener penge på, men i gennemsnit løber det 

rundt. Det vi tjener penge på, det er at sælge vandsystemerne til NGOerne eller donorerne. Og 

vedligeholdelsen.. Altså, vi skal ikke ud og tjene penge på fattige folk, det er ikke det der er meningen, men 

vi skal have vores omkostninger dækkede. I små fattige landsbyer ude på landet, som som regel er ret tyndt 

befolkede, der løber det ikke rundt, men i slumkvarteret for eksempel, der løber det rimeligt rundt, fordi der 

er mange mennesker om at bruge vandsystemet. I gennemsnit løber det rundt. Men så har vi jo også det der 

hedder SQ6 systemer, som vi kalder dem. Det er sådan set de samme vandsystemer, det er bare uden 

betalingsenheden, hvor vi derfor ikke garanterer for service og vedligeholdelse, men hvor de NGOer vi 

samarbejder med, de opretter vandkomiteer i landsbyerne, som så kræver penge ind. Nogle steder bliver der 

lagt et rør ind og en måler i hvert hus hvor der så bliver krævet penge ind på den måde. Andre steder der er 

det afgifter de betaler. Det betyder så, hvis der er noget der går i stykker, så har vand-kommiteen penge til at 

betale for reparation. Og der er det sociale fra vores side at vandsystemerne er solcelledrevne så de kan stilles 

op i områder hvor der ikke er strøm, og når de er solcelledrevne så kan de køre hele dagen. Og hvis der er 

områder med strøm så skifter det automatisk over til el-nettet og dermed kan der være rent vand hele døgnet. 

Mens hvis det er en vandpumpe for eksempel, så er der kun det vand man pumper op i det. Og hvis det er 

dieseldrevet, så er der kun rent vand, når der er penge til diesel, så det er som regel et par timer om dagen, 

eller sådan noget, og så står man i kø til vandet. Solcellerne har mange fordele også sociale fordele. Og så 

har pumperne de fordele at de ikke kræver vedligeholdelse. Vi har lavet det sådan, at alt der som regel ligger 

uden for en pumpe i forhold til teknikken, det har vi lagt ind i pumpen, sådan at det er fuldstændig forseglet 

og ligger inde i pumpen og langt nede i jorden, og går ikke i stykker. Så på den måde er det 

vedligeholdelsesfrit - man skal ikke ud og rense, man skal ikke ud og rense det for sand osv. Dem har vi 

solgt rigtig mange af, jeg kan ikke sige hvor mange, men det er i hvert fald mange. Og dem forventer vi at 

sælge flere af, og dem sælger vi både i hele Asien og i Afrika. 

I: Fra en økonomisk vinkel, så er det meningen at det bare skal køre rundt? Det er ikke meningen at 

Grundfos skal have en yderligere indtjening på de her projekter? 

Vibeke: Vi vil gerne have en yderligere indtjening på selve salget af pumperne, men den er ikke så høj som 

det ellers er, fordi det er til fattige folk. Så hvis det er en NGO, der ingen penge har, eller hvis det er 

landsbyen selv, så er prisen ikke ret højt. Der er en fast pris, men vi kan jo give rabat - fordi de har det 

sociale formål. Altså, når folk bliver mere velhavende, når landsbyer bliver mere velhavende, så er det ikke 

sådan en enkelt boring til en landsby som folk vil have - så vil de have lagt vand ind i huset for eksempel. Så 

det er vandsystemer vi har udviklet med henblik på at opfylde fattige folks behov i stedet for at vente på at de 

fattige bliver rige nok til at købe vores produkter. 

I: Hvad er motivationen for at påtage sig de her projekter?  Er det primært at kunne svare på nogle sociale 

faktorer? Også ift. til jeres Water2Life projekt - er der også en intern efterspørgsel fra jeres medarbejdere? 

Vibeke: Ja, det er der. Der var en medarbejder i 2008 som skrev til top chefen, at når nu vi laver 

vandsystemer specielt rettet mod fattige folk, skulle vi så ikke få medarbejdere til at samle penge ind, sådan 

at endnu flere folk kan få rent drikke vand. Og det blev så til Water2LIfe programmet der startede op i 2010. 

Og det har en række andre formål en udvikling af vandsystemerne. Vandsystemerne er også blevet udviklet 

på baggrund.. Vi har nogle stærke værdier, og vi har en climate white paper, som vi kalder det, der siger at 

vores kommende produkter enten bidrager til at mindske klimaforandringerne - det vil sige de skal bruge 
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meget lidt strøm for eksempel - eller de skal bidrage til at afhjælpe effekten af klimaforandringerne - det vil 

sige, at de skal kunne flytte vand, hvis der er for meget vand eller for lidt vand elle forurenet vand, som alt 

sammen kan være effekter af klimaforandringer. Og det vil sige at vi gerne vil have at vores pumper gør en 

forskel i verden. De skal ikke bare sælges som pumper, de skal også gøre en forskel, og det er også en 

salgsparameter. Energiforbrug er jo en slagsparameter, men det er også fordi vi gerne vil at vores produkter 

gør en forskel, og så vil vi gerne have at medarbejderne går på arbejde med den holdning at de også gerne vil 

gøre en forskel i verden, for så bliver det på den baggrund at vi udvikler vores produkter. Og det er egentlig 

det som Water2Life skal bidrage til. Det at skabe et grønt mindset blandt medarbejderne, at skabe 

sammenhæng og loyalitet overfor Grundfos. Det har også vist sig velegnet til employer branding, nye 

medarbejdere søger Grundfos på grund af sådan et program, og det er dygtige medarbejdere. Vi får bedre 

medarbejdere, vi får bedre ansøgninger på det. Det ville da være billigere for Grundfos bare at stille 

vandpumper op, eller bare køre et program for medarbejderinvolvering, men det har så de andre formål at 

tiltrække de rigtige medarbejdere og give de eksisterende medarbejdere et engagement til at ville gøre noget 

godt i verden. Så det er sådan et formål med Water2Life, som de andre vandsystemer ikke har. De har det 

formål, med vores climate white paper, og med vores værdier, så vil vi gerne at vores produkter gør en 

forskel, så hvis vi kan bidrage til at give rent vand til verden, så vil det være godt. Der er stadig næsten tre 

kvart milliard mennesker som ikke har adgang til rent vand, det er rigtig rigtig mange. 

I: I hvilken grad ser i at det her giver jer en konkurrencemæssig fordel? 

Vibeke: Det gør det nok ikke så meget endnu fordi så kendt er vores vandsystemer ikke. Vi prøver stadig at 

komme ind på det marked i den verden. Men udviklingsbistand altså fattige folk, der er den sociale del, er et 

område vi ikke kender særligt godt som virksomhed. Det kan jeg mærke, fordi jeg kommer selv fra NGO 

verden, jeg har arbejdet med udviklingsbistand i 18 år inden jeg begyndte hos Grundfos, så derfor kan jeg 

tydeligt mærke hvad det er vi ikke ved, altså hvad det er ingeniørdrevet virksomhed ikke ved om 

udviklingsbistand og det er ret meget vi ikke ved. Det vil sige at vi heller ikke kender kunden og NGOer og 

donorer agerer meget anderledes end hvis vi sælger pumpesystemer til Arla for eksempel.  

I: Hvad gør man så for at imødekomme de her udfordringer? 

Vibeke: Dels så prøver vi at lære kunderne at kende. Vi prøver selvfølgelig på at sælge vores produkter på 

normal vis og tager ud og opsøger donorer og NGOer og lave nogle aftaler med dem. Derudover skal vi være 

bedre til at tale deres sprog og vi skal være bedre til at forstå deres arbejdsform. Hvis vi sælger et 

vandsystem til Arla så kan det kun gå for langsomt - Arla vil have det med det samme og de tager det i brug 

på dag 1. Hvis vi bliver enige med en NGO om at vi gerne vil lave et projekt med nogle vandsystemer som 

de vil købe af os, så går der er et år eller to før de får pengene hjem, før de har fået defineret hvad det er for 

landsbyer de skal arbejde i, før de har mobiliseret landsbyerne til at have nogle vandkomiteer der kan 

administrere vandforsyningen i landsbyen, før de har lavet hygiejne og sanitetstræning sådan at de kan gøre 

en forskel, så de ikke kommer rent vand i beskidte beholdere, og efter to år så er Grundfos jo stået af, de er jo 

væk igen, og søger et andet sted hen. Og det skal Grundfos lære at forstå at det simpelthen er en anden 

arbejdskultur og form, andre betingelser som vi ikke kender og ikke forstår. 

I: Så I arbejder også med en helt anden tidshorisont i de her projekter? 

Vibeke: Ja, det er vi i hvert fald ved at lære. Men der er en grund til at vi ikke har sat så stærkt et fokus på det 

felt, som vi ellers ville have gjort. Når nu vi har produkterne, så kunne vi lige så godt rykke. Men det har vi 

ikke gjort voldsomt endnu fordi vi synes det er et svært område, som virksomhed er det svært at operer i en 

verden, som vi ikke kender. Og fordi jeg kender den, så kan jeg jo se hvad det er der rører sig, hvorfor det er 
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svært. Vi taler jo et andet sprog: NGOer taler om målgrupper og vi taler om kunder. Vi skal finde ud om 

kunden - er det køberen eller er det slutbrugeren, det er ikke engang det samme. Processerne definerer vi 

forskelligt. Det er ret grundlæggende at vi simpelthen taler forskellige sprog.  

I: Har Grundfos overvejet at inkorporere andre dele af værdikæden i shared value som i gør det med jeres 

innovative produkter? 

Vibeke: Nej, ikke så vidt jeg ved. Vi skaber jo arbejdspladser når vi opererer ude i verden, vi er i 56 lande, 

men det er ikke med det formål at skabe arbejdspladser. Formålet er jo at drive en virksomhed. NGO’ernes 

og brugernes tilbagemeldinger gør at vi videreudvikler produkterne. Fordelen ved at samarbejde med NGOer 

det er at de melder tilbage og siger her kan man gøre nogle forbedringer til den her slut bruger gruppe. Jeg 

har lige været i Myanmar med Røde Kors, hvor Røde Kors siger, at det vi har brug for det er et vandsystem 

som både kan servicere i tørke tiden, hvor livet foregår på jorden og alt er tørt, og som samtidig kan servicere 

i regntiden hvor vandstanden er 2-3 meter over jordoverfladen, og der konstant i 3 måneder. De har huse på 

pæle og lever 3 meter over jorden i regntiden. Så det samme vandsystem skal kunne servicere begge 

niveauer - kan vi udvikle det? Det er vi så gået i gang med at kigge på, hvordan vi kan få det udviklet. På den 

måde kan NGO’erne melde tilbage, de kan også sige, hvis der er noget som ikke virker så godt eller kunne 

forbedres. Vi involverer brugerne i vores udviklingsprojekt. 

I: Det lyder til at jeres samarbejde med NGOer er ret afgørende for de produkter i leverer - hvilke 

organisationer vælger I at lave partnerskaber med og hvad formål har de her partnerskaber? 

Vibeke: Formålet med partnerskaberne er tosidet. Dels at hvis vores produkter skal nå ud, og produkterne er 

lavet med det formål at lave en forskel, at fattige folk kan få rent vand, og vi troede engang som virksomhed 

at hvis man stillede rent vandt op, så ville folk bruge det, og det ville lede til udvikling. Det er gået op for 

Grundfos at så enkelt er det ikke. Folk skal overbevises - for eksempel, hvorfor skal de betale forud for vand. 

Fattige folk er ikke nødvendigvis vant til at betale forud, de betaler først når de får varen. Man overfører 

pengene på en digital nøgle og derefter får man vandet med LifeLink systemerne. Og så er der det, at rent 

vand kommer op i en beskidt beholder, og bliver man stadig syg af det? Så behøver det ikke nødvendigvis 

lede til sociale forandringer. Og så er der det, at det ikke er sikkert at brugerne vil bruge vandet, hvis de skal 

betale for det. Men der er nogle ting, som vi har lært undervejs, hvor NGO’erne er vigtige. Det er dem der 

har relationen til lokalbefolkningen, og den har vi ikke. Det er dem der forstår dem, det er dem der forstår 

hvilke vandsystemer der passer bedst her. De skal så lære vores produkter at kende, for at forstå dette. De 

skal lære at når man arbejder med vores produkter, så er det noget andet end en almindelig håndpumpe som 

man køber ind, hvor man bare køber pumpen og bare sørger for at den bliver installeret. Med vores systemer 

der skal man noget mere, især hvis det er med betalingsenheden på. Det ene formål det er at NGO’erne 

kender landsbyerne og hjælper os med at komme ud til de slutbrugere vi gerne vil ud til med de her 

produkter. Og det andet formål det er selvfølgelig at vi får oparbejdet et nyt marked. Og der er vi i højere 

grad begyndt at udvælge NGOer i forhold til hvem der kan udvikle dette marked. Helt små NGOer, der 

arbejder i en landsby eller to, dem bruger vi næsten lige så meget tid på som en stor organisation, der kan 

aftage 100 vandsystemer på en gang. Og så går vi selvfølgelig over til at operere med de store, og overlader 

det til Grundfos Fonden at operer med de små. 

I: Jeg kunne læse på jeres hjemmeside at I også har indgået et partnerskab med Water Mission International 

om at udvide de her LifeLink til Uganda, Malawi og Haiti - er det samme forretningsmodel der skal skaleres 

til flere lande? 
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Vibeke: Ja, det er det faktisk. Water Mission operer både med SQ-Flex systemerne og LifeLink systemerne, 

der har betalingsenheden på. De er trænede i at kunne servicere LifeLink systemerne. Betalingsenheden er 

digital så der kan jo altid opstå noget undervejs, det er ikke alt sammen pakket ind i pumpen under jorden, så 

de skal kunne servicere de vandsystemer, når der opstår et eller andet også i forhold til betalingsdelen. Derfor 

er det en god partner vi har, som operer i flere lande, og som gerne vil aftage vores systemer, og som giver 

feedback på hvordan de fungerer. 

I: Er det jer der vælger disse lande, eller er det NGO’erne der opsøger jer? 

Vibeke: Det er begge dele. Water Mission, som er vores partner, der er det dem der operer i de lande og har 

bestilt vores vandsystemer - mest SQ-Flex'erne tror jeg. Men andre gange så er det os selv - for eksempel 

World Vision i Ghana, som har købt vandsystemerne der, så er det os der har opsøgt dem på internationalt 

niveau og fået en aftale igennem med dem i Ghana. Så det går begge veje. Men de små organisationer, det er 

dem, der opsøger os. 

I: Nu skriver jeg helt specifikt om flygtninge i i udviklingslande - har Grundfos gjort sig overvejelser om 

lignende projekter bare for flygtninge? Nu er der for eksempel i Kenya og Uganda, de er top 10 over de 

lande, der huser flest flygtninge. 

Vibeke: Vi havde ikke Dadaab flygtningelejren i Kenya.. Vi har ikke mig bekendt - og det er måske det 

LifeLink projekterne kunne svare lidt mere på - målrettet vores produkter på flygtninge. Det kunne vi godt 

gøre, hvis vi først fik et større samarbejde op at stå, med Røde Kors for eksempel så kunne det bestemt være 

relevant, de har jo brug for vand. Og flygtningelejre er ofte i områder uden strøm og der bliver ikke lagt 

strøm ind fordi alting er midlertidig, og det er det jo så i årtier, så det ville præcis være relevant, men det er 

ikke et område vi selv har opsøgt. Og hvorfor har vi ikke det? Det er fordi det er for vanskeligt for os, altså 

udviklingsbistand er et svært område for en virksomhed der er vant til at arbejde med korte tidsfrister og 

korte handler, og ganske vist lange partnerskaber, men alligevel. 

I: I skriver overordnet at Grundfos arbejder ud fra en shared value strategi, og de her projekter er i hvert fald 

shared value - ser du det gå igen i andre dele af organisationen? 

Vibeke: Ja, den måde vi taler om i hele organisationen, at vi i fællesskab med kunden udvikler et produkt, 

der opfylder kundens behov - det betyder ikke nødvendigvis at vi udvikler nye pumper hver gang der 

kommer en ny kunde, men at vi sammensætter vores produkter og udvikler i det omfang det er nødvendigt til 

den specifikke kunde. Vi har også almindelig cirkulationspumper som der findes i alle huse, det er bare et 

produkt der sendes ud til almene firmaer, som de køber og sælger videre. Der er det jo ikke sådan specifikke 

partnerskaber vi begår og shared value, men vi går ind og kigger på kundens behov og opfylder det så.. vi 

kigger jo på de sociale formål, der er det jo meget værdibaseret. Vi er jo ikke altid herrer over hvad folk 

bruger deres kunder til. Der kan jeg huske at vi engang for nogle år siden blev anklaget for at sælge pumper 

til minedrift i Columbia og ja det gør vi - hvis en kunde gerne vil købe vores pumper, så sælger vi vores 

pumper. Vi kan ikke kigge på alt det kunderne bruger vores kunder til og være sikre på at det opnår et fælles 

værdisæt. Vi kigger meget på shared value, at det er et fælles projekt vi har, et fælles partnerskab om at 

udvikle det der er et behov for her. 

I: Hvordan ser i så balancegangen mellem den økonomiske fordel og den sociale fordel - når i går ind i et nyt 

projekt, så skal de økonomiske fordele vel altid være tilstede. I hvor høj en grad vægtes de (nu kan du jo 

selvfølgelig kun snakke for de her projekter)? 
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Vibeke: Det økonomiske aspekt er jo det vi lever af, hvis der ikke er økonomi i det, så bliver det ikke - andet 

end at vi også har donationer i et vist omfang. Det økonomiske aspekt er selvfølgelig vigtigt og på den måde 

kan vi selvfølgelig godt have forskellige formål med vores partner, som kan både være en kunde eller en 

NGO. Vi kan godt have fælles formål om at løse et vandproblem eller et pumpeproblem, men vi har også 

hvert vores formål, og vores formål er jo vores økonomi der skal løbe rundt og hvor kundens økonomi der 

skal løbe rundt. De køber jo sandsynligvis et vandsystem til et højhusanlæg med det formål at få et godt og 

velfungerende varme eller vandsystem i højhuset som gør at det bedre kan sælges til kunderne. Så det er jo et 

andet formål end vi har. Men der er også fælles formål. Der hvor vi går ind og snakker pumpeløsninger og 

ikke kun pumper, det er at vi i højere og højere grad går ind og kigger på: hvor er kilden til vandet og hvor 

skal det ende henne. Hvis kilden er under jorden så skal det leveres derfra, det skal pumpes ud til noget, der 

kan pumpe videre til et højhus kompleks eller en fabrik, og så skal der pumpes ud i den anden ende og der 

skal måske renses noget vand inden det ryger videre ud i systemet igen. Vi er i højere grad begyndt at kigge 

på hele kæden af vand fra start til slut og komme med en løsning til kunden hele vejen igennem. Det er både 

interessant for os men det er også en konkurrenceparameter. 

I: Hvilke barrierer oplever i i jeres projekter i udviklingslande? 

Vibeke: Barriererne er først og fremmest i partnerskaberne. Altså når vi snakker udviklingslande, at det tager 

så lang tid, som vi slet ikke er vant til. Det er blevet bedre, men det giver virksomheden en forestilling af at 

organisationerne er voldsomt dyre og voldsomt forsinkede - det må jo være organisationernes skyld. Det 

bygger så nogle fordomme op på samme måde, som NGO’erne mener om virksomhederne, at de gør det kun 

for pengenes skyld derfor gør de det heller ikke ordentligt. De fordomme, de er svære at hamle op med begge 

veje. Det er en barriere. Det er også en barriere i forhold til myndighederne. Hvis vi kommer til en Kenyansk 

embedsmand, og siger at vi gerne vil hjælpe dig med at skaffe vand ude i landzone områderne, så er han jo 

egentlig fuldstændig ligeglad med det, for det er jo ikke det han bliver målt på. Han får måske sin mere eller 

mindre reelle eller korrupte løn via noget helt andet. Han bliver måske målt på at skulle opfylde chefens 

behov. Vi skal lære at tale ind i myndighedernes behov eller i NGO’ens behov, begge dele er sådan set 

barrierer i forhold til at vi taler ind til noget forkert. Det handler også om at kende sin kunde, at kende sit nye 

kundesegment. Det er de største barrierer. Og så er der lidt i hvem der betaler. Nogle NGOer synes i hvert 

fald, hvorfor laver vi ikke bare et vandsystem hvor de fattige kan betale - det gør de nok ikke fordi de fattige 

ikke har så mange penge at de kan betale noget vi producerer. Der skal simpelthen støtte udefra til at det kan 

lade sig gøre. 

I: Men målet er vel at det hele på et tidspunkt kan løbe rundt selv? 

Vibeke: Ja, det er det. Altså hvis vandet på et tidspunkt kan føre til udvikling - at de kan bruge vandet til 

landbrug og husdyrhold, som kan føre til udvikling, hvor de kan begynde at tjene nogle flere penge - det er jo 

nok lidt langsigtet. 

D.4. Jens Munk Lund-Nielsen, Maersk 

I: I hvilken grad har Mærsk baseret sin bæredygtighedsstrategi på Porter og Kramers CSV koncept? 

Jens: Der er to svar til det. Det ene er at Porter og Kramer er blevet politiseret i CSR miljøet, som enten laver 

man CSR eller også laver man Porter og Kramer, og det synes jeg er forkert. Sådan har vi ikke lagt vores 

linje. Vi har det vi kalder order in own house first, og det er i virkeligheden de klassiske CSR discipliner – 

det er menneskerettigheder, det er anti-korruption, responsible procurement osv. Og de ting har vi lagt ned 

som en risiko tilgang. Så vi tænker meget i hvad er det der er risici; hvad er det der er på responsibility 

agendaen som kan være noget andet end risici, for risici er ofte mål som risici for virksomheden, det er ikke 
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nødvendigvis en risiko for virksomheden, en menneskerettigheds issue behøver ikke nødvendigvis være en 

risiko for virksomheden, men det kan være en risiko for de folk det går ud over. Og så er der responsibility 

agendaen, men det er ikke ligesom risici, for risici vil altid være mål for hvad det er der støber forretningen. 

Men derfor kan man godt have en responsibility agenda selvom det ikke har en økonomisk value. Vi deler 

det op sådan: responsibility – risiko – og shared value. Shared value er noget vi først er gået i gang med 

senere i strategien, det er noget vi hele tiden har tænkt over de sidste fem-seks år, men vi har følt at der var 

behov for at der var styr på vores risiko først og vores responsibility dagsorden. Når det var lagt på plads 

ville vi kunne gå ud og lave mere shared value ting. Når du går ud og laver shared value og går ud og claimer 

en positive impact så skal du også rent kommunikationsmæssigt eller ordenheds-mæssigt, så kan du ikke lige 

pludselig have styr på korruptions issue og så claime at du gør alt det gode her som er med til at drive 

samfundet og så har alle de problemer her. Så derfor ser vi det mere som trin som man skal have styr på. 

Nogle gange er CSR delen sur på Porter og Kramer, men jeg synes det er forskellige komplementære ting 

som skal være på plads.  

I: Hvordan adskiller den her strategi sig fra jeres tidligere CSR strategier? 

Jens: Den tager det skridt videre. På den måde byger den oven på den gamle, den er ikke ny, for vi skal 

stadig arbejde med alle de andre programmer vi har sat i søen. Som strategisk […] alle de programmer vi har 

sat i søen for vores første strategi, de er jo ongoing, så det er management af responsible procurement 

programmet som også udvikler sig over tid og anti-korruption. Forskellen er bare at den sidste strategi var de 

ting vi var ved at sætte i gang og systematiseret, nu skal de ting køre videre og så bygger vi shared value 

delen oven på. Så det er virkeligheden en lille del af strategien for den gamle strategi ligger der stadigvæk og 

alle de ting skal vi stadig have styr på. Så har vi så sagt at der er nogle nye ting vi godt vil undersøge, og det 

er præcis shared value, unlocking growth, og finde det her sweet spot. Der har vi så defineret de tre temaer, 

hvor enabling trade er den helt store proposition, og hvor de største synergier og shared value propositions 

ligger. 

I: Vil du uddybe det noget mere? 

Jens: Grundlæggende kommer ideen jo fra at vi i flere år lavede impact studies, hvad er det for en societal 

impact og samfundsmæssig impact som Mærsk har på de samfund vi er i. Vi har kigget på havnen i Nigeria, 

vi har kigget på Brasilien, vi har kigget på Kina, og det der er ret tydeligt er at den positive impact vi har i 

samfundet det ligger i forhold til trade. Trade forstået som – vi er jo trods alt kun transport delen, men vi har 

jo alle verdens kunder på en eller anden måde, vi er det her link så vi faciliterer, enabler, vi laver ikke trade 

selv, men faciliterer at den kan ske, så vi er en facilitationsindustri ligesom bankindustrien er eller it-

industrien er for vi laver en connection som får andre til at udføre deres erhverv. Og i de impact studies er 

det meget tydeligt at det er vores store impact ved at det er vores purpose fra tre af forretningerne; Terminals, 

Mærsk Line og Damko, ikke for olien og så videre, så strategien gælder kun for de tre business units. Der er 

det helt klart at ved at enable trade lader vi det sig gøre at have en lille avocado bonde i Kenya og at han kan 

få sine produkter på markedet og sælge dem inden for en rimelig timespan for avocadoen mens den er ripe – 

de ting giver vi ham, at han kan få dem på markedet, at han kan få løst de logistiske udfordringer der er 

omkring det til den rette tid osv. Det har nogle kæmpe ripple effekt i økonomier, åben trade har helt klart 

været med til at drive udviklingen i mange år. Vi er ikke den eneste industri der hjælper det men vi er et 

vigtigt led i det. Og med de markedsandele vi sidder med i Mærsk Line hvor vi sidder på 15% af verdens 

containermarked og vi er også en af de fire største operatører på terminal siden, så er det jo det helt store 

bidrag som vi har. Og hvad er det som vi kan accelerere? Det er jo det vi kigger efter. Hvad er det vi kan 

accelerere inden for trade som både har en fordel for samfundet og for os. For vi har allerede den her positive 
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effekt, så det er i virkeligheden mere hvad det er vi videre kan accelerere. Vi har taget tre vinkler på det helt 

overordnet: Den ene det er det administrative, regulative miljø som det foregår under, her er en masse 

constraints som vi kan kigge på – det vil sige border administrations og alle mulige andre reguativer som 

govern trade. Det er det ene punkt som vi kan gå ind og have en dybere interesse, og helt overordnet framet 

så kom (01:18) World Economic Forum ud men en rapport i 2013 om enabling trade, som kiggede på 

hvordan man forbedrer  verdens administrative in-land infrastruktur og ICT kundskaber omkring trade sådan 

så hele verden når op på et niveau der er på halvdelen af verdens bedste i dag, så er der 15 % mere trade og 5 

% mere GDP der ligger og venter på verden, som simpelthen er bundet op på administrative procedurer. Det 

er en af de områder vi kigger på og hvordan vi kan være med i den debat og bidrage med vores kræfter. Det 

vil have en.. den GDP growth er så voldsom og sammenlignet med hele debatten der har været i WTO de 

sidste 20 år som kun har handlet om tariffer, så giver tarifferne slet ikke den samme effekt, handelstariffer, 

som hvis man kigger på de her non-trade barriers. Det er det ene perspektiv. Det andet perspektiv vi har 

kigget på det er – hvis man ser på SME, det er jo SMEs i udviklingslande – hvad er det for nogle barrirer de 

har? Vi tager det her perspektiv ud. Det ene er selvfølgelig det vi lige har snakket om, men de andre barrierer 

som de ser for at kunne trade og være en del af den globale value chain, og dermed give dem vækst 

muligheder som skaber de her jobs i udviklingslande, som der er så hårdt brug for. Den tredje vinkel vi ligger 

på det, det er at der også er noget omkring infrastruktur som vi kan være med til at diskutere, for vi bygger 

ports og infrastruktur på havene, men inland infrastructure er også et problem, måske kan vi med vores data 

være med til at supplementere den diskussion der er her. Så det er de tre avenues der er under enabling trade. 

Under det ligger at hver gang du enabler trade så er der også måden du gør det på, hvordan du planlægger 

infrastruktur, hvordan det hele foregår, har klima issues omkring sig, så den ligger vi oven på trade, som 

linker til det tredje ben – energy efficiency hænger meget dybt sammen med trade perspektivet. 

I: Så du vil sige at Mærsks egentlige tilstedeværelse udviklingsland skaber socioøkonomiske impact som I 

forsøger at skalere op? 

Jens: Ja, vi fokuserer mere på hvad er det for en positiv udvikling vi skaber og er der noget vi kan være med 

til at accelerere. Og dermed også være med til at accelerere trade bredt – vores proposition er, at hvis kagen 

vokser så vil vi med vores markedsandel selvfølgelig få vores del af kagen, så er der selvfølgelig muligheder 

for at hvis vi er med til at vokse kagen så er der first-mover advantage når kagen vokser og sådan noget. Der 

er noget strategisk overvejelser over hvilken del vi skal have af den value vi creater, men vi kan helt klart 

være med til at skabe værdi overordnet for samfundet, hvor meget vi skal have og hvor meget vi overhovedet 

kan tage, det er jo så en anden debat, men det er en del af shared value tilgangen. 

I: Der er en række værtslande som kræver at Mærsk ansætter en vis andel lokale og anvender lokale 

leverandører – det må jo være et problem siden det er en del af jeres strategi. Er der generelt en mangel på 

kvalificeret arbejdskraft i de her udviklingslande? 

Jens: Ja, det er der (05:46). Og inden for nogle fag mere end andre. Education delen henvender sig store dele 

til oliedelen af forretningen, Mærsk Oil og Mærsk Drilling osv. og Supply Service. Der er der alt fra 

ingeniører til specialiserede folk vi skal buge på platforme osv. De er ikke til stede i de økonomier, og når 

man så samtidig har et politisk krav om at der skal være en vis procent del, så er det et gap. Og det er et gap 

som forretningen normalt arbejder med. Det vi gerne vil med den her strategi det er at vi gerne vil gå længere 

ned  af den supply chain af kvalificerede folk og kunne arbejde dernede fra – det vil sige arbejde i secondary 

schools eller ting der er lidt tydeligere end dem der lige ansøger, der kan være med til at stimulere education 

i de områder.  
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I: Der er også fokus på social inklsusion – ift. ansættelse af kvinder samt unge med lav indkomst? 

Jens: Der kommer vi ind med stærkere social proposition end forretningen ellers gør, der er grupper hvor vi 

bør sætte noget ekstra fokus på og på en eller anden måde støtte dem som ellers ville falde igennem. Der er 

normalt konkurrence i de industrier vi er i.  

I: Hvor meget styrer i det her fra HQ? 

Jens: Mærsk Drilling og Oil de skal jo rekruttere så de kigger på det første led. Det dybere snit som vi vil 

ligge nu, det vil være fra gruppen af, men alt vil foregå i samarbejde. Men det er et skridt der er dybere og 

lige nu har vi mappet hvad der har været af education perspektiver på tværs af gruppen. Der er jo 200 

forskellige ting vi støtter rundt omkring – jeg har intet overblik over det. Så i virkeligheden er det først at 

finde ud af, hvad er det vi støtter rundt omkring i verden – af alt fra filantropi til noget der er lidt tættere på 

vores industrier som bliver støttet på alle mulige måder, til highend universities, til Cambridge osv. Så der er 

meget bredde, så vores øvelse har været at finde ud af præcist hvad det er vi støtter og så accentuerepå den 

næste del, på education delen. 

I: De her tre mål, er de et produkt af de tre største bæredygtighedsrisici som Mærsk har identificeret? 

Jens: Der er forskellige vinkler – i strategien har vi både responsibility agendaen, risk agendaen og shared 

value agendaen. De har forskellige linser på samfundet og på Mærsk. Risk er en intern klassisk risk 

dagsorden som kigger på hvad er det for nogle risici der kan ramme den her forretning som kan være dyre? 

Det kan være mangel på arbejdskraft i nogle lande, nye regulations,  whatever. Når det falder i den kategori 

så giver det et perspektiv på hvad det er for nogle også sustainability issues der kommer ind der. Tager vi 

responsibility agendaen, så kigger vi på hvad det er for nogle impacts vi har som er negative, som ikke 

nødvendigvis for alle sammen er super dyre – det er ikke nødvendigvis altid det der er en stor risk for 

samfundet som det der er dyrest for virksomheden. Sådan er verden ikke skruet sammen. Men der blotlægger 

vi en masse risk som vi kan have på overtrædelse af menneskerettigheder, miljø, biodiversitet, hvad end vi 

kan på virke der. Med den linse ser vi på om det har impact på noget eller nogen, natur eller mennesker, så 

skal vi vide det og håndtere det. Og på shared value har vi lavet en anden vinkel der handler om hvor er der 

overlaps der hvor vi har en stor impact og sustainability issues. Hvor vi kan bringe noget operations ind, hvor 

vi kan bringe os selv ind, andet end at mitigere. Vi bruger formodentlig forskellig… vi bruger stål i vores 

forretninger og forskellige andre materialer og der skal vi kigge på om der er noget der har en negativ 

impact, med vores suppliers og sådan. Men det er ikke der vi kan gøre mest hvis vi putter vores ressourcer, 

der ligger shared value tanken, som fokuserer på de her områder hvor vi mener at vi kan gøre mest. Det er 

lidt et andet vinkel end blot identificere risci. 

I: Hvordan er den her strategi en konkurrencefordel for jer? 

Jens: Ja, det bliver spændende at se. Hvis vi tager trade, så er det også en dialog vi har internt. Altså det er 

ikke sikkert at alle er enige i forretningen her og det afhænger af projekterne. Det vi har gjort på hvert enkelt 

projekt, det er at vi har sagt: vi giver os selv nogle år, hvor vi har nogle fase-år. De første år skal vi bygge 

nogle projekter op med nogle eksterne partnere omkring nogle forskellige modeller for hvordan vi kan gøre 

det her, og så skal vi måle på effekterne af det både for at forstå societal impact men også hvad er Mærsk’s 

impact. Det er for tidligt at konkludere om det giver os en fordel og på nogle af projekterne er der store 

debatter omkring det. Vi kan se at mange af de projekter vi har sat i søen der er en stor value creation 

potentiale i dem, men det er ikke det samme som det nødvendigvis er en competitive advantage for os. Den 

debat får vi over tid som de forskellige projekter udvikler sig og vi ser hvordan vi er i dem så vi laver dem på 
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en geografisk.. projekterne er ikke gået global og skaleret op til en stor størrelse, projekterne er stadig i en vis 

størrelse med en vis geografi og et vist fokus, så må vi tænke om et år eller to når de har udviklet sig om 

hvordan de her projekter skal skaleres og hvad kan vi buge og hvad kan vi ikke bruge – hvad var i 

virkeligheden en fordel for os. Og så er der noget Leap of Faith ved det her, for ved nogle af de her ting kan 

vi godt se at de skaber værdi på lang sigt, men der vil være en konkurrence med andre virksomheder om at 

vinde den værdi. 

I: Hvilke projekter har i sat i gang inden for enabling trade? 

Jens: Vi har sat tre i gang. Det første projekt er det der har kørt længst – det er i Østafrika. Vi kigger på at der 

at, når du har en container fyldt med blomster eller avocadoer.. [tegner og fortæller] I Kenya er du ude hos 

farmeren, og det ender så i et supermarked i Europa. Så kan man kigge på hvordan det forløber sig. Det 

flytter sig sådan at den bliver hentet hos farmeren af en trucker hvor det er indlands transport hvor den bliver 

flyttet rundt og hvor den så kommer til en havn hvor den bliver flyttet rundt og håndteret, så kommer den på 

et skib og på indland igen og på et warehouse. Det er så hele den klassiske logistiske operation. Ved siden af 

den operation er en anden operation der hedder: hvordan bliver dokumenter og information delt? Der har det 

vist sig at der er minimum 30 forskellige aktører i den her value chain fra farmeren selv til havnen, til os som 

shippere, til truckdriveren osv. Men der er også [bureau] of standards i de lande især hvis det er ift. 

agriculture. Man skal også opfylde forskellige krav og man skal sende information ind til forskellige 

myndigheder, man skal sende tax information ind, til banker skal information ind for at containeren kan blive 

released når man kommer til et andet land, der er med customs. Så vi har fundet ud af at der er 30 aktører der 

som minimum deler 200 dokumenter. Hele dokumentationsprocessen er formodentlig lige så dyrt som selve 

operationen og mindre streamlinet. Det vi har kigget på det er at sige 1) de her 200 dokumenter, det der sker 

ofte det er at de bliver sendt peer-to-peer, dvs. at farmeren sender dem til truckdriveren som sender dem til 

logistics forward eller sådan noget. Det er fint for de skal bruge den til at release den her container et eller 

andet sted. Så er det sådan at customs i havnen i Rotterdam, han ville egentlig godt have set den originale 

pakningliste, men det han får er et andet dokument som er blevet udskiftet flere gange undervejs. En fjer 

bliver til 10 høns. Hvor kunne det være fantastisk hvis tolderen kunne se det oprindelige første 

pakningsdokument i stedet for at han får et eller andet udvandet flyttet system der er flyttet … Tanken er, 

kunne man lave en model hvor alle kunne dele det i skyen. Så dokumentet bliver delt deroppe.. Og der skulle 

være en secure måde så man kunne tage sine egne dokumenter, så vi vil ikke ændre på formatet af 

dokumenterne og de krav der er, men egentlig bare at de relevante aktører kan tilgå dokumenter på den 

sending. Hvorfor det er interessant er at vi vil kunne tage tid ud, cost ud, vi vil kunne.. meget ved tolden 

handler om security – ved de hvem der har pakket, er det en trusted exporter, for de skal jo tjekke for alt 

muligt andet der kunne være kommet deri også. Man vil kunne gøre hele flowet med containere meget 

enklere. Nogle få eksempler vi har på det, det er for eksempel hvor vi flyttede en boks af containere som vi 

flyttede på. Der var et fysisk dokument på de blomster der var i containeren, det var blevet væk. Så det 

lander i havnen i Rotterdam og kan ikke blive released uden det her dokument. Vi har 100.000 dollars i de 

her blomster og blomster kan ikke tåle at vente for mange dage for det går ud over hvor lang tid de har shell-

life når de skal sælges bagefter. Så finder man det i bunden af et skrivebord hos en myndighed i Kenya, det 

har kostet fem dage her og folk der har spurtet efter det her dokument, for de her blomster.. Vi har 20 dage 

tilbage nu ikke. Hvis det dokument bare var blevet uploaded fra starten af ville der jo aldrig opstå det 

problem. Så det ville kunne tage cost ud, men man ville også altid vide hvor er containeren nu og hvad er det 

for en hændelse omkring containeren lige nu og den vare der gør at den står her. Det har man heller ikke altid 

overblik over. Vi har overblik over mellem skibet og havnen, havnene har omkring havnen og deres depoter 

omkring dem. Der er ikke nogen der har overblikket. Vi har hørt fra kunder om at de får forskellige 
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informationer om hvor deres vare er henne, nogen siger den venter i terminalen, men så kan vi se at den 

faktisk er på vores skib stadigvæk så det kan ikke passe. Så der mangler et overblik. Så hvis vi kan skabe en 

infrastruktur – og det kigger vi på i Østafrika sammen med eksterne partnere som har .. nogen der hedder 

TradeMark som er en form for Verdensbanken i Østafrika, de sidder med udviklingsmidler fra Danida, 

USAid osv. men de skal kun enable trade på vegne EAC. De arbejder med regeringer, de implementerer nye 

systemer. Vi kigger på med dem om vi kan lave nogle trials af det her system, hvordan det skal se ud, og om 

man langsomt kan bygge et system op. Det har det shared value, at det skal være frit tilgængeligt – for man 

har så mange officials det skal igennem – det er public good. Så man kan ikke kun gøre det for Mærsk 

kunder. Det vil være noget der vil komme alle til gode, og vores konkurrenter vil også komme til at bruge 

det. Det eneste vi kan sige er, at hvis vi skal være med til at bygge det op, får vi indflydelse på hvordan det 

ser ud, og på hvad der sker, og måske kan vi få en first mover advantage i starten for at få nogle fordele ud af 

det her. I virkeligheden er det et public good system vi bygger op. 

(21:18) Vi har et andet projekt som er i Latinamerika som hedder Connect Americas. Det er et projekt som er 

etableret af IDB (interamerican development bank) som er verdensbanken for Americas. Deres proposition i 

den her verden er at de skal få økonomier til at gro. I det her projekt fokuserer vi på SME i hele 

Latinamerika. Hvordan kan man hjælpe dem med at handle over grænserne og øge deres samhandels 

muligheder. Man har på tværs af Latinamerika rigtig mange handels konventioner og aftaler som gør at 

tariffer og den slag har man fået styr på, men der er stadig en masse non-tarif barrires og alle mulige andre 

videns-barriers på de kanter. De har lavet et partnerskab. I virkeligheden er det her en social medieplatform 

som har Google, DHL, Visa og Alibbaba.com som partner. Ideen er her 1) at man skal se om man kan 

connecte de her SMEs – connect er den ene del. Helst et sted hvor de kan finde hinanden, hvor de kan snakke 

sammen, hvor de evt kan finde kunder osv. Måske gøre det transactional på et tidspunkt – kan McDonalds 

for eksempel sende en procurement ud igennem systemet til dem her så de ved hvad der er til stede at byde 

på. Men ellers finde hinanden, kan man danne alliancer hvis alle er små og handler med soja men mangler 

noget viden om et eller andet, kan man slå sig sammen i grupper. Det er hele social connectivity delen der 

ligger her. 2) Education, der er der education of information – på det her site kan man gå inde og finde ud af 

hvad det er for nogle regulationer som jeg skal overholde hvis jeg har soy på vej til Tyskland, er der forhold 

og standarder jeg skal vide som det tyske marked eller EU markedet eller Colombia markedet kræver, eller 

USA kræver. Gå ind og finde de informationer, så det handler i virkeligheden om at empower den her lille 

gut, eller den her SME til at tage de her beslutninger, for den største virksomhed i verden den har jo lige gået 

internt og de sidder med store departments – det har de små jo ikke. Så de prøver at empower dem til at tage 

disse beslutninger. Der vil vi gå ind og lave træningsmoduler på logistik, ikke kun på vores egen del, men på 

hele logistikken – hvordan organiserer man ikke bare ocean, men al logistik, hvad skal man tænke over, 

hvilke regulationer er der, og forsøger at lave en pris-oversigt, en form for transparancy – vi kalder det for en 

transport cost calculator. I dag er det komplekst at finde ud af hvad det koster at flytte en container fra A til 

B, for du skal finde ud de fees i dit land som du skal overholde, og så skal du ind og forhandle boks, depoter, 

ocean, port.. det er en ret kompleks øvelse. Kan vi lave en cost calculator hvor man enkelt kan taste ind at jeg 

sidder i Brasilien og skal sende det her til Bonn i Tyskland – hvad cirka koster det. Vi vil lave en cirka 

model, for så kan de finde ud af hvilket marked er de mere competitive i med deres produkter. Det er i 

virkeligheden education modulet vi gerne vil gå ind og arbejde med. 3) Den tredje del som vi ikke kommer 

til at arbejde så meget på, det er trade finance. Der bygger de nogle standard processer på hvordan man sikrer 

sig finance. Der er de gået samen med Visa særligt. Så alle virksomheder ser jo egentlig shared value i at 

være med i den her platform, og vi har så connected os på med vores interamerican brand som hedder 

Sealand, så det er Sealand som skal stå for forhandlingerne med Inter Americas som er vores partner i det er 

projekt. 
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Det tredje projekt er i Øst Indonesien hvor der er en lille havn, hvor vi har et Mærsk skib der kalder hver 14. 

dag til den her lille havn. Den her havn ligger i et område af øst Indonesien som er økonomisk underudviklet. 

70 % af al økonomien i [Bitun] er drevet af fisk, særligt tun. Den er forbundet internt i hele Indonesien og 

eksternt med at vi er de eneste der har et skib der kommer hver 14. dage som sejler direkte internationalt, 

eller kan de sejle internt i de Indonesiske havne med feeders inden man ender i Jakarta der kan komme 

internationalt. Så havnen er dårligt connected til international handel. Verdensbanken, Indonesiens regering, 

UNDP, osv kigger på området som udviklingsområde – hvordan kan man øge jobskabelse i det her område, 

alt som påvirker økonomien. Vi kigger på, hvordan kan vi øge det antal af containere som vi har på hver 14. 

dag, eller skulle vi kalde den en gang om ugen, kunne vi øge så meget at vi kunne komme til havnen oftere. 

Det vi ser som muligheden her, det er – kan vi kigge på hele value chain’en omkring fisk fra den lokale 

fiskemand gennem fabrikken som processer fisken, gennem havnen, som også er en statsejet havn og ikke 

altid effektiv, og ud på vores skib og kontakten ud. Hvis vi kan kigge på den value chain og se på hvad det er 

der rør sig i den og samle Verdensbanken og UNDP, regeringen og hvem ellers omkring de her mekanismer 

der kan forandre det. Så vil det kunne øge økonomien og dermed antallet af calls som vores skib har 

internationalt. Dermed vil det ikke kun være fisk men også andre produkter som får et øget reach globally og 

forhåbentlig skabe nogle positive effekter. Så det her handler i virkeligheden om at få mange partnere om at 

blive enige om udviklingsmekanismer i et sted. Hvorfor vi har UNDP inde som mulig partner er fordi vi 

snakker særligt tun, og tun kan jo fanges på to forskellige måder – med liner eller i store net. Hvis du fanger 

det med store net så får du bifangst og delfiner, som ikke har en bæredygtig fremtid i sig. Men du har line 

fishing hvor du kan få det certificeret – det vil også gøre det til et higher value produkt, så du har også bedre 

mulighed for at sælge det i Europa og Japan til højere priser, men du skal kunne bevise certificeringen. Så 

hele projektet handler også om hvordan man kan støtte certificeringen og sørge for at det allerede sker ned på 

fiskeri niveau og dermed drive at deres fisk bliver mere værd, det vil være mere interessant for dem der 

eksporterer og så få den mekanisme i gang. Vi kigger på det og jeg ved slet ikke om det her lykkedes. Vores 

projektmanager starter derude 1. juni. 

I: I har en meget holistisk tilgang til det, en cluster tilgang, som egentlig også øger jeres konkurrenters 

fordele? 

Jens: Hvilke shared value projekter kan man lave, hvis man kun laver dem for sig selv? Selvfølgelig er der 

det element i det. For eksempel Connect Americas, den her pris calculator vi laver, den ender med en knap 

hvor man bliver ført ind i et Sealand univers. På den ene side laver vi et public good tilgængeligt værktøj, på 

den anden side giver det nogle marketing nogle flader til de her grupper som også kan være kunder. Så 

derfor kan der være nogle kanaler som giver os nogle fordele, men vi går ikke ind og laver det som 

marketing tool men ud fra det synspunkt hvad er det der er behov for og som vi kan blive enige med IDB og 

andre om hvad det er der er behov for. De er så helt med på at vi godt må skrive at projektet er støttet af os 

og at der er et link som leder til vores hjemmeside. Hvis vi først sætter os på det og det bliver stedet man 

lærer om logistik, så bliver der jo ikke 10 knapper her som går ind til de andre carriers. Der kommer en knap 

til en cost calculator. Og så er det pludselig en competitive advantage, så kan konkurrenterne ikke få et 

brækjern ind. På den måde er der nogle ting her, når vi har en dialog med havnen osv… det gør det nemmere 

for andre også men muligvis vil der ligge elementer i samarbejdsformen som gør at vi vil få mere ud af det. 

Men det er noget der skal undersøges nærmere – det gælder også for projektet om informationsdeling [1. 

projekt], hvis vi er de hurtigste til at integrerer det her til vores egner systemer og til vores kunders systemer 

så kan kunden jo sidde på sit eget system og være integreret med hvordan dokumenterne flytter sig men også 

integreret med vores system og så er der måske en større barriere hvis man flytter sig til en anden carrier, for 

man pludselig integreret system mæssigt… Vi holder øje med vores projekter og afdelinger at det er begge 
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værdier der skal tilflyde – hvis der bliver nogle valg undervejs så må vi tage dem. Vi har project boards for 

alle projekterne som består af lokale folk og fra gruppen og eksterne partnere – og de eksterne partnere vi har 

i alle de her er jo public institutions, så udover shared value så er der en ting der driver den her strategi helt 

vildt og det er cross-sector partnerships som metode. 

I: Er partnerskaber generelt noget i har meget fokus på i den her strategi? 

Jens: Ja, ideen er at der er den her Aid for Trade – der flyder jo vildt mange penge fra Danida, Dfid, USAid 

osv som skaber en masse værdi derude, og ved at vi er med i de her partnerskaber gør at vi kan være med til 

at gøre den her værdi mere fokuseret på de her områder. Derfor er det partnerskabstilgangen som er 

potentialet for os (34:44). Alle vores projekter er kendetegnet ved at vi ikke kan gøre det alene – vi har et 

fokus der gør at det kan ikke være et solo Mærsk shared value projekt, det eksistere ikke. Det eksisterer kun 

hvis vi er ved at lave en systemisk forandring og systemisk forandring er ikke en [carrier]. Det er nødt til at 

foregå med andre aktører og stakeholders så shared value og cross-sector partnerships i trade delen. 

I: Hvordan reacher i out til de her partnere? 

Jens: Jeg ringer til dem [laugh]. Jeg har brugt noget tid på finde de her projekter og diskuteret dem. Hvordan 

de her projekter er identificeret har været en blanding af at lytte ved vandrørene ved lokale landechefer og 

hvad der er gang i, international debatter på den her agenda og høre hvad der sker, holde ørene åbne ift 

Danida, Dfid, USAid osv. Og så sige her er opportunities til at gøre noget hurtigt og først som vi synes er 

gode. Vi skal på et eller andet tidspunkt blive enige om hvordan vi mere systematisk scanner den her agenda. 

Lige nu har det været en blanding af at der sker noget på forhånd, vi har fået nogle landechefer med, vores 

egen it afdeling har kigget på noget. Så det her i virkeligheden være noget hvor vi har prøvet at finde 

synergier i vildt mange ting og få det til at gå sammen. Jeg har lavet en standard måde som jeg ønsker at de 

her ting skal gå – jeg har formater for partnership agreements, hvilke debatter vi skal have med dem, hvordan 

vi skal køre projekterne, hvilke transparency vi skal have med projektpartnere osv. Og det forhandler vi så 

fra gang til gang. Jeg ved at forhandle færdig med IDB og de vil have det på en anden måde end Trade Mark 

vil have det i Østafrika. Vi er meget enige i processerne. Det der har været den store forskel det er at der er 

meget få som er i stand til at tænke cross-sector partnerskaber. De tænker meget som udgangspunkt 

filantropisk om hvad vi kan få af midler fra jer. Hvor jeg hele tiden har sagt, nej hvad kan projektet få af 

ressourcer. Så jeg har gjort lidt ud af at vores partnership agreements indeholder en listning, simpelt men 

alligevel vigtig, hvad er det forskellige partnere bringer til bordet af ressourcer – og ressourcer kan jo være 

penge men det kan også være viden, netværk, innovation, kontorer.. Og også at få IDB, som er en stor spiller 

og få dem til at se hvad det er de bringer til partnerskabet. Så de forstår at vi tænker det som et partnerskab 

og ikke en donation. Den tankegang diskutere jeg tit med folk om den er blevet normal eller ej og jeg ved at 

der er rigtig mange der tænker på det, men der er meget få der gør det. Når jeg diskutere med konsulenter på 

det her område, så siger de at det er mainstream at lave men det er ikke helt mainstream at lave. Der er 

mange der er gode til at tage snakken og tænke tanken men når det kommer til stykket så falder de i det 

gamle.. Jeg måtte for eksempel skrive Trade Marks’ interne policy dokument om fordi de er for fastlåste i at 

vi skal give dem en donation og så får vi en rapport tankegangen.  

I: De her partnerskaber bliver vedligeholdt inden for Mærsks’ operationelle afdelinger – det er ikke fonde 

som vedligeholder dem? 

Jens: Nej, vi tager os af dem. Vi har fået et mandat fra vores Sustainability Council som agerer på vegne af 

the Executive Board, de har sat nogle penge til det. Hver projekt har en projekt manager som bliver ansat 

lokalt for at sikre sig at der er ressourcer og har fået forskellige budget afhængig af hvad der er behov for 
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inden for en tidsramme. Og så har vi sat et projekt board op omkring dem. Det er fordi vi ikke er 

interesserede i at forstyrre de lokale forretninger, for de skal drive deres business, det her er noget nyt så 

derfor har vi ansat en projektmand ved siden af men ansat interne folk som ved hvordan vi opererer så han 

kan hente data og han har kontakter, men Mærsk Line skal jo fokusere på det de skal. Det her er jo noget nyt. 

Og så har vi så et projekt board hvor den lokale landechef sidder, så vi sikrer at der sker nogle synergier i de 

forskellige projekter. Og herfra kommer vi så med ressourcerne så de ikke skal tage dem af deres 

landeprojekter. 

I: Nu kan det jo være besværligt at arbejde med forskellige organisationstyper - har i en bestemt tidshorisont 

i arbejder efter? 

Jens: Ja, lang. Det bliver den helt store udfordring – også internt. Det bliver en stor udfordring at få succeser 

hurtigt nok til det interne game, som handler om at vise at det her er noget værd. 

I: I har ikke nogle partnerskaber der allerede kører – de skal alle sammen sættes op nu? 

Jens: Ja, det eneste er det i Østafrika som har kørt i 8 måneder. 

I: Så der er ikke så mange erfaringer at bygge på endnu? 

Jens: Nej, vi har nogle andre partnerskaber i industrien som kigger på sustainable shipping eller på macen 

[makken] som handler om anti-korruptionsnetværk som også har andre aktører inden over. Men det er ikke 

tænkt som shared value som sådan. Der er meget shared value i det som vi laver, vil jeg så sige.. men det er 

nyt og det bliver spændende om vi kan får værdi hurtigt nok. Det vi har sat i værk det er at vi ved siden af 

har sat nogle økonomer til at sætte en model op til hvordan man kan regne på hvad det er for en shared value 

vi kreerer, så vi kan prøve at få det ned, så tæt som muligt på kvantitative tal som man kan sammenligne med 

en investering dybest set – der vil vi gerne hen. Jeg tror det bliver svært. Jeg kan se det vi kan skabe, det er 

nogle modeller som kan vise hvad det er for en value creation vi laver overordnet i society – så mange 

SMEer kommer på eller det bliver så meget nemmere i den her value chain at flytte dokumenter som vil 

kunne ses i cost besparelse – det vil man så kunne regne ud og sige at det er sgu nogle pæne store tal, det er 

en value creation. Men hvordan vi catcher noget af den value creation og hvor meget – det afhænger af den 

taktiske måde og strategiske måde vi går til det over de næste to år, så det er ikke så nem en … Den 

nemmeste måde ville være at sige, at hvis vi skaber så meget mere handel så ville vi få vores 15 % af det (cf. 

15 % markedsandel). Men vi gør jo også tingene nemmere for vores konkurrenter, det bliver jo også 

competitive, måske gør vi det nemmere for vores konkurrenter at komme ind. Det er i virkeligheden blevet 

meget mere komplekst at finde ud af hvordan capture vi value af det her. Det er vores helt store udfordring. 

Lige nu kigger jeg på at stjæle metodikker fra innovations verden – hvordan er det man håndterer innovation 

i virksomheder hvor man har forskellige faser, hvor man har først en value creation og så er det man kigger 

på senere – jamen hvad er det egentlig vi tror.. det er jo først meget sent at man kan præsentere sådan en net 

present value modellering af hvad det er den her investering er værd. Det kan man ikke i de tidlige stadier i 

innovationsprocesser heller. Der ved man godt at det ikke giver mening, at man bliver nødt til at… Så jeg 

overvejer at stjæle nogle af den slags modeller og bruge. Men det er in the making og jeg ved ikke om det 

bliver sådan på den interne forklaring af hvor vi er henne og hvordan skabes værdien. Det er lidt nemmere på 

den eksterne, der kan vi godt lave nogle økonomiske modeller der viser at det er cirka så meget value der 

bliver kreeret. Det er meget sværere at sige hvor meget det er vi catcher til den interne debat. Det er vores 

udfordring lige nu, og sådan en model skal vi have klar til at putte ind næste år, det har vi lovet.   
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D.5. Lene Lorenzen, Toms 

I: Hvordan skaber Toms værdi? 

T: På flere fronter. Specifikt på vores involvering i Ghana. Vi arbejder med en række projekter under to 

hovedoverskrifter - det ene er bekæmpelse af børnearbejde, det andet er om at forbedre farmernes 

produktivitet. Sidstnævnte skaber værdi for farmerne ved at de har mulighed for at tredoble deres indtægter 

alene ved at lære god praksis i forhold til kakao produktion, altså hvordan man beskærer træer og gøder og 

fjerner syge frugter. Det ved vi kommer til at give dem en større produktivitet. Det kan vi se allerede nu at 

der tegner sig et billede af. Derudover vil de få en højere indkomst. Børnesiden, hvor vi forsøger at bekæmpe 

børnearbejde på flere måder. Der er lavet børnebeskyttelseskomiteer i 30 landsbyer og de komiteer har til 

formål at lave en actionplan for hvordan man beskytter børn mod børnearbejde og skaber de bedste 

muligheder ift. skole. Alle 30 landsbyer har selv lavet deres actionplan ud fra den situation deres landsby nu 

er i. Derudover har vi uddannet skolelærer i de landsbyer for at øge kvaliteten af undervisningen, og det ved 

vi har betydning også ift. bekæmpelse af børnearbejde. Hvis farmerne oplever at undervisningen ikke er 

særlig god og at børnene ikke lærer noget så synes de at de lige så godt kan tage med ud på farmen. Og så er 

der jo en del af farmer træningen hvor der er et modul som hedder børn og børns rettigheder, hvor farmerne 

lærer om at det er brud på menneskerettigheder at tage børnene med ud og de bliver opfordret til at søge 

løsninger på ting der tidligere har været klaret af børn - hvordan klarer vi det. Og det viser sig ofte at de 

finder ud af at hjælpe hinanden. Hvor en gruppe farmere tager ud på en mark og hjælper hinanden med at 

høste og det samme gør de med hinandens marker.  

I: I hvilken grad er denne strategi en konkurrence fordel for jer? 

T: Det er det helt klart. På flere måder. Vi bidrager til at sikre vores forsyning af kakao i og med at vi 

bidrager til at produktiviteten stiger. Og vores kunder er i stigende grad optaget af de her ting og vil gerne se 

dokumentation for at vi rent faktisk arbejder med de issues der er i vores forsyningskæde. Vi bliver spurgt 

om vores CSR rapport osv. Så det er også en social license eller ticket to play for at være med. 

I: Har i særlige indikatorer i anvender til at måle på jeres CSR strategi?  

T: I vores Danida projekt har vi nogle KPIer som er aftalt sammen med Danida. Det er sådan noget med at 

måle produktiviteten løbende, hvor mange lærere uddanner vi, hvor mange børn bliver indrulleret i skolerne 

og møder rent faktisk op. Den slags indikatorer. 

I: Det her fokus på bekæmpelse af børnearbejde, er det en del af et partnerskab med Danida? 

T: Det er en del af et partnerskab med Danida og COOP og IBIS og vores lokale partner i Ghana som hedder 

Source Trust. 

I: I har en ret holistisk tilgang til det både med stat og NGO - hvad får i ud af sådan et partnerskab? 

P: Vi får meget ud af det. Det som jeg generelt synes vi får ud af vores partnerskab er at vi partner op med 

nogen der har nogle kompetencer end os selv. De ting som IBIS laver ville vi ikke kunne selv. Den indsigt i 

at bidrage til skoler og forbedring af skoler som er med til at forbedre børnearbejde - det er jo noget de har 

meget mere indsigt i en vi har. I og med vi også er partner med COOP - vi er en af de første partnerskaber så 

vidt jeg ved hvor det går fra farmer ud til kunden, altså helt ud i detailleddet. Og det gør os jo i stand til at 

kommunikere ting sammen og bruge hinanden. COOP har også kompetencer og praktiske redskaber i andre 

sammenhænge som vi også kan lære noget af. De har partnerskaber i Kenya, Madeira, Namibia - når vi er 
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støt på nogle ting har COOP kunne fortælle at de har løst på den og den måde i det og det projekt og det kan 

vi jo ofte bruge til noget.  

I: Hvordan blev partnerskabet sat i gang. Var det på baggrund af efterspørgsel fra kunder eller? 

T: Vi har haft et partnerskab med IBIS siden 2007. Det vi har nu er nogen midler fra Danida som hedder 

Danida Business Partnerships som er et treårigt projekt. Men forud for det har der været andre Danida 

platforms. Siden 2007 har vi haft adskillige partnerskaber med Danida. Og siden 2007 har vi været i 

partnerskab med Source Trust. Da vi arbejdede på at lave en ansøgning til det her projekt, så talte jeg med 

COOP tilfældigvis i en anden sammenhæng og de blev meget interesserede i at være med, og så bidrager de 

også med nogle midler, de har gjort os i stand til at gøre endnu mere end vi havde regnet med.  

I: I det her partnerskab, er der kun fokus på de lokalsamfund som i er engagerede i ift. jeres farmere? 

T: Ja, vi har sporbarhed til 5000 farmere i 96 landsbyer så vi ved hvem de farmere er og det er dem vi 

arbejder med. 

I: Er der planer om at skalere det til flere landsbyer? 

T: Nej. det er dem der er - vi arbejder faktisk med hele vores forsyningskæde for Ghana. 

I: Jeg faldt over Toms Extra projektet hvor der anvendes en anden fermenteringsproces - hvordan gavner det 

Toms og hvordan gavner det kakao farmerne? 

T: Kakao farmerne gavner det på den måde at den nye fermenteringsproces er en arbejdslettelse. Den 

traditionelle metode er den man kalder bunke fermentering, hvor bunken af kakaobønner skal vendes med to 

dages mellemrum, og sådan en bunke er meget tung at håndtere og de har ikke andre redskaber end deres 

hænder til at vende den. Den traditionelle metode bruger også mange bananblade og de høster disse 

bananblade på deres farm hvor de kan risikere at løbe tør og hvis de ikke har dem kan de ikke fermentere 

deres kakao og sælge den bagefter. Den nye metode gør at det er en arbejdslettelse og færre bananblade, men 

så viser det sig også at fermenteringen går hurtigere og tørringen går hurtigere hvilket betyder at farmerne 

hurtigere får deres penge. Ift. Toms er den nye metode rent fermenteringsmæssigt en mere ensartet metode 

der gør at der kommer mere luft til fermenteringen hele tiden og det er vigtigt for at kakaobønderne udnytter 

deres smagspotentiale og at den bitterhed der kan være i kakao at den falder. Vi kan jo lave noget chokolade 

som smager virkelig godt og som ikke er særligt bittert. Vi har en 80% udgave som ikke er bitter. Vi har 

testet den hos forbrugere op mod andre 80% chokolader og den er helt klart den bedste i forbrugernes øjne. 

I: Så det er også en kommercielt stor fordel? 

T: Ja 

I: Hvilken tidshorisont arbejder i med i sådan et projekt? 

T: Vi har ikke nogen planlagte slut-tidspunkter. Når det her projekt er slut så vil vi arbejde videre ligesom vi 

har gjort siden 2007 - når et projekt forløb er slut så vil vi starte på et nyt.  

I: Hvordan er i kommet i gang med Toms Extra projektet - har i en innovations afdeling til de slags 

projekter? 
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T: Det startede med at vi fandt ud af tilfældigt.. vi talte med en forsker på Københavns Universitet som 

gjorde os opmærksomme på at i Ghana havde nogle forskere udviklet en ny metode men den metode var 

ikke udbredt i chokoladeproduktion. Men forskeren var mikro biolog og mente at det ville give en bedre 

kakao. Det blev vi jo nødt til at undersøge og så fortalte han om at det var en bedre arbejdsproces for 

farmerne. Efter vi undersøgte kakaoen og fandt ud af at det gav en god chokolade, så lavede vi en pilot med 

80 farmere for at undersøge om de rent faktisk syntes at det vare bedre, og det syntes de. Så besluttede vi os 

for at skalere det. 

I: Oplever i nogle barrierer ifm jeres engagement i Ghana - nu tænker jeg fx på staten. 

T: Faktisk, forbavsende lidt. For at være helt ærlig så er barrieren ift. Danida. De har utroligt meget krav til 

dokumentation som de selvfølgelig skal have men.. det er helt ned til hvis der er nogle der har købt mad i en 

landsby til frokost, det kan være svært at få bilag på, det er meget tungt. 

I: I rapporten er der fokus på at kakaoproduktion skal være en mere lukrativ profession for farmerne - er det 

ikke en attraktiv levevej for Ghanesere? 

T: Ja. Der er flere ting. De farmere som ikke har fået farmertræning, altså bare lært det af deres forældre. De 

har ikke været specielt produktive, de har kun produceret cirka en tredjedel af hvad træerne rent genetisk kan 

give. Det er hårdt arbejde for ikke ret meget indtægt, og så kan der være andre afgrøder som fx gummitræer 

som kræver mindre arbejde og giver højere afkast på den lange bane. Hvis vi skal sikre os at det bliver ved 

med at være interessant at være kakaofarmer og at unge mennesker gider det også, så skal vi gøre det til en 

meget bedre forretning for dem. Vi er ved at lære dem at være mere produktive. Vi bruger nogle trænings 

curriculum som Fair Trade og Rain Forrest Alliance og UTS har lavet - det er ikke sådan at vi bruger en 

masse kemikalier osv. Vi forsøger at lære dem at gøre det på nogle bæredygtige principper. Der er nogle 

farmere som ikke har vidst at når deres frugter har fået skimmel så skal man fjerne dem fra farmen så de 

andre frugter ikke får skimmel. I stedet har de skåret dem i små stykker og spredt dem ud på farmerne og 

inficeret deres farm endnu mere. Det er jo meget håndgribelige ting at tage fat i. 

I: Det fokus i har på uddannelse som jeg ser det rækker ud over den direkte forbindelse til Toms forretning - 

er målet med det blot at undgå børnearbejde? 

T: Nu er blot ikke det rigtige ord. Det er fordi vi gerne vil sørge for at de får en fremtid og at det aftryk vi 

sætter ikke er noget negativt. Og ja, man kan godt sige at det får vi ikke noget direkte kommercielt ud af 

andet end noget etik men det har også betydning for det at være medarbejder på Toms. 

I: Har i andre lignende fokus områder som det på uddannelse? 

T: Vi har fået gender som en del af et modul i farmertræningsforløbet og det er noget der har til formål at 

kvinder kan være farmere på lige fod med mænd. At sætte noget fokus på at alt det kvinder laver - passe 

børn, lave mad, osv - det forhindrer dem i at være farmere. Noget så simpelt som det tidspunkt hvor 

farmertræningen sættes til kan være et dårligt tidspunkt for kvinderne. Det arbejder vi også med. 

I: I 2014 blev i partner af World Cocoa Foundation, det der hedder Cocoa Livelihoods Programme - Hvad er 

Toms rolle her? Hvordan gavner det her partnerskab Toms? 

T: Med det partnerskab vi har med COOP og Danida, det er meget med fokus på vores egen forsyningskæde 

men vi arbejder os med det på den bredere front på flere måder. Vi har været medlem af WCF i 10 år og vi 

arbejder på international standard, bæredygtigt kakao, og så vil vi gerne også indgå i det her partnerskab. 
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Lige præcis det der hedder Cocoa Livelihoods er utroligt spændende og meget innovativt, der ligger også i at 

vi kan lære noget selv ved at være sammen med de andre.  

I: Gennem WCF donerede nogle penge til bekæmpelse af Ebola - har i andre lignende filantropiske projekter, 

også uafhængigt af WCF? 

T: Vi har bidraget til Danmarks Indsamling, men ellers gør vi ikke så meget i det. 

I: Er der fokus fra Toms side at det både skal gavne lokalsamfund og Toms? 

T: Ja. 

I: Helt overordnet, hvad betyder partnerskaber for Toms? 

T: Det er helt afgørende, vi kunne ikke gøre det selv alene. Vi har brug for de kompetencer og kan gøre at 

hvis vi selv har nogle midler fra Toms og COOP så bliver de matchet 50 % fra Danida. Det gør at vi kan 

udrette endnu mere. Jeg kan se i Ghana er det Ibis og Source Trust som arbejder sammen og de får meget 

glæde af hinanden, det er meget tydeligt. Det de lærer af hinanden det tager de med i deres øvrige arbejde 

udenfor partnerskabet. 

I: Oplever i barrierer ved at arbejde sammen med NGO? 

T: Der er tænkning - vi er en forretning og det er de ikke. Vi har arbejdet sammen i så lang tid så det oplever 

vi ikke længere. Vi vil gerne have tal, vi vil gerne kunne sige at vi har nedbragt børnearbejde med så og så 

mange procent og det ved vi godt er super svært at måle. Hvor det er tydeligt at når IBIS skulle rapportere fra 

deres arbejde så er det mange ord og lærerne fik en masse selvtillid ud af undervisningen osv. og det er ikke 

fordi.. det er jo også et resultat. De har bare det fokus, hvor vi er mere - hvor mange lærere og hvad har vi 

opnået. Jeg har også en ledelse der er glad for tal. De ved godt nu at jeg helst ser nogle ting, ikke at jeg 

selvfølgelig også gerne vil høre de andre ting. Jeg synes vi har fundet hinanden. Vi har været partnere siden 

2007. 

I: Nu er der fokus på Ghana som er jeres største leverandør. Hvor er Toms ellers til stede i udviklingslande? 

T: Vi har ikke så dybt et engagement i andre forsyningskæder, for kakao er vores absolut største råvare, men 

vi arbejder meget med palmeolie. Vi prøver at blive certificeret på et så højt niveau som muligt, men det er 

jo så gennem nogle andre i Malaysia og Indonesien.  

I: Er der lige så omfattende en tilgang som der er i Ghana? 

T: Der er stort fokus på palmeolie fra mange sider, også forbrugere og flere af vores kunder. Siden 1990 har 

der været ryddet 4,4 mio hektar for at plante oliepalme plantager og det er meget voldsomt og kan måles på 

Indonesiens CO2 udslip. Der har man gjort en helt masse for at sætte standarder for bæredygtig palmeolie 

produktion og den følger vi med i og vi prøver at få den højeste standard som vi kan. Men det er ikke noget 

vi er ude selv og.. for det er mindre end 2% af vores råvare indkøb. 

 


